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INTRODUCTION. 

Pharmacology is one of the glories of Arabic Science, 

that is of the science of Arabic- writing scholars of the Islamic 

World during the Middle Ages. The source of Arabic phar¬ 

macology is to be found in Greek pharmacology, especially 

the Materia Medica of Dioscurides and the book on Simple 

Drugs by Galenos. In the centuries following his death the 

closer connection of the Byzantine Empire with the Orient 

favoured the importation of many Persian and Indian drugs 

which had been unknown to the Greeks. Byzantine and 

Syrian Christian physician sincorporated those into the fun¬ 

damental stock of their remedies. But is was only after the 

rise of Islam that the “ Materia Medica’’ of the Occident and 

Orient were collected in a systematic way, and that Botany 

and Mineralogy were enriched by new knowledge. 

We give in the following pages a chronological list of 

the authors of important treatises on simple drugs from 

Greek times down to the XVHth. century A. D., particularly 

those who are mentioned in the text of al-Ghafiqi’s book. 



I. List of Authors of Botanical 
and 

Pharmacological Treatises. 
--* ♦ * ---■ 

A. Greek Period. 

1. Tkeopkrastus of Eresos (Island of Lesbos), born 

in 370 B.C., died about 285 B. C. A pupil of Plato and a 

fellow-pupil of Aristotle. Wrote a famous “Enquiry into 

Plants,” now accessible in a good Greek edition with English 

translation (see Bibliography). His book was never trans¬ 

lated into Arabic. 

2. Pedanios Dioskurides of Anazarba (Asia Minor). 

Visited, as military surgeon to the Roman Army, many lands 

and composed, about 78 A= D,, his celebrated “Materia 

Medica” in five books. We quote it after the newest and 

best edition, that of Wellmann (see Bibliography), adding 

to al-Ghafiqi’s quotation of the Book (after the name of 

Dioscurides) the number of each chapter in brackets. This 

book must have been early translated into Syriac. A bad 

Arabic translation was made in the first half of the IXth. 

century A. D. by the Christian translator Stephen son of 

Basil JVery soon after, his translation was repeated 

and improved upon by Hunain ibn Is-haq ' u. (809- 



877 A. D. in Baghdad). He composed at the same time a 

Syriac version of the book. In 948, the Emperor Romanos 

of Byzantium sent a fine illustrated Greek copy of the work 

as a present to the Ruler of Cordova, the great Abd-ar-Rah- 

man III and three years later the same Emperor sent 

the monk Nicholas to read and explain the book to the scho¬ 

lars at the Moorish court; he verified the names of the plants 

given in the Arabic translation and created a better edition, 

under the supervision of the Jewish physician and minister 

Hasdai ben Shaprut. Several of the Hispano-Moorish physi¬ 

cians mentioned hereafter wrote commentaries on the Arabic 

version of the “Materia Medica” of Dioscurides. A few 

fine copies of Hunain’s Arabic version of the book exist 

in European libraries : one, with numerous glosses, in Paris 

at the National Library, another, with fine illustrations inclu¬ 

ding a miniature painting of a drug store, in Constantinople. 

(No. 3704 Aya Sofia Library ). 1 No printed edition of Dios- 

curides’ Arabic “ Drug-Book” is in existence. 

Omitting the Roman Latin pharmacologies which 

remained unhnown to the Arabs, we pass on immediately to. 

3. Galenos of Per^amos (Asia Minor; lived from 

about 129-200 A. D.). Well-known to Syrian and Arab 

sholars. His enormous literary output was translated into 

Syriac as far back as the Vlth., and into Arabic mainly dur¬ 

ing the IXth. century A. D. Galens book on Simple Drugs 

1. For other MSS. in Bologna, Leyden, Oxford etc. see H. 

Diels Handschriften der antiken Aerzte II, p. 31 ( Berlin 1906 ). 
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(De Sitnplicium Medicamentorum Temperamentis et Fa- 

cultatibus) is published in the Greek text in Kuehn’s 

great edition of Galen’s Works ( vol. XI, p. 379-vol. XII, 

p. 377, Leipzig 1826). We quote in our translation the 

volume and page of this edition in brackets after the 

name of Galen. The “ Simble Drugs ” of Galen was 

translated into Syriac by Yusuf al-Khuri and by Ayyub, 

two minor Christian translators of the IXth. century A. D. 

Hunain translated it again about 840 A. D. into Syriac, 

and later on into Arabic for his protector ‘ Ali b. Yahya 

a , Secretary of the Caliph al-Mutawakkil.1 This trans¬ 

lation exists in manuscript only 2 in the libraries of Cons¬ 

tantinople, the Escorial, Florence, Paris, London, etc. It has 

never been published in print. 

4. Oribasius was the physician in ordinary to the 

Roman Emperor Julianus Apostata (361-3 A. D.). He wrote 

in Greek a medical encyclopedia in 70 books and (about 390 

A. D.) an extract (synopsis for his son Eustathius) of this 

too bulky work.3 This book contains also section on simple 

1. According to a recent publication of Hunain’s own 

Treatise on the Translations of Galen.” See Bergstraesser, 

Hunain ibn Is-haq neber die syrischen und arabischen Galen- 

[Jebersetzungen (Leipzig 1925 ), and Max Meyerhof, New' Light 

on Hunain ibn fshaq’and his Period (Isis vol. VIII 1926, pp. 

685-724). 

2. Diels I. c. I. p. 96. 

3. All that remains of his literary output was published by 

Bussemaker and Daremberg (Oeuvres d’Oribase, 6 vols. Paris 

1856-1876). A recent edition of the text of the Collectanea (by 

Job. Raeder ) is now appearing in Berlin and Leipzig 1928-9. 
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drugs which is sometimes quoted by Arabic authors. The 

works of Oribasius were translated into Syriac and Arabic 

by Hunain ibn Ishaq and his pupil ‘Isa ibn Yahya 

but nothing remains of these translations; they are all lost. 

Many fragments of Rufus of Ephesus (Ilnd. cent. A. D.) are 

preserved in his books. 

5. Paxil of Ae^ina (Paulus Aegineta) was a Greek 

physician in Alexandria shortly before the conquest of Egypt 

by the Arabs, 640-2-A. D.). He left a compendium of me¬ 

dicine in seven books, compiled from the works of Galen 

and others. The last of the seven books comprised simple 

drugs and was frequently quoted by Arabic writers on the 

knowledge of drugs.1 This work, too, was translated into 

Syriac and Arabic by the indefatigable Hunain, but only a 

fragment of the part on Poisons is left in Arabic MSS. which 

are extant in several libraries.2 

6. Ahrun al-Qiss ^-*11 (i. e. “Aaron the Priest”) is 

the last Alexandrian physician of the Pre-islamic period. He 

must have been a contemporary of Paul of Aegina. He wrote 

a great “Medical Pandect” {kurmash3 fVt-tibb *JJI j jkS~) 

in 30 books. It is possible that he wrote it originally in Greek. 

1. There exists no modern edition of Paul’s original text 

but an excellent translation with commentary by Francis Adams 

(The Seven Books of Paulus Aegineta, 3 vols. London 1845-7). 

See Bibliography. 

2. Diels I. c. 11. p. 78. 

3. This word is derived from Syriac kendshd NISOD i. e. 

Collection. 
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Anyhow, it was translated from Syriac into Arabic by Ma- 

sargawaih (see the following no. 8) and formed one of the 

fundamental sources of Arabian Medicine. 

B. Islamic Period 

We mention here a series of physicians who wrote on 

remedies and who were mostly quoted by al-Ghafiqi. The 

less important names occurring in his text are explained in 

the notes. 

7. Thiyaducj j(probably a misspelling for Thaudut 

i. e. Theodotus) was one of the first Christian physi¬ 

cians under Islamic rule. He was, according to Arabic histo¬ 

rians, the physician of Haggag b. Yusuf the 

capable but cruel general of the Umayyad Calif ‘Abd al-Malik. 

Thiyaduq died 708 A. D. and left several books, a medical 

Kunnash and a book on remedies and their substitutes 

(both of them lost). It was probably from the last-mentioned 

work that al-Ghafiqi extracted his occasional quotations. 

8. Masar^awaih or Masar^is A* .>«• * l ^ ^1 ^ ^ ^^ A ^ 

Persian Jew ; seemed to have lived in Basra (‘Iraq) during 

the first half of the Vlllth cent. A. D,, viz. under the Umay¬ 

yad Caliphs. His works, now lost, were frequently quoted 

by later Arabic physicians; besides the translation of Ahron’s 

“ Pandect ”, he left a book on aliments and simple drugs. It 

is this latter book which is quoted by al-Ghafiqi. Rhazes 

and Ibn al Baitar call Masargawaih “The Jew 

9. ‘Isa h. Hakam ^-0: of Damascus; lived in 

the second half of the Vlllth. cent. A. D. He is quoted by ab 



Ghafiqi under the name of Masih (i.e. “Christ”), and 

the Mediaeval Latin translators sometimes call him “Chris- 

tianellus”. The main work which he left was a Kunnash 

on medicine containing a section on drugs. It is lost. 

10. Rakktisku/ b, Gur^is was one 

of the first members of a celebrated family of Christian phy¬ 

sicians who were in favour under the Abbassid Caliphs during 

three centuries. He lived at the end of the Vlllth cent A. D. 

and was one of the court - physicians to Harun ar-Rashid. 

His Kunnash is quoted by Rhazes, al-Ghafiqi and others. 

We come now to the IXth cent. A. D. during which 

flourished physicians of great repute. 

1 1. Yulianna h. Masawaik ^j>_ (d. 857 A.D.; 

called in Latin translations Joannes filins Mesue or Janus 

Damascerius. A Christian physician, lived at the Persian 

Academy of Gonde-Shapur and in Baghdad as head of the 

Translation School (Bait al-Hikma ox,) in the first half 

of the IXth cent. A. D. He left several capable pupils 

among whom was Hunain ibn Is-haq, and wrote many 

books, some of which are still extant in libraries. Among 

them were works on Aliments and on Poisons quoted by 

later authors. 

12. ‘All k. Rakkan at~Takari ^ Of.) u. 3 Christian 

Persian converted to Islam ; flourished under the Califate of 

al Mutawakkil to whom he dedicated, in 850 A. D., his most 

important work, a medical compendium called Firdaws al- 
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Hikmci G-T^ 1 .The quotations from his book by Rhazes 

and al-Ghafiqi go under the names of ‘Ali b. Zain j-j <Jf 

or at-Tabari . 

13. Hunain b. Is-hacj 1 c<->- (809-877 A. D.). 

Was a Christian contemporary of the above mentioned; a 

prominent physician and at the same time the most celebrated 

translator of Greek medical works into Syriac and Arabic2. 

He certainly produced more that 150 translations and wrote 

more than 100 original books; the bulk of this enormous 

output is now lost. Arabic Pharmacology is indebted to 

H unain for the translations of Dioscurides’ “Materia Medica” 

and Galen’s “Simple Drugs”, as we stated above. He created 

many of the Arabic scientific terms and identified the Greek 

drug-names with the Arabic, Persian and Syriac ones of his 

time. These names passed immediately into the medical works 

of his contemporaries3. Moreover, Hunain made extracts 

from and commentaries on the pharmacological treatises 

which he had translated. Ibn Abi Usaibi'a j) <j) the 

1. The Arabic text of this book has recently been edited by 

M. Z. Siddiqi (Firdausu’l-Hikmat or “Paradise of Wisdom,v of Ali 

b. Rabban at-Tabari. Berlin 1928) See the analysis of the work 

by M. Meyerhof in Isis vol. XV(1931 ) pp.6-54. 

2. See his biography given by M. Meyerhof in the Introduc¬ 

tion to “The Ten Treatises on the Eye ascribed to Hunain b. 

Is-baq r, Cairo 1928. 

3. See, e. g. the afore - mentioned Firdaws al-Miktna and 

“The Book of al-Dakhira ” (edited by G. Sobhy, Cairo 1928) 

ascribed to the great mathematician and physician Thabit b. 

Qurra ij ^ (825-900 A.D.). 
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historian of Arabian physicians1, enumerates seven such 

tracts. None of them has reached us, but Hunain’s name is 

frequently to be found in al-Ghafiqi’s pharmacology. 

The following authors were all Christians : 

14. Hubaisb b. al ~ Hasan ^ , Hunain’s 

nephew and most prominent pupil, translated many medical 

works mostly of Qalen, from his master’s Syriac version into 

Arabic. He also left several books of his own, among them 

a work on simple drugs. This latter is now lost, but known 

by the quotations in Rhazes’ and al-Ghafiqi’s writings. 

15. Is-baq b. Hunain <>:>. , Hunain’s talented 

son and second-best pupil. Left, besides many translations of 

medical and philosophical works by Galen, Aristotle and 

Plato, several original books; and among others a treatise 

on simple drugs, equally lost. 

16. ‘Isa b. ‘Ali ^ > another pupil of Hunain; 

seems to have left a pharmacological treatise, which is only 

known by quotations. 

17. ‘Isa b» Masa Sj' about whom Ibn Abi 

UsaibLa (vol. 1 p. 184) gives but a very short account. He 

wrote a book on the virtues of aliments, which is lost. * 

18. Yulianna b, Sarabiyun 1 ^ j (Joannes 

filius Serapionis) of Damascus (?) was a Christian practitioner 

of the IXth. cent A. D. He composed a Kunnash on medi¬ 

cine which was well-known and often quoted on account of 

1. Y * * — \ A ^ JjVI * ji-l N A A Y \ tl-LV! Olid* ^5 *L;Vl 
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its pharmacological information. It was early translated into 

Latin and printed for the first time in Venice 1479; eight 

more printed editions are known. But the Arabic original 

was lost a long time before, and the only copy seems to be 

one in the Aya Sofia Library at Constantinople (Istanbul). 

19. Is-kacj b. ‘Imran a. was a Muslim phy¬ 

sician of Baghdad who emigrated to North Africa and entered 

the service of Ziyadat-allah b. al-Aghlab a aAy, ruler 

of Qairawan (now Tunisia) who reigned 8 16-837 A. D. Later 

on Is-haq lost the favour of the prince and was cruelly put 

to death. He left about a dozen books, among them one on 

simple drugs repeatedly quoted by al-Ghafiqi. 

20. Is-Laq b. Sulaiman al~Isra*ili J/k—VI jLl- jU—I 

a celebrated Jewish physician in Qairawan, and pupil of the 

last mentioned. Was the author of several medical and phi¬ 

losophical books, some of which were translated into Latin 

and were famous in Europe down to the XVIIth cent. Is¬ 

haq’s book “On Simple Remedies and Aliments” is quoted 

by al-Ghafiqi under the name of al-Isra’ili. 

21. Qusta h. Luqa is J j of Baibakk eta*, (in Syria) 

was a Christian physician of the end of the IXth cent, and 

a prominent translator of Greek medical and philosophical 

works. Among his own works, a book on aliments is to be 

cited, some quotations of which were made by later authors. 

Before we leave the IXth cent. A. D., we have to cite 

four authors of works which are not strictly pharmacological. 
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22. Abu Yusuf Ya‘qub b. Is-haq al-Kindi yyl 

(jAiCjl j^\ <j ^jo*," (d. after 870 A. D. in Baghdad), called “the 

Philosopher of the Arabs”, was the first great Muslim scho¬ 

lar of universal erudition. He wrote on philosophical, theolo¬ 

gical, medical, musical, mathematical, astronomical and 

physical questions. He was quoted by al-Ohafiqi on account 

of his writings on stones, metals and plants. It is not known 

whether his “Summary of Galen’s Simple Drugs” survived 

him long. 

23. Al-Filaba ar-Rumiyya i* uThe 

Greek Agriculture”, is frequently quoted in al-Ghafiqi’s text. 

This is nothing else than an Arabic translation of one of the 

Hellenistic compilations on Agriculture and Husbandry. 

Several of them were translated at the end of the VUIth 

cent. The work which is mentioned above seems to be that 

which was ascribed to a certain Qustus who was 

frequently mistaken for the translator Qusta b. Luqa. Finally 

it was proved by Ruska 1 that this is a book by Cassianus 

Bassus, the Greek original of which is extant2. 

24. Abu Baler Alimad ibn Wabsbiyya <j -cH jC y\ 

(about 820 A. D.) was the ill-famed author of several 

writings which he alleged to be translations from very old 

Babylonian sources. Among them is “The Nabataean Agri- 

1. J Ruska, “Cassianus Bassus Scholastikus und die arabi- 

schen Versionen der griechischen Landwirtschaft”. In Dcr Islam 
V (1 924) pp. 174—198. 

2. Cassiani Bassi Scholastics Geoponica, ed. M. Becker 

Leipzig 1895. 
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culture ” (A/- Fildha an - Nabcitiyya) sometimes 

quoted by al - Ghafiqi. Apart from fantastical etymological 

explanations, it contains many useful remarks on animals 

and plants. 

25. Abu Hanifa al-Dinawari L(d. 895 

A. D.), an Arabic philologist and scientist of Persian extrac¬ 

tion. Was the author of a famous "Book on Plants” {Kitab 

an-Nabat oiJ ^\zT).This book, unhappily lost but known by 

numerous quotations and by al-Ghafiqi, became the main 

authority on plant-names for all the Arabic lexicographers. 

It was criticised by another philologist, ‘All b. Hamza 035- ^ J? 

who is equally quoted in al-Ghafiqi’s text under the name 

of al-Basri ^ 

We now come to the Xth cent. A. D. in which the pre¬ 

dominance of Christian physicians and translators ended in 

favour of Muslim scholars. The most prominent of them was; 

26. Abu. Bakr Muhammad b. ^akariyya ar-Razi 

i» Jfj ^ Jk> y\ known in Europe mostly under the 

latinized name of Rhazes. He was a Persian Muslim, lived 

in Rayy (Persia) from 865-925 1 and produced a most incre¬ 

dible number of works on Medicine, Natural Science, Logic, 

Metaphysics, Mathematics, Alchemy, Theology and Ethics. Ibn 

1. Although al-Biruni gave an exact biography and chrono¬ 

logy of ar-Razi in the famous Leyden MS. Or. 133 (translated 

by J. Ruska, “Al-Birhni als Quelle fur das Leben und die Schri- 

ften al-Razi’s, in /sis V, 1922, p.p. 2 7-50 ), scholars always 

follow the dates given by later and less trustworthy Arabic 

authors. Thus, e. g., the millennium of Rhazes’ death was 

unjustly commemorated in Paris, in 1930. 
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Abi Usaibi‘a (I pp. 315-21 ) enumerates about 250 books 

of his writings. Among them are works as bulky as his great 

“Continens” (al Hciwi fi't-Tibb <-^-0 in 20volum- 
* 

es on Therapeutics. Most of them are lost. This “Continens”, 

as well as his great Pharmacology (Aqrabddhtn )1, 

his “ Drug-book” and “Book on Substitutes for Drugs” were 

quoted by al-Ghafiqi. It is probable that he sometimes copied 

from the many literary extracts given by ar-Razi who was 

acquainted with the entire Arabic medical literature created 

until the end of the IXth cent. A. D. Most of the above- 

mentioned works are lost. 

27. *Al£ h. al~‘ Abbas al~Ma£usi ^ . 

Was also a Persian Muhammadan physician (d. 994 A. D.). 

He wrote a fine encyclopedia on the whole domain of medi¬ 

cine Kamil as-Sind‘a jX (i. e. “A Complete Treatise 

on the Art”) called later by medical men al- Malaki 

(i. e. “The Royal Book”). It is indeed an excellent, perhaps 

the best work on Medicine in Arabic. Happily it survived 

and has been published in print (in Cairo-Bulaq 1294 A. H.); 

Al-Ghafiqi sometimes quotes this work. Constantine the 

African translated the book into Latin, about 1070 A. D., 

under the name of Pantegni, ascribing it audaciously to 

himself. A later and better translation was completed by 

Stephen of Antioch in 1127, under the title “Liber Regius ” - 

(printed in Venice and Lyons 1523). 

1. Derived from Greek yQacpidiov {graphidion) i. e. a small 

register. 
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28. Abu Mansur Muwaffacf b. 4 All j>s?} 

of Hirow (North Persia). About 970 A. D.; wrote, for 

the Saiuanid Sultan Mansur I., a pharmacological treatise in 

Persian; it is one of the first monuments of modern Persian 

in prose. It was never translated into Arabic and had no 

influence on Arabic medicine; but it was very useful to us 

for the identification of Persian drug-names. Unhappily the 

original text1 2 was not at our disposal, but only Achundow’s 

translation. 

29. Nastas (i.e. Anastasius) ibn Gurai^ ^ 

was a Christian physician in Egypt, living in the first half 

of the Xth. cent. A.D. He is little known; the quotations under 

his name, Abu Guraigthe Monk or Ibn Guraig, are probably 

from his main work, a now lost Kunndsh on Medicine. 

30. Mubammad’b. Alimad at-Tamimi 

of Jerusalem, was a physician in the service of Ya‘qub b. 

Killis ^ a, the powerful vizier of the first Fatimid 

Califs in Egypt (second half of the Xth cent. A. D.). AI- 

Ghafiqi's quotations refer to at-Tamimi’s drug-book al- 

Murshid (i.e. “Guide to the Right Way”). Of this 

valuable book there only exist a few fragments which were 

analyzed by L. Leclerc. 

1. “Liber fundamentarum pharmacologiae”, auctore Abii 

Mansur Mowaffak ben ‘Alt Harawi. Ed. Romeo Seligmann, 2 

vols. Vienna 1830-33. For the translation see Bibliography (Abb 

Mansur ). 

2. Histoire de la medecine Arabe, (Paris 1870) pp. 389-91. 
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31. Al-Balisi was an almost unknown physician 

who lived in Egypt. He wrote a book at-Takmtl fi'l-Adwiya 

al-Mufrada j jJCJI c_Ai.r(“The Perfection on Simple 

Remedies'’) for Kafur the Vizier of the Ikhshid Dynasty 

in Egypt ( about 940 A. D.)1. It was sometimes quoted by 

al-Ghafiqi concerning Indian drugs. 

32. Abu Bakr Ahmad b. Ibrahim ^ 

commonly called Ibn al-Gazzar j'jPo:' (d. about 1000 A. D.) 

A Tunisian Muslim, was the most prominent pupil of Is-haq 

al-Isra’ili (see supra no. 20). He wrote about 25 books on 

Medicine, one of which, treating of simple remedies, K. al- 

rtimad which was lost, and one on Substitutes. 

Both were sometimes quoted by al-Ghafiqi. 

33. Abu Dawud Sulaiman b. Hassan 

better known under the name oi Ibn Gulgul cA Was 

a distinguished Hispano - Moorish physician at the court of 

the Caliph Hisham II. in Cordoba. There he wrote, in 982 

A. D., an ‘‘Explanation of the Names of Remedies in the 

Book of Dioscurides” ^\:5T 

and a “Discourse on those Remedies Used in Medicine 

which were Omitted by Dioscurides in his Book”2. These 

books are now lost, but were frequently quoted by al-Gha¬ 

fiqi. Moreover, he wrote a short “ History of Physicians and 

Philosophers” from which Ibn Abi Usaibi‘a copied many 

passages. 

1. Ibn Abi Usaibi‘a II p. 86. 

2. See Ibn Abi Usaibi'a II p. 48, line 10 foil 
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34. A.bu Bakr Hamid ibn Samgun 

(d. 1001 A.D.).1 A Muslim and Hispano-Moorish physician 

in the service of a Hagib (vizier) at Cordoba. His trea¬ 

tise on simple drugs is lost, but was quoted by al-Ghafiqi. 

34. AbuT~Q.asim Khalaf b. al-‘Abbas az-Zabrawi 

lSjVJ1 6; r^)l y) lived, like the two last - mentioned 

physicians, at Cordoba in the second half of the Xth cent. 

A.D. He is famous for his book at-Tasrlf ^^*3!on Medicine, 

in 30 sections. It was early translated into Latin under the 

title “ Liber Theoricae nec non Practicae Alzaharavii”; the 

surgical section (section XXX) is particularly famous as 

“Cnirurgia Abulcasis” and was translated into Hebrew, Latin 

and French. The XXVllth. section of the Tasrtf contains an 

alphabetical list of simple drugs, the XXVlIIth (known in 

Latin as “ Liber Servitoris”) their preparation, and the XXIXth 

their synonyms and substitutes. 2 It was these three chapters 

which were quoted by al-Ghafiqi and others. There exists no 

known complete MS. of the Arabic text of the Tasrtf; but 

we may hope that in the future a copy may be brought to 

light from the treasures in the libraries of Constrantinople. 

30. Abu ‘All al-Husain b. ‘Abdallab known as 

Ibn Sina k*- cd (in Latin Avicenna) was a Persian Muslim 

and lived from 980- 1036 A.D. He is considered as “the 

1. Ibid. II p. 51-52. 

2. A short analysis is given by L. Leclerc in his “Histoire 

de la medecine arabe”, vol. I. pp, 447-87 and 451-3, 
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Prince of all Learning” (Ash-Shaikh ar-Ra’is ^)\ ^M) and is, 

with Rh azes, the greatest physician and, with Averroes, the 

greatest philosopher of the Islamic world. We only mention 

here, among his enormous scientific output, the “Canon of 

Medicine’' (al-Qanuti fVt-Tibb sJJi j jyUll^Lf') because it 

contains a section on simple drugs which is frequently 

quoted by al-Ghafiqi. It forms in the Cairo printed edition 

of 1294 A. H. the second half of the first volume (vol. I, pp. 

243-470). A fairly good Latin translation is to be found in 

the last of all the many printed Latin editions of the Canon L 

We have used both these editions. The descriptions of the 

drugs are very short; Avicenna mainly laid stress on the 

enumeration of their healing properties. 

37. Abu’r-Raikan Muhammad Ibn Ahmad al~ 

Biruni j^ ^ /) (973-1048) a Muslim from 

Transoxania, contemporary with Avicenna, lived at the court 

of the Sultans of Qhazna (now Afghanistan). He was the 

most original and perhaps the greatest of all the Islamic 

scientists. He specialized in Mathematics, Chronology, Phy¬ 

sics and Indian History; but was also a remarkable theologian 

and linguist. His Materia Medica Kitdb as-Saidana 

(Book of Drugs) was only known in a Persian version1 2, 

until recently when Dr. Zeki Welidi, professor at the Uni- 

1. “Abuali ibn Tsina (Avicenna) Canon Medicinae” interprete 

et scholiaste V. F. Plempio. Louvain 1658, vol. II. pp. 1-31 1. 

2. See H. Beveridge in Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society 
1902 pp. 333-5. 
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versity of Istanbul (Constantinople) discovered an old and 

defective Arabic copy of this invaluable book in the Govern¬ 

ment Library at Brussa (Asia Minor.). At the request of Dr. 

Helmut Ritter, both the discoverer and the Turkish Minister 

of Education gave us permission to have the MS. copied, 

although Z. W. himself intended publishing a part of it. We 

wish to offer here our hearty thanks for this generosity. This 

MS. allowed us to identify several Persian and Indian 

drugs; for al-Biruni never omitted to give the synonyms of 

drugs in many lahguages, e.g. Syriac, Persian, Greek, Baluchi, 

Afghan, Sindi and Indian dialects. That is perhaps the reason 

why the text of his book early became corrupted and why 

it remained unknown to nearly all the writers on Pharma¬ 

cology in the more Western parts of the Islamic world. It is 

doubtless one of the most original books on the subject, 

and was most useful for our commentary. 

38- Abu ‘ All Yabya b. ‘Isa ibn Gazla y) 

a)j>- ^.l (d. 1100 A. D.). Was a Christians physician converted 

to Islam. He composed a book on Medicine arranged in 

tables and a Pharmacology Minhdg cil-Bayan jiJ (see 

Bibliography). Both works were very well known in the 

Islamic world and numerous copies exist in public and pri¬ 

vate libraries. The Minhdg is sometimes quoted by al- 

Ghafiqi. We used it occasionally for our commentary. 

39. AbuT Hasan ‘All ibn Ridwan o'j y) 
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(about 980-1060 A. D.) was a distinguished Muslim medical 

practitioner in Cairo, a keen student of Greek medicine and 

philosophy, and known by numerous writings as well as by 

his long scientific controversy with Ibn Butlan O;1 of 

Baghdad. He left an alphabetical treatise “On Simple Drugs” 

which is lost to us, but quoted by al-Ghafiqi and others. 

40. AbuT-lVlutarrif ‘ Abd ar-Rahman..o ibn Wafid 

al-Lakhmi ^-1)' ^ij ^ . . . . a:c y\ ( known in the Occi¬ 

dent as Abenguefith was a Spanish Muslim who lived in 

Toledo about 998-1074 A. D. as a statesman and physician. 

He wrote, besides other medical books, a “Materia Medica” 

of which a Latin translation exists in MSS. under the title 

“ De Medicamentis simplicibus” 1. This book was frequently 

quoted by later authors and sometimes severely criticised by 

al - Ghafiqi. 

41. Abu ‘Ubaidallab b. * Abd al-Aziz al-Bakri y \ 

iSjZ-Jl (d. 1004), a famous Hispano-Arab 

geographer and philologist. Lived mostly in Cordoba. He 

described many plants in his great geographical work K. al- 

Masdlik wa’l-Mamalik diuiij dUi -S' (Book of the Routes 

and Kingdoms). The quotations by al-Ghafiqi, however, 

seem to have been extracted from his work “On Plants and 

Trees of Andalusia”2 which has not survived. 

1. On fragments of the Arabic text see C. Brockelman, Ara- 

bische Literaturgeschichte (Weimar 1898) vol. II p. 485. 

2. Ibn Abi Usaibi‘a IL p. 52 line 9, 
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Here ends the list of the Xlth cent. A. D. The following 

century was that of our author al-Ghafiqi and his contempo¬ 

raries. Naturally they are not mentioned by him, but they 

are nearly all quoted by Ibn al-Baitar. 

42. Mechitliar of Her (Armenia) wrote, in 1187, a me¬ 

dical treatise “Consolation in Fevers” 1 compiled from Arabic, 

Persian and Armenian sources. It was unknown to the Arabs, 

but was useful in our investigations on the names of plants 

and remedies. 
>■ 

43. Musa h. 6Abdallak h. Maimun J«ujG:c ^ ^ 

known as Mciimonides (1135-1204 A. D.) was the celebrated 

Jewish philosopher, theologian and physician who lived from 

1166 onwards in Cairo. Among his numerous writings, we 

mention here only his book “On Poisons and the Protection 

from Deadly Drugs”. The intended edition of the Arabic 

text was delayed by the sudden death of the editor Dr. Her¬ 

mann Kroner (d. 1930). An old Latin translation by Blasius 

of Montpellier exists in MSS. only; a modern French and a 

German version are both out of print2 and are extracts rather 

than translations. 

1. The Armenian text was printed in Venice in 1832; an 

excellent German translation with commentary was published 

by E. Seidel, In 1908 (see Bibliography sub: Mechithar). 

2. J. M. Rabbinovicz. Traite des poisons etc. Paris 1865. 

AT. Steinschneider, Gifte und ihre Heilung, von Moses Maimo- 

nicles (In Virchow’s Archiv vol. 52, pp. 66-120). 
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44. Abu/Abdallah Muhammad ... b. Idris ^ y) 

<y known as cish-Sharif al-Idrisi ^ 

(1100-1166 A. D.) was a Muslim prince and a famous geo¬ 

grapher who lived, during the last years of his life, as a re¬ 

fugee at the court of the Norman kings of Sicily. Besides his 

great geographical works, he wrote a pharmacology 

Kitdb al-Gdmi‘ ^vJUi “ The Universal Collection” which 

was often quoted by Ibn al-Baitar. The original was lost, 

but half of it has recently been discovered by Dr. Helmut 

Ritter in a precious MS. at Constantinople (Fatih no. 3610)1. 

The discoverer was kind enough to procure for us a photo¬ 

graphical copy which was utilized by us in the preparation 

of the commentary. 

45. Abu Gra^far Ahmad b. Muhammad al-Ghafiqi 

jjUll a*-) y.*. (d. about 1160 A. D.). His work forms 

the subject-matter of the present publication We devote a 

special paragraph to him ; see below. 

46. Abu Zakariyya 9 Y a by a . *. ibn al-‘Awwam 

, a Spanish Muslim of Sevilla (d. about 1200 A. D.) 

He wrote a book on agriculture (K. al-Fildha ) 

which was quoted by Ibn al-Baitar and other. It was edited 

in Arabic and translated into French:2 * *. 

1. See M. Meyerhof, in Archiv f. Geschichte der Naturwis- 

senschaften X[I (1929 pp. 45 - 53 und 225 - 236. 

2. J. A. Banqueri, “ Libro de Agricultura . . . Ebn el A warn. 

Madrid 1802. 2 vols, and Clement-Mullet, “Le livre de I'agriculture 

d’Ibn - el -Awam”, Paris 1864 - 6, 3 vols. 
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47. Amin atl-DawIa Hibatallali ... ibn at-Talmidli 

1 . <0)^ (jy> ‘ (1073 - 1164), a Christian practitioner 

in Baghdad, physician to the hospital and “Head of the Phy¬ 

sicians” ; wrote several books on drugs and remedies. H is 

two treatises on compound remedies were very famous in the 

Orient. He also composed extracts from the “ Simple Drugs” 

of Galen, and notes to Ibn Gazla’s (see no. 38) Minhdg 

But none of these literary productions has survived. 

During the XIII th cent A.D. there was a regular reviv¬ 

al of pharmacology by quite a number of medical men some 

of whom were very original in their conceptions while others 

were mere compilers. Among the former we have to mention 

in the first place: 

48. Abu’l-^Abbas AKmaci Hispano- Moor¬ 

ish scholar with the surnames of Ibn cir-Rumiyyci 

and an-Nabati JUl i. e. “The Botanist”. He was born at 

Sevilla ( ab. 1170 A. D.) made, on the occasion of his 

pilgrimage, a long journey through North Africa, Arabia 

Syria and Mesopotamia and died in 1239 after his return 

to his birth-place. He left a description of his journey ar- 

Rihla which is unhappily lost, but known by numerous 

quotations from it by Ibn a!-Baitar, his pupil. In this work 

he described many plants in the most lucid manner, and 

spoke rationally about their species and varieties, so that he 

well deserved his surname. He also wrote on the names of 

simple drugs of Dioscurides and on the composition of remed¬ 

ies, But all his literary output is lost. 
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Another most original botanist of the XIIIth cent, was 

49. Rashid ad-Din Mansur . . . ibn as-Suri j 

o: who lived in Syria about 1177—1243 A. D. 

He travelled in the Near East accompanied by a painter, and 

not only described many unknown plants, but had them 

painted as fresh plants and as dry drugs. Unhappily, his 

book which must have been besides the old edition of Dios- 

curides’ “ Materia Medica” the first illustrated drug-book of 

the Arabs, is lost; and Ibn al-Baitar does not even men¬ 

tion it. 

50. Diya’ ad-Din Abu Muhammad ‘Abdallah 

ibn Ahmad Ibn al-Baitar jlUJl a a-1 ^ jJ- yl 

born at Malaga (Spain) at the end of the Xllth cent. A. D. 

travelled, like his master Abu’l - ‘Abbas in North Africa and 

the near East and died in 1248 A.D. at Damascus. Leclerc 1 

calls him ‘the greatest botanist of the East This is somewhat 

exaggerated, but he was the greatest and the most intelligent 

compiler of pharmacological works in the Arabic-writing 

world. We shall prove in the next chapter and by our 

edition itself, that he took al-Ghafiqi’s book as a basis for his 

work and added quotations from later authors with some re¬ 

marks of his own. Anyhow, the editions af his great Garni‘ 

“Collection” on Remedies is invaluable, and hundreds of 

scholars have based their studies of Arabic botany and 

pharmacology on the printed edition of that book and on the 

I. Histoire de Ja medecine arabe, vol. II, p. 225. 
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learned translation of the same by Lucien Leclerc 1 He 

also wrote a book on the uses of remedies, al-Mughni and 

another one on the errors of Ibn Gazla (see no. 38) in his 

Minhag . 

51. Al-Malik al - Asbraf ‘Umar Yusuf ... Ibn 

Rasul ji j. j* d\Ul (d. 1296 A.D.), Sultan 

of the Land of Yemen in South-Arabia, was a learned prince 

who composed several scientific works before he mounted 

on the throne. One of these books has survived; it is an 

alphabetical list of simple drugs followed by a useful list of 

synonyms. The noble author called it K. al Mudamad 

i. e. “the Trustworthy Book” (on Drugs)and stated that he 

extracted it from the books of Ibn al Baitar and at-Tiflist, 

whom we mention below. 

52. AbuT ~ Fa ell Hasan b. Ibrabim at-Tiflisi 

juaiJl is of uncertain period, but was 

probably a contemporary of Ibn al-Baitar. He wrote a book 

Taqjwim al-Adwiya al - Mufrada ^Vi It exists in 

the Bodleian Library at Oxford, (no. 535). It has not, until 

now, been published in print.2 

53 AbuT-Muna Dawucl b. Abi Nasr known as 

Koben al~tf Attar jlUJl ^ j \ ijb ^ll y \ lived in 

1. See Bibliography under IB and Led. 
2. Haggi Khalifa in his bibliography (Lexicon bibliogra- 

phicum et encyclopaedicum ... ed G. Fluegel, vol II, Leipzig 
1837 p. 392 no. 3489) misspells the name (Hobaish instead of 
Hasan). 
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Cairo in the Xlllth cent. A. D. and composed in 1205 a 

book on the composition of remedies divided into 25 chapters. 

This Book Minhag cid-Dukkan jWi (i.e. "the Manage¬ 

ment of the Shop”) had a wide-spread reputation and is 

still used by all the native bazaar druggists of the Near East. 

It survived in many MSS. and was printed five times since 

1287 A. H. (1870 A. D.) in Cairo alone. 

54. AbuT-Farag Gregorius, called Barbebraeus 

( kSsJ' <j) ) y' (d. 1286). We shall speak about 

him and his work in chapter 111 of this Introduction. 

Of the later centuries four authors only are to be men¬ 

tioned, because their works survived; two of which works- 

exist to-day in printed editions: 

55. Dawud h. £ Umar al-Antaki (d. 

1599) lived in Cairo and left an alphabetical list of drugs 

and medical.terms known as Tadkhirat Uli al - Albab ojTx: 

vUVl Jj\ "Memorandum for Intelligent People”. It was pub¬ 

lished in print for the first time in Cairo in 1254 A.H. (1838 

A.D.) and again nine times since. It is, like the Minhag ad- 

Dukkdn, much in favour with the Oriental druggists. We 

used the book frequently for our commentary. 

56. MaJyan b. ‘ Abd ar~Rabman al - Qawsuni 

J1 -yc ^ ( XVIIth. cent. A. D.) Muslim physician 

in Cairo, published, in 1628 A.D., a medical dictionary Qdnws 

al-Atibba compiled from Ibn al Baitar and general 

Arabic dictionaries. A manuscript copy of this book exists 
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in the Egyptian Library in Cairo (r v . ^X>) and we occasion¬ 

ally consulted it for our commentary. 

57. ‘AW ar-RazzW L Muhammad al ~ Gazairi 

V' ^ a o'jj' -y* (XVIIIth. cent.) was a Muslim physician 

of Algiers. He travelled through North Africa and wrote a 

book on drugs and plants which was edited and translated 

by Lv Leclerc (see ' Abd ar-Razzaq, Kashf ctr-Rumiiz 

jy)\ in our Bibliography). It is not very original, but provided 

in some very rare cases useful information for our commentary. 
»■ 

58. Qasim b. Muhammad al Wazir al Ghassani 

JUJl ^ was physicfan in orderly to the Moroccan 

Sultan Ahmad al-Mansur and composed, in 1586, a book 

on herbs and drugs which contained 379 articles on simple 

drugs each of which was methodically described; it contained 

moreover, a remarkable attempt to classify the plants which 

is unique in Arabic literature. See H. P. J. Renaud, Un 

essai de classification botanique dans l’oeuvre d’un medecin 

Marocain du XVIe siecle (Memorial Henri Basset, Paris 

1928, pp. 197 -206). 
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IS, Ah mad al-Ghafiqi 
and 

his Book on Simple Drugs. 

The author of the book which forms the subject of the 

present publication is very little known, Ibn Abi Usaibi‘a 

(vol. 11 p. 52) devotes to him a short paragraph which reads 

as follows: 

“He is Abu Ga‘far Ahmad b. Muhammad b. as-Sayyid 

abGhafiqi ^U)l ^.',an excellent leader and a 

learned doctor who was counted among the prominent men 

of Andalusia. He was the most experienced of his contem¬ 

poraries about the faculties, uses, properties and essential 

qualities of simple remedies, and in the knowledge of their 

names. His book on Simple Drugs is not equalled in excel¬ 

lence or in sense; he abridged the writings of Dioscurides 

and the great Galenos in succinct language yet (preserving 

nevertheless) their full meanings. After their text, he menti¬ 

oned all that was new in the sayings of later scholars con¬ 

cerning simple drugs, and what everyone of them had col¬ 

lected and known afterwards; thus his book became a 

collection of the sayings of those who excelled in (the know¬ 

ledge of) simple drugs, and an encyclopedia to which one 

had to refer in case of necessity for verification. Books written 

by al-Ghafiqi; Book of Simple Drugs (o^ ,ai j/vi ^ >-0”. 
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This is all that we known about our author. Ibn Abi 

Usaibka places him in the VIth cent. A.H. (Xllth cent. A.D.) 

and Wiistenfeld 1 makes him die in 1164 A.D. We do not 

know the sources from which he extracted his information. 

As to his surname (nisba ) it is probably derived from his 

birthplace Ghctfiq jiU which was, according to Yaqut’s 

Geographical Dictionary2, a small fortress (hisn near 

Cordoba. Professor Miguel Asin Palacios, the eminent Arabi- 

cist of Madrid was kind enough to inform us that he thought 

the name of Ghafiq was still etant in the village of Guijo 

near Pedroche in the district of Cordoba. 

Another scholar of the same place seems to have been 

a contemporary and perhaps a relative of our author. This 

was Muhammad b. Qassurn b. Aslam al-Ghafiqi 

^Ull who wrote a great treatise on eye diseases failed 

al-Murshid fi’l Kuhl J “The Guide to Ophthal¬ 

mology”3. 

Ahmad al-Ghafiqi s book is lost, but large parts of it are 

preserved in more than 200 quotations given by Ibn al-Bai- 

tar. Therefore, Leclerc (II 79) was able to recognise the origi¬ 

nality and the great value of the former’s work. At the moment 

1. Geschichte tier arabishen Aerzte, Gottingen 1840 p. 98. 

2. Ed- Wiistenfeld, vol. III. p. 769. 

3. See Hirschberg, “Geschichte der Augenhei Iku nde im 
Mittelalter” (Leipzig 1905) p. 68—9. A photocopy of the unique 
Escorial MS. is in the possession of Mr. J. Cusi who charged 
Dr. Meyerhof to translate the important parts of the book for 
the next International Congress of Ophthalmology (Madrid 
1933). 
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when the abridged edition of al-Ghafiqi s pharmacology came 

in our hands we stated that Ibn al-Baitar copied not only the 

above-mentioned quotations from it, but that he had copied 

the whole book, and that his sole merit was to have added 

many quotations from later authors (e. g. al-Idrisiand Abu’I- 

‘Abbas an-Nabati) and, only occasionally, his own experiences 

or opinions. This was so evident that we were able to make 

use of Ibn al-Baitar’s text as a third witness in places where 

our two MSS. of al-Ghafiqi were doubtful or corrupted. It 

is now certain that Ibn al-Baitar s pharmacology is nothing 

more that al-Ghafiqi’s book with some enlargements and 

commentaries. This would be still more evident if we had 

the original book of the latter. Consequently, Leclerc’s judg¬ 

ment (II, p. 225) on Ibn al-Baitar that he was “the greatest 

botanist in the Orient”, has to be revised. Indeed he was 

nothing more than a very diligent and learned compiler. Ibn 

Abi UsaibPa wrote moreover, (vol. II, p. 133 line 14) that 

Ibn al-Baitar always took with him, on his voyages the 

“Materia Medica” of Dioscurides and Galen and the drug- 

book of Ahmed al-Ghafiqi. 

Moritz Steinshneider, the famous bibliographer of the 

Arabic scientists, had extracted from a Latin translation of 

al-Ghafiqi’s abridged Pharmacology (existing in three diffe¬ 

rent MSS. in Munich, Bale and Berne) all the names of 

simple drugs ( see Bibliography sub Steinschn.), and identi¬ 

fied them as far as he could. We have sometimes referred 

to this publication 
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We have no need to insist on the merits of al-Ghafiqfs 

book. They are well-known by Leclercs French translation 

of lbn al-Baitar’s text and will become still more evident, we 

hope, by our English translation and commentary. Unfor¬ 

tunately, as we have already said, the original text is lost, 

and only an abridged copy is extant; this was made by a 

prominent scholar, Barhebraeus1. 

1. Wustenfeld, (p. 98) and Brockelmann “ Geschichte der 

arabishen Literatur,” 1898.- vol. I, p. 488), relate that in the Bod¬ 

leian Library at Oxford (no. 632) there is another abridged MS. 

of the book, ascribed to a certain Ahmed b. ‘All ahGumhuri 

a—H . We ordered a photographic copy of the first 

pages of this work and can state that it is an anonymous 

medical treatise which has nothing whatever to do with al~ 

Ghafiqi’s Pharmacology. 



Hi. Barhebraeus and the Abridged 
Edition of the Treatise on Pharmacology. 

Gregorius, called Abu’l - Farag Ibn al-‘lbri 

“Son of the Hebrew” latinized Barhebraeus, a Christian, 

was born in Malatiya (A sia Minor) and lived from 1226 

to 1286 A. D. At first he studied Medecine, but later became 

a priest and reached the second highest dignity in the Jacobite 

Church, that of Mafrayan Oi.y^or Metropolitan, i.e.Vicar 

of the Patriarch himself. His district was “the East” viz. the 

formerly Persian lands between the Mediterranean and the 

Caspian sea. Continuously travelling, and that during the 

dangerous period of the great Mongol invasions, he was ne¬ 

vertheless able to produce an incredibly rich literary output. 

A great many of his productions were compilations. He wro¬ 

te about History, Theology, Philosophy, Grammar, Chrono¬ 

logy and Medecine, and also composed poems and narrati¬ 

ves. The best known of his works is the Chronicon Syricicum, 

the first part of which he translated into Arabic1 2; the second 

and third parts contain a valuable ecclesiastical history. He 

translated into Syriac several philosophic and medical works 

by Ibn Sina, and commented on the medical treatises of 

1. From Syriac Maphreyana, £.*. i. e. ‘‘the frugiferous" 

because he was a kind of superior mission-bishop. 

2. Mukhtasar Ta’rikh ad-Duwal Jj-vll ed Salihani, 

Beyrouth 1890, 
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Hunain b. Is-haq and others; also on some Greek works of 

Hippocrates and Galen. 

He was undoubtedly particularly interested in pharmac¬ 

ology; for he condensed the Materia Medica of Dioscurides 

and the drug - book of our Ahmed al-Ghafiqi 1. It was known 

that a copy of this latter work existed in the Grand-Ducal 

Library at Gotha (Germany) under the no. Halep 177. 

Meyerhof was able to see this MS. in 1928, and found that - 

its text was so corrupt that it would have been useless for 

publication. But in the same year he was informed by the 

Egyptologist Dr. Keimer, that Ahmed Taimur Pacha, the 

greatly lamented Writer, beloved friend of scholars and great 

collector of Arabic manuscripts2, had acquired for his library 

an old MS. on simple drugs. We very soon saw that this 

was a fine old copy of the pharmacology of al-Ghafiqi in its 

abridged form by Barhebraeus. With his habitual generosity, 

Taimur Pacha gave us permission to procure a photocopy 

of it. It is an excellent. MS. copied by the hand of a scribe 

in 1285 A.D. one year before the death of Barhebraeus. 

It is quite possible that it was transcribed directly from the 

original MS. of BH himself. The text of this MS. is very 

good, and the many Greek terms are well transliterated into 

Arabic. 

1. Brockelmann. (i Geschichte der arabischen Literatur ” 

(Weimar 1898) vol T, p. 339 ; Leclerc vol. II, p, 149. 

2. He died on the 26th of April, 1930, in Cairo. His sons 

presented, in 1932, the invaluable Taimtir Library to the Nation 
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As to the character of the “ Selection ” (muntakhab 

made by Barhebraeus out of the pharmacology of al-Ghafi- 

qi, we find that it was judiciously done as might be expected 

from a trained scholar like BH. He left out from the Greek 

quotations many names which were useless to Arabic phy¬ 

sicians, and suppressed several passages concerning Spanish 

or Latin names of drugs of no interest to Eastern scholars. 

He also left out the numerous repetitions found in the care¬ 

fully collected quotations of old authors. However, Barhe¬ 

braeus, as he stated in his fore-word, did not altogether 

suppress the parts about the therapeutic action of the drugs, 

and, according to his own words, the book became more 

readable and very instructive. 
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IV. The Manuscripts. 

The Cairo MS., T’ o (Taimur Pacha), is a paperma- 

nuscript in an excellent state of preservation. It measures 

23 X 15.5 cm, and the written part of the pages measures 

19.5 X 11.6 cm. There are 140 pages of 28 lines each writ¬ 

ten in compressed Naskht- hand, doubtless that of a scholar. 

Diacritical points are frequently missing, but the MS. is 

nevertheless very legible. The date of the copy given at the 
> 

end of the MS. is “end of Rabi ‘Akhar 6S4 A. H.”, i. e. begin¬ 

ning of July 1285 A. D. The name of the copyist is unfor¬ 

tunately missing; he was probably a Muslim as otherwise he 

would have added a Christian date. Although this MS. was 

copied during the life-time of the author Barhebraeus, it 

already shows a certain number of copyists’ blunders, and, 

in several places, serious disorder. In one case the half of a 

paragraph concerning a plant has been transferred several 

pages backwards and added to another paragraph with which 

it has no connection. The printed Bulaq edition of Ibn al- 

Baitar and an old MS. of the same in the possession of Dr 

Meyerhof sometimes helped us to restore the original text. 

On the contrary, very frequently the MS. T’ gave a better 

reading than the edition of Ibnal-Baitar and helped to impro¬ 

ve on the original text of the latter. 

The Gotha MS. (G ) measures 21.5 X 15.5 cm, has 358 

folios or 715 pages of 15 lines each and is written in a 
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clear and beautiful Naskhi-hand of modern type, probably by 

a professional copyist. He gives the date and his name at 

the end of his MS. thus : “Month of Shubat ( February) 

1694 A.D., written by Gibra’il ibn Ya‘qub known 

by the name of al-Munir Another hand added the Mu¬ 

hammadan date 1138 A.H., corresponding to about 1735 A.D. 

This MS. gives a text which is absolutely dependent on 

the text of‘T’; it repeats all the errors, misspellings and 

omissions thereof, and must have been copied directly from 

it or from another copy based upon it. It is, moreover, the 

work of a very ignorant scribe, the number of errors being 

enormous. This copy helped us on rare occasions to elucidate 

the reading of a faintly written word or to correct an error 

in ' T \ 

Both MSS.,f T * and ‘ G ’, must have existed for centuries 

in Egypt. ‘G’ was written probably by a Syrian Christian, 

‘T* belonged to a Coptic religious Institution long before it 

was sold to Taimur Pasha. 
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V. Some Remarks on Text, 

Translation and Commentary. 

We have based our edition of the Arabic text entirely 

on the good MS. ‘T’. The MS. 'G’ is so full of errors that 

their enumeration would have filled half of every page of the 

printed text. In order to show how great is the difference 

between ‘T’ and ‘G’, we inserted in the textnotes of the 

authors’ foreword all the divergences existing between the 

two texts. Further on we did not take any notice of the 

numerous and often stupid errors in ‘ G ’ and followed only 

the text of ‘T’of which we gave the pagination. ‘G’ was 

only used for comparison, particularly in the spelling of 

Greek names. Sometimes our text was corrected by a better 

reading from the edition of Ibn al-Baitar. 

In the translation, we took pains to translate as literally 

as possible. This resulted in a not very elegant English 

phraseology. We have to apologize to English-speaking 

readers for such a result; for in scientific works the beauty 

of the language has to be sacrificed to the precision of the 

facts and any attempt to make our English of a higher stan¬ 

dard might have affected the exactitude of the translation. 

We tried, however to give the commentary in the way 

adopted by Leclerc and Berendes (see Bibliography), bene¬ 

fiting from the more modern publications which were not 

at their disposal, and particularly from the studies of 
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Oriental plants by Schweinfurth, SickenbeTger, Ascherson 

and others. Moreover, we collated copies of unique MSS. of 

al-Idrisi and al-Biriini recently discovered (see Bibliogra¬ 

phy) as well as E. Seidel’s learned notes in his edition of 

Mechithar. For the knowledge of names of animals and min¬ 

erals the new dictionary by Dr. Mohammed Sharaf ( Cairo 

1929 ) was very useful to us, and for plants that of Ahmed 

Issa Bey which was published when we had nearly finished 

the first par of our edition. It is by far the best record of 

Arabic plant - names which has ever been written, and will 

be of invaluable help in our further investigations. The Syn¬ 

onyms in eight ancient and modern languages will, we hope, 

be welcome to linguists. 

An edition like the present one requires an enormous 

amount of time. The text and translation are not difficult, 

but to produce a good commentary several hours and even 

days are sometimes necessary for a single paragraph : the 

literature is so vast. Our professional duties occupying us 

both during the day time, we find that we shall need at least 

two years or more for the present publication, at the end of 

which we hope to add several carefully prepared indices in 

different languages. The reader may be reminded that all 

the great editions of pharmacological works recorded in the 

Bibliography required several years before their appearance. 

We hope that the present edition will not only give a 

historical text of great importance, and at the same time the 

first English translation with commentary of an Arabic 
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pharmacology, but will also help to fix actual botanical and 

pharmacological terms in Arabic and to revise old ones. 

Last, but not least, we wish to thank from the depth of 

our heart the members of the Comittee of Publications of the 

University with H. E. Aly Pasha Ibrahim at their head for 
*> 

their combined authority in allowing the publication of the 

book at the expense of the University. We also thank Mrs. 

Devonshire and Mr. Walt. Taylor, lecturer at the Egyptian 

University, for many suggestions and corrections and for the 

interest they took in the work. May they earn the gratitude 
> 

of scientific scholars all over the world. 
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L Fol. 1 r, ] Selection 1 from (the Book of) al - Ghafiqi 

on Simple Remedies, 

Selected by the Unique in (his) Time, the Most Learned 

Man of the Period, the Holy Father, the Pious, the Exponent 

of Truth and the Revealer of the Minute ( mysteries ), 

Gregorius, Vicar (Mafrayan) of the Patriarch of the East,- 

may God augment his Grace and prolong (the days of) his 

Jurisdiction ! 2 

1. G : “ Beginning " of ( the hook of ) al - Ghafiqi. 

2. So in T; G reads instead of this: “ May God the Very' 

High have mercy on him and multiply his rewards’’. 
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[ Fol. 1 v. J In the Name of God the Merciful 

the Compassionate ! 

The following is a resume of the meaning of what Abu 

Ga‘far Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Khulaid al- 

Ghafiqi, may God have mercy on him, said. 

The book which I had begun to prepare was originally 

intended as a memorandum for myself. 1 did not wish to 

publish it for two reasons: firstly, because I knew of the 
> 

public’s imperfect knowledge of the difference between the 

authentic and the nomauthentic works; secondly in order 

not to expose myself to the censure of critics, covetous of 

those who possess intelligence and perspicacity. When one 

of my friends, however,encouraged me in its copying,! wrote 

a preface to express its purpose1 and the method of its 

production, and this was also in two parts : first a collation of 

ihe sayings of the Ancients with that of the Moderns on this 

subject, and second a commentary on the unknown names. 

Various people had tried to work on these two lines; 

but I did not find among them anyone who attempted to 

verify the exactitude of his own work; on the contrary, most 

of them repeated the mistakes of their predecessors. Thus, 

some of them made faults in collating the sayings of others, 

as did Ibn Wafid when he collated the text of Dioscurides 

with that of Galen on two different remedies and thought 

1. G : my purpose. 
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they were the same; and others did not say the truth, as was 

the case with Ibn Sina when he ascribed to them words which 

they never said. Generally speaking, there was not one of all 

those who wrote on these two lines who did not commit 

great mistakes, from ar-Razi ( Rhazes), who was the first of 

them, down to our time.1 

With the help of the Almighty 1 took up the questio . 

as carefully as possible, trying to avoid mistakes and without 

seeking self - glory. I made a complete record of all the 

remedies that were mentioned by Dioscurides and Galen and 

added to their sayings those of their successors, as correctly 

as possible. I drew attention to faulty readings of the names 

occurring, and 1 did not include the authority of those who 

could not verify what they mentioned but had it merely 

copied. Moreover, I added to it some herbs which are 

employed by my countrymen at present2 and which were not 

mentioned by any of our predecessors. 

The discussion on aliments, perfumes and the divisions 

of the faculties of remedies, 1 intentionally omitted, as 

previous authors had already treated it lengthily enough. My 

intention was to discuss what was missing and had not been 

studied by anyone before me, viz. the plants among the 

remedies, their selection and the distinction between the good 

1. This is not correct; at least ten other authors composed 

books on simple remedies during the IXth. cent. A. D., long 

before Rhazes who lived from 865-925 A.D. See Introduction. 

2. See Introduction p. 
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and the bad. If our physicians thought that this ought to inter¬ 

est the druggist rather than the physician, their idea would 

have been right if they did not prepare the medicines them¬ 

selves. How shameful it was for any of them to ask for 

simple remedies and to get such as he did not know were 

the required drugs or not, and to administer them to his 

patients, blindly following the opinion of botanists and 

herborists, people who neither read books nor knew a- 

bout remedies except very little ! 

Sayeth the slave who is in need of the mercy of God the 
» 

Very High 1 Gregorius the Vicar: 

Therefore I restricted myself in this abridged edition to 

the enumeration of the remedies, their selection, and only the 

better known of their names and faculties, omitting whatever 

may be prepared therefrom of potions, oils, etc.. Thus it came 

out easily in its vocabulary, and though small in (fol. 2r.) 

size, yet useful in its subject and perfect in its discussion. 

Let us now begin with the task we have set for ourselves. 

The first is the letter Alii 2 . 

1. G : Who fears his Lord the Almighty. 

2. In G only. 



LETTER ALIF. 

1. ASARIIN , Cabaret (Asarum europaeum L ) 

(Led. no. 61 ). 

Diosc. I. (10): ft is called wild-nard; its leaves 

resemble ivy-leaves, but are smaller and more round. Its 
\ 

flowers, situated between the leaves near the root, are purple- 

coloured and resemble the flowers of the henbane (Hyos- 

cyamiis). Its seeds are like those of the cartham. It has many 

roots bearing thin knots and curved like the roots of dog’s 

grass (agrostis), but much thinner; they are fragrant, heat 

and prick the tongue. It grows on richly wooded mountains.1 

Galen VI (ed. Kuehn XI, 840): Its useful part is the 

root, and its strength is like that of sweet flag (acorns), even 

stronger. 

Ibn Sam^un: The best kinds are the Chinese and 

the Spanish, while the best kind of the Spanish one is that 

which is brought from Algeciras. 

Tbe Author: The original asarum is that which 

comes from Greece. That which is used in Spain is not the 

1. Here follow in Dioscurides' original work the names of 

the lands ( Pontus, Phrygia, Illyria etc.) in which the asarum - 

plant grows. As IB I, 23 ( Led. I, 56) gives these names, it was 

probably Barhebraeas who omitted them in his abridged edition 

of al-Ghafiqi's Pharmacology. 
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real asarum although it looks like it - especially that from 

Algeciras - and though it is believed that its faculties are the 

same. It is a plant which has a slender and round stem, about 

a cubit high and with knots wide spread, remote one from an¬ 

other. Its leaves are like those of the small centaury, green 

with a shade of black. At its upper part is a tuft of twigs 

touching one another, on whose ends are small buds of the 

size of grains of wheat; their interior contains white downy 

hairs. From its roots - smaller than the little finger-thin twigs 

of the length of the tip of a finger, branch off, of fragrant 

smell and flavour.1 

There is another kind of asarum which is of bitter taste 

and disagreable odour. Many people take it for one kind 

of the long birth-wort {zardwand aristolochici). It is a 

plant which has smaller and harder leaves than those of the 

ivy, is blackish or greyish, and has thin shoots by means of 

which it holds fast to near objects and climbs up trees, it has 

purple - coloured flowers like those of aristolochia, and 

produces fruits like those of the caper tree (capparis) from 

which come seeds resembling those of the marshmallow 

( althaea ). It has many knotty roots creeping under the earth, 

of grey or yellow - blackish colour, strong odour and bitter 

taste, burning the tongue and mouth a little. It is particularly 

1. Here follows in al - Ghafiqi's text as quoted by IB (I, 23 ) 

an explanatory note : “ This is the asarum which comes from 

Algeciras and which resembles the real asarum more than any 

other Spanish asarum, although it is different from the descrip¬ 

tion given ( scil. by Diosc.)”. 
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this kind which is a useful antidote for poisons and bites of all 

kinds of snakes, its fruit, seeds and roots being used. 

Another kind has leaves smaller than those of aristo- 

lochia and small shoots which spread on the ground. Its 

flower and fruit are like those which we have described 

above, only somewhat smaller, while its roots are soft, without 

knots, of yellow colour and spring up from a single root like 
f ■» 

the black hellebore. It is of bitter taste and fragrant smell, like 

that of (the real ) asarum. It grows mostly in white earth on 

the mountains. Some believe it to be a kind of swallow - wort 

mamiran (celandine, chclidonium ). 

Diosc. I : It is diuretic and an emmanagogue; seven 

drachms1 of it with honey-water purge like white hellebore. 

It is used in aromatic'mixtures. 

. COMMENTARY. 

IB quotes this chapter of Diosc. in its entirety (I, 23 - 24 ; 

Lecl. I p. 56 - 58 ), adding short extracts from Ibn Sina, ar-Raz?, 

al-Idrisi, and some unknown authors. Ibn Sam gun the Hispano- 

Moorish physicians statement that the best asarum comes 

from China is very interesting, and is confirmed by Idrist 

(MS. Fatih Mosque no. 3610, p. 23, line 7): 

. There exist, indeed, two great Japanese kinds, Asarum 

Sieboldil Mlq. and A. albiveniutn Rieg., while there are still 

others in the Far East. 

1. In Arabic milhqal J1***; the Greek text ( Diosc. I. Well. 1, 

15) reads : *’ 7 ounces ”. A mithqal has about 4.7 grams. 
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lbn Sina (ed. Bulaq I, p. 248) attributes to asanirn a 

diversity of medical actions in dropsy, sciatica, lumbago, 

scars of the cornea, diseases of the liver, jaundice etc. It is 

the aristolochiacea Asarum europaeum L.. The Rhizoma asari is 

still official in several pharmacopoeas. Its active principle is 

asarin, an emetic; it also contains an essential oil. 

Asarum was a much esteemed emetic before the intro - 

duction of Ipeca. According to Achundow (Abu Mansur p. 

340), in Persia it is always adulterated with a kind of 

Valeriana which has no emetic action. 
7 

Synonyms: Gr.: aaaQor (asaron); Arabic: asarun 

, ndrdin barn ^ jojU ( Dawud\ aqliti ( Dawud), 

tiukhail ( or nakhil ) al- Hind a:J>! ( Dawud ) ; Turk. : tshoban 

dudugi (i. e. shepherds flute ) {Avni); Pers.: esdrun 

slid ml jU jjjU; Enge.: asarabacca, cabaret; Fr.: asaret 

cabaret; Germ.: Haselwurz. See Loew I, p. 223. 

2. XDHKHIR , Aromatic Rush (Andropogon 

Schoenanthus L.) ( Led. no. 29). 

Abu Hanifa : It has a root buried in the ground, thin 

twigs and a pungent odour. It is like the rush ( asl j-i)1, the 

squinanch rush (asl al- kawlan j-J , Juncus arabicus 

Post), but wider and of smaller internodal spaces ; and has a 

fruit like the blossoms (brushes?) of the reed except that they 

are thinner and smaller. It is said that when you fix an 

1. Here in both MSS, erroneously athl J*', i. e. tamarisk. 
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isolated plant with your eye and look well at it, you will find 

that there are others and that sometimes the whole ground is 

covered with them. It grows in sandy places and river-beds, 

and when it dries it becomes white. 

Ibn ‘Imran 1 :That which grows in the Higaz (Western 

Arabia) is called harami and is of superior quality, and 

that which grows in Qafsa1 2 and on the coast of Africa is 

inferior. 

Diosc. I (17): JL'wolvos (schoinos) or aromatic rush. 

That which comes from Nabataea is the best, and after it 

comes the so-called Babylonian which some people call (Fol. 

2 v.) T^v^LTig (teuchitis). The variety from Libya is inferior, 

and the best of all is the fresh one with many red flowers, of 

a roseal fragrance and the colour of which, when split up, is 

purple. 

Galen VIII (XI, 136) : Its flower is a little heating, a 

little astringent and diuretic. When applied in compresses 

it is an emmenagogueand useful for the swellings (tumours) 

of the liver and the stomach. Its root is more astringent and 

its flower more heating. 

COMMENTARY. 

IB quotes the same authors and others. He criticizes 

ar-Razi and Ibn Sina. Idhkhir is the graminea Andropogon 

1. It Is Is-haq b. ‘Imran; see Introduction. 

2. Qafsa ***£ is an oasis in Southern Tunisia. The name is 

mutilated in both MSS. 
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(Cymbopogon) schoenanthus L. and A lanlger Desf. Many oriental 

names of the plant are mentioned by. Dymock ( HI, 562-4 ) 

Herb a Sc/ijsnanthi or Juncl odorati provided by Andropogon 

laniger was not long ago a medicinal drug. The root was 

known under the name of Iwarancusa. In Arabia the pow¬ 

dered plant is known under the name ghasul and is still 

in use as a perfume for the bath. In Egypt to-day, it is a 
i • > ‘ j 

1 

well-known bazaar drug ( Ducros no. 1). 

Synonyms : Or: oyolvoq (schoinos); Lat; juncus odor- 

atus (Scribonius Largus); Ar. : id/ikhir j—^\ , khilctl tna’muni 

j 1 ( I bn Gazla ), tibn Makka id*, i. e. Meccan straw 

(/drisi p. 19, 1.18), halfd’ Makka Au (Meccan grass) Dawucl, 

for the flowers fuqqah al- Idhkhir (ibidem ); Pers. : 

gdr-giyali , i. e. wild asses' hay, ( Schlitnmer p. 36); Turk.: 

esel - i - hoshba ^ ^ J-' (Avni p. 545). For other names see 

/ssa p. 16. Engl.: lemon-grass, sweet rush, earners hay; 

Fr. : jonc odorant, citronelle; Germ. : Bartgras, Kamelheu. 

3. USHNA . Fragrant (Tree-) Moss. Odorant 

Lichen. Alectoria usnesides Ach. (Lecl. no. 85 ). 

it is known as “Old Woman’s Gray Hair” I 

( shaib al - 1 aguz ) and grows on oaks and other kinds of trees. 

Diosc. I : Bqvov (Bryon) or tree - moss. It grows on the 

1. I. e. toothpicks of ( the caliph ) al - Mamun ; it may have 

been popular a name in Baghdad during and after his reign (S13- 
~ “~J'y “rf 

833 A.D.). Ancient Egyptian ; knn cited by Kamal, (no 

proof ). ...... 
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larch-1, walnut-, oak - and' olive - trees. The best is that 

which grows on larch - trees on mountains; after it comes that 

which is found on walnut-trees. The best kind is the one 

which has a fragrant smell and is white; the blackish in 

colour is inferior. 

Galen VI. (XI, 855): It is moderately astringent and 

possesses resolvent and remollient properties, especially the 

kind which grows on pine-trees. 

COMMENTARY. 

The name ushna is applied in the Orient to many kinds 

of odoriferous lichens, mostly of the species of the Usneeae 

( which name is derived from the Arabic one ). In the Cairo 

drug-bazaars there still exist many kinds of lichens which 

are used as ingredients in baking native .bread. J. Muller 

(Revue mycologique, 27th. Dec. 1881) enumerates the 

following species, all named in Arabic sheba : Rcimalina 

caly carls (two varieties); R. gracca Mull- Arg.; Pannella sulcata 
• • 

Tayl. ; P. physocles; Physcla ciliaris. Georg Schweinfurth (Uber 

Brotbacken unter Zusatz von Flechten, Archlv f. Wlrtschafts- 

forschung im Orient 1918, 1-2) found, moreover, Ochrolechla, 

Lecanora esculent a and Usneci flor Ida Hoffm. This latter and 

Alectorla (Pannella) usneoldes Ach. are the kinds which are called 

to-day ushna. According to Slckenberger this Arabic term 

designates all kinds of moss growing on trees. 

1. Shirbin , lai-ch-tree or a-kind of cypress, is here and 

elsewhere the translation of Dioscurides’ yAdpoc cedar-tree. 
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Synonyms:1 Or : Sovov (bryon)\ Lat.: muscus arboreus, 

modern Lichen odoriferum ; Ar. ( Egypt): shaiba ( Dawud)', 

Turk.: eyt kokan yosun o^y_ c.'dfj (Honigberger); Pers.: dewale, 

dewaleh - -(Abu Mansur), (Schlimmer p.272, Evernia Prunastri); 

Eng. : fragrant moss; Fr.: mousse odoriferante; Germ.: wohl- 

riechende Bartflechte. Issa (pp. 121 and 186) gives the name 

ushna to Muscus arboreus, sheba to Usnea barbata. 

4. ARMAL JUy Cortex Culilawan (?) (Lecl. no. 46). 

Ibn Masawaih: It resembles the clove-bark (cinnamon). 

Ibn Masa al-Basri : A wood like that of cinnamon, 

of fragrant smell; it is imported from the Yemen. 

At-Tabari : A plant whose rods are like those of the 

dill2. 

Ar-Razi : I heard that al-armal is a light wrinkled wood 

from which were made web-beams ( or yarn beams ). Physici¬ 

ans unanimously agree that it is good for diseases of the 

mouth. 

COMMENTARY. 

It is written armal^+^,armak iJl*j\(Ibn Sind and Abu Mansur), 

armdlik euu}(Dawud) or arnialiand annalik (Idrisi p. 29,1. s) wich 

1. For many Arabic synonyms for lichens in general, see 

Sharaf p. 440. 

2. This can refer only to the size or diameter of the rods. 

We were not able to find the quoted phrase in at-Tabari’s 

original work which was recently published (Firdawsu1 l-Hikmat 

or Paradise of Wisdom of All b. Rabban at-Tabati, ed. by M. Z 

Siddiqi. Berlin 1928 ). 
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is probably the same word changed by copyists of MSS. Ibn 

Sind (1,260) and Abu Mansur (152) were the first to describe it. 

According to Biruni, armak is the more correct reading.Sickenb. 

( Arzn. p. 7 ) who found it in the Cairo bazaars declares that 

it is the Cortex Culilawan, the bark of a cinnamon tree from 

the Moluccas. Dragendorff { 239—40 ) designates five other 

cinnamon varieties as producers of the Culilawan-bark. It 

was un known to the Greeks. The Yemen, which is considered 

by the Arabic authors as the land of origin, was only the place 

of transit-trade of this drug as well as of many others. ‘Issa 

(p. 1 76) identifies it with the styracea Symplocos racemosa Roxb. 

( lotur-bark ). See Dymock III, 373 and Loew I, 24 — 26. 

5. ABHUL jr. ' Savin (Juniperus Sabina L.) (Led. 

no. 7 ). 

( The Bock of) Agriculture1 : There are four kinds. The 

first is the Indian and is called Dibadar1 2. It is a tree that 

reaches a considerable height and its branches grow long ; its 

fruit is like the hazel-nut. The second has leaves like the 

tamarisc, the third is like the cypress, and both of them have 

many thorns and a disagreeable aud pungent smell. They 

bear fruits smaller than cypress-nuts. The fourth spreads out 

( grows ) in breadth but not in height and does not bear any 

fruit at all. 

1. Probably the Nabataean Agriculture ( Kitab al-Fildha an- 
Nabatiyya 1 iC of ibn Wahshiyya, an author who 

lived about 800 A. D. See Introduction I, no. 24. 

2. Dibadar or Debdar is the Persian transliteration of 

the Sanscrit Devadaru. See commentary. 
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I bn ‘Imran1 : The savin is a kind of juniper with large 

leaves like those of the tamarisc. It has red, oily fruits like those 

of the nabk-tree as to colour and size ; they are woolly in the 

interior and have kernels whose colour is red. When they 

are ripe they are of sweet flavour and taste like the dripping 

liquid during the vintage of grapes. 

Diosc. 1 ( 75 ): The savin is of two kinds; one has thorny 

leaves like those of the cypress and a disagreeable smell. It is 

round and grows more in width than in length. The other 

has leaves like those of the tamarisc. This is a plant of strong 

desiccative qualities, cleansing dirty ulcers and is an emmena- 

gogue. It removes unhealthy granulations and is useful to the 

living ones. 

Xbn Sina 2 : Th e savin - fruit resembles the medlar, save 

that it is blacker. It has a pungent odour. Ad - dibadar is one 

of its kinds called “the Indian pine tree”; its rods are like those 

of the zedoary. (FoL 5 v.). Shir - dibadar3, i. e. its milk, is hot, 

burning, thirstgiving and astringent. There is nothing more 

excellent for the relaxation of the nerves, hemiplegia, facial 

paralysis and epileptic convulsions. It crushes stones of the 

kidneys and bladder and constipates the bowels. 

1. Is-haq b. ‘Imran was celebrated physician who lived in 

the first half of the IXth. cent. A. D. at the court of the Aghlabite 

prince Ziyadat-AUah L in Qairawan ( now Tunisia ). He wrote 

a book on simple drugs. See Introduction I, no. 19. 

2. This paragraph is not to be found in the printed editions 

of Ibn Sina’s Canon in the chapter abhul - savin. 

3. Shir is the Persian word for “milk5. 
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Masih1 : It relaxes the bowels and kills worms, ascaries 

jand tape-worms. 

COMMENTARY. 

It is the conifera Juniperus Sabina L. with its two varieties 

i war. cupressina and tamariscifolia All. In this, Dioscurides is 

i right, and so is the “Book of Agriculture” when it describes 

a third variety, a creeping one, forma prostrata. But the 

! dibaddr has nothing to do with juniperus; \t is the beautiful 

I Himalayan cedar-tree Cedrus Deodara Loud., deva-daru, i. e. 

“ tree of the gods ” The Arabs were better acquainted with 

I a variety of the Cedrus Libani Barr, under the name of 

ysanawbar Hindi i. e. “ Indian pine-tree ” Savin oil is 

a strong poison. The abortive qualities of this drug were 

well-known to the Arabs. For Deodar see Hobson-Jobson p. 

305 — 6. 

Synonyms : Or. : 6qddv ( brathy) ; Ar. : sarw gabali 

j-r- ; Turk. : qara ardij ^ f oj ( Honigb., Avni 536 ) ; Pers. : 

mrw-i-kuht jbf'., ( Abu Mansur) ; Eng.: barren savin ; Fr. : 

sabine, savinier; Germ.: Sadebaum, Sevenbaum. For the 

nany other Arabic names see Issa p. 102. 

6. ATHLy ', Oriental Tamarisk ( Tamarix articulata 

Vahl) ( Led. no. 17 ). 

1. His real name was ‘Isa b.Hakam ^ a. He lived in the 

IXth. cent. A. D. as a physician in Damascus and Baghdad. See 

-Introduction I, no. 9. 
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Ibn ‘Imran: It is a large shady tree, has green wood 

and branches with red tints, and green leaves resembling 

those of the ( European ) tamarisk; its flavour is acrid. It has 

no fiowers, but bears fruits at the knots of its twigs in the 

form of grains like chick-peas and which are yellowish-grey. 

In their interior are small grains clogged together, which are 

called the palatable grains of tamarisk. They are collected at 

the end of July. 

Diosc. I ( 89 ) : vlxaxollvq ( akakaliis ), i. e. Oriental 

tamarisk (Athl)% is the fruit of a tree in Egypt, resembling the 

tamarisk fruit. Its infusion is used for eye-salves that fortify 

the sight. 

COMMENTARY. 

The Oriental tamarisk, Tamazix articulata Vo/il., is of very 

frequent occurence in North Africa, particularly in Egypt. Its 

Arabic name athlfis an old Semitic one : Hebrew eshel Siam 

Assyrian ashlu, Ancient Egyptian sr, and Coptic OCI. 

The supposed fruits are in reality galls provoked by the sting 

of a small wasp of the kind of Cynips. The galls are still to be 

found in the Cairo bazaars under the name of tanir el-atl J’V! y 

or kahb el-atl ( Ducros no. 56. ). . 

Synonyms : Gr. : cwaxalb! <; ( akakaliis ) ; Pers.: (the 

gall) kazmdzaj r Abu Mansur, Schlimmer1 ; Turk.: tarfa 

1. Abu Mansur confounds this name with that of jashmizaj 

* gazmizag r^j>- which designates the grains of Cassia 

absus L. See M. Meyerhof, Histoire duChichm, remede opthalmi- 

que des Egypriens. In Janus (Leyde XIX, 1914, p 246 note 1). 
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lilghin dghclji , iAvni ( p. 590 ); Berber : takut £ ITV 

Idrisi ( p. 20 ); Engl.: Oriental tamarisk ; Fr.: tamarisc oriental. 

According to Leclerc (I, 27 note 1 ), another Arabic name 

for the galls of this tamarisk is ‘ uahba . See Issa p. 177.. 

7. ARAK il'J , Salvadora Persica L. Gaertn. 

( Led. no. 50 ). 

Abu Hauifa 1 : Its root is most excellent for rubbing 

the teeth, and it is the most perfumed pasture-food for cattle. 

It is a thorny, high and lofty tree; its fruits grow in clusters. 

There is a wild kind that has bigger grains and smaller clusters. 

It has small, round and hard kernels, and its fruits are a little 

larger than chick-peas. The largest of its clusters fills the 

hand, while the big kind is bigger than coriander-fruit. Both 

of them begin by being green, then become red and sweet 

with some acridity; afterwards they become black and their 

sweetness increases, but there is some burning in it. They are 

sold like bunches of grapes. It grows in valleys and sometimes, 

5ut rarely, on mountains. Its thorns are few and scattered. 

I bn Gul^ul: Its decoction, drunk, stirs the urine (i. e. 

is diuretic). 

Ibn Ridwan2 : Its fruit, inspissated, fortifies the 

stomach. 

1. See Introduction I, no. 25. 

2. Ibn Ridwan jj was a famous medical practitioner in 

Cairo during the middle of the Xlth. cent. A. D. See Introduction 

I, no. 39. 
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COMMENTARY. 

It is Salvadora persica Gcirtn. - Garcin, a tree that grows in 

Arabia, Persia and India; it was unknown the Greeks; it is 

to be found in Upper Egypt and the Egyptian desert (Ramis 

p. 149). Its fruit was still in use at the time of Forskal (p. 32), 

and known by the name of . Short pieces of the 

branches and roots are generally in use, in the Near East, as 

tooth - brushes under the name of miswak. The best kind is 

said to come from, the Holy places of the Higaz (Arabia)- 

(Mohammedan tradition). Dynicck (II, p. 380-2) gives a 

record of the botany and history of the plant which fully 

confirms the sayings of Ibn 4 Imran as quoted by al-Ghafiqi. 

It is missing from Idrisfs book. The use of the tooth-stick is 

a pious duty to Muhammedans, as the Prophet himself 

practised it. See numerous references in Wensinck’s Handbook 

of Mohammedan Tradition ( Leiden 1927 ) p. 230. 

Synonyms : Ar.: siwctk , DciwCid; Pers. : dirakht 

-i-miswdk ; English : tooth-brush-tree; Fr.: arac. Germ.: 

Zahnburstenbaum. For other Arabic names see Issa (p. 161 ). 

Its fruit bears the Arabic name kibath cAf , IB. 

8. ABANU8 , Ebony ( Dalbergia Melanoxylon 

and Diospyros sp.). ( Led. no. 9 ). 

Diosc. I (98) : The strongest is the Ethiopian. It is black 

without stripes (veins), resembling polished horn in its smooth¬ 

ness., If broken it is compact. It stings when tasted by the 
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tongue, and is, if burnt as incense, of fragrant smell. If fresh 

it is, on account of its oil, easily inflammable when brought 

near to fire. If rubbed on a whetstone, its colour becomes 

ruby-red. There is a variety in India in which are white and 

ruby-reddish veins. Some kinds of a thorny tree1 and the 

kind of wood which is called ovxdpiva (,sykciminci) are sold 

instead of ebony. But the latter is loose in texture ( porous ) 

and easily breaks into splinters of purple colour which do not 

burn the tongue; and when put on fire they do not exhale 

any smell. 

Galen VI ( XI, 867 ): This wood is one of the objects 

which, when rubbed with water, are dissolved like certain 

stones. Its juice strongly clears dimness of sight. 

COMMENTARY. 

Abatius are the different kinds of the ebenacea Diospyros, 

especially D. Ebenum Ron. from India. The Ethiopian ebony is 

probably the wood of the leguminosa Dalbergia Melanoxylon 

G.D.R. The false ebony of Diocurides may be, amongst 

other kinds of wood, that of the leguminosa Ebenus creticus L., 

the “red ebony ” from Greece. 

Synonyms * Gr. t-6evog ( e'benos ); Lat.: hebenus (Pliny); 

Near Oriental languages: abanus Eng.: ebony; Fr.: 

ebene; Germ.: Ebenholz. 

1» This is the 

( akanthina xyla ) ; 

translation of Dioscurides’ dxdvdiva gvXa 

ovxdpirog ( syknniinos ) is the mulberry-tree. 
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i 

As to the etymology see Loew I, 588 - 9. 

The word probably comes from Ancient Egyptian 

<^1! hbn which is the name of the tree and the wood 

( Loret) 

9, AS cr' , Myrtle (Myrtus communis L.). 

(Led. no. 69). 

Abu Hanifa : It is very common in the West(i. e. 

North Africa and Spain)1, on the coast as well as in the 

mountains; it is evergreen and grows until it becomes a tree. 

It has a white flower of fragrant smell and a black fruit which, 

when ripe, becomes sweet; but there is in it at the same time 

( foL 3v. ) some bitterness. It is called qatnitr ^2*3 . 

Diosc. I (112): lUvQoLri] ijlu£Qog (Myrsine hemeros ), u e. 

the (cultivated) myrtle, is deep green inclining to black and 

more useful than the white, particularly the mountain variety; 

but the fruit of the black kind is weaker (less efficient) than 

the fruit of the white one. 

Galen VII (XII, 81): It is composed of opposite facul¬ 

ties, the earthy and cold substance being predominant in it. 

Diosc. • The jwQiidavov ( myrtidanon ) is something that 

grows on the stem of the myrtle-tree and is rugged like the 

1. IB (1,37) and Led. (1,66) read “ 

our two MSS. A' vi in the West ”, The latter is 

reading, and, moreover, Meyerhofs hand-written 
c. 

reads , confirming al-Ghafiqfs text. 

in Arabia ”, 

the correct 

copy of IB 
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bark of the Egyptian thorn h Its colour is like that of the 

trunk of the myrtle. In its form it resembles a hand and is of 

stronger astringency than the myrtle itself. 

Ar-Razi in the “ Book of the Specific Properties ” : 

When you take a ring of fresh myrtle wood and put it on the 

little finger of a man who is suffering from a swelling in his 
groin it soothes the pain. 

COMMENTARY. 

It is Myrtus communis L. The Myrtldanon is probably an 

excrescence of the bark. IB who generally copies al-Ghafiqi’s 

text carefully omits the superstitious belief recorded by cir-Rdzi 

in his book of the Specific Properties. This book is lost and 

the authorship of ar-Razi may be doubtful, although it is 

recorded in al-Biruni’s catalogue of ar-Razi’s works1 2. Ar-Razi 

was, as far as we know, not at all inclined to superstition 

although he cultivated, in his early years, alchemy and 

astrology. 

Synonyms : Gr.: fwoolvrj (myrsine); Lat.: myrtus (Pliny); 

Turk.: inersin ; Pers.: miirci ( Abu Mansur, Schlinirner) ; 

Eng.: myrtle; Fr.: myrte; Germ.: Myrthe. 

Idrisi ( p. 10-11 ), whose paragraph on as is much 

1. The word bunk is missing from most of the Arabic 

dictionaries. According to the Persian dictionaries (Villlers and 

Steingass) it is the bark of the Acacia nilotica The same sense 

is found in Issa p. 2, no. 12. See below no. 1 19. 

2. Julius Ruska, Al-Biruni als Quelle fur das Leben und die 

Schriften al-RazPs, In /sis V (1922) p. 48 no. 183. 
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longer, gives three lines of synonyms. He gives as an Arabic 

name raihan o'^-which is the ordinary name for basil-royal, as 

the Persian name for the plant marziydnaj , and for the 

fruit nmrd\ moreover, the Berber name ajmdm fU-l. See also 

Loew’s etymological explanations (11,257-60) and Issci ( p. 

1 22-3 ) who adds some more Arabic names. 

lO. IGGAS Plum (Primus domestica L.) 

( Lecl. no. 21 ). 

It is known amongst us as “ cow’s eye ” c*? . 

Diosc. I (12): Koxxv'fiijAea (.Kpkkymelea) is a wellknown 

tree. Its fruit is bad for the stomach, but laxative to the bowels. 

The fruit of the Syrian plum-tree, particularly that of Damas¬ 

cus, is, on the contrary, when dried, good for the stomach, but 

constipating. 

Galen VII ( XII, 32 ) : The plum, particularly when 

fresh, is laxative to the bowels; when dry it is less laxative. 

As to Dioscurides, I do not know how he pretends that the 

Damascus plum constipates the bowels when we find that it 

is manifestly laxative, though less laxative than that coming 

from Inner Armenia1 . 

Ibn Masawaih2 : It empties the yellow gall and lowers 

the temperature (of the feverish body). The black kind is 

stronger in this action than the white one; and the small kind 

has a weaker laxative effect. 

t. Galen’s original text reads tberia and not Armenia. 

2. See Introduction \, no. It, 
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The Israelite1 : The white ( plum ) is slow of digestion, 

bad for the stomach and slightly laxative. The best of it are 

the fully ripe ones. 

The Nabataean Agriculture2 : The wild plum is a 

small tree with round leaves smaller than those of the 

cultivated plum-tree. Its fruit is frankly sour and it does not 

grow well in gardens. 

Galen: The fruit of the wild small plum is very astring¬ 

ent and constipates the bowels. 

Diosc s When the leaves of the plum-tree are boiled and 

the decoction is used as a gargle, it checks the flow of matter 

to the uvula, the tonsils and the gums. 

COMMENTARY. 

This is Prunus domestica L. and its varieties, e. g. 

Damascena, Prunus Italica, divaricata etc. Idrtsimentions a 

red variety and the names given hereafter. 

Synonyms : Or. noovum], ( proumne, Theophrastus ), 

xoxxvmp^a (Diosc); Lat.: prunus, Pliny; Ar. iggds dsh-shahluj 

(half Persian name), Idnsi\ barquq 3y_/ (modern 

Egyptian ), already given by Ddwud. 

^5*: idb (Loret, ancient Egyptian), khokh (modern 

Syrian), (khokh ad-dibb ^Ji y a wild kind), lain al-bciqar 

1. He is Is haq b. Sulaiman ( see Introduction I, no. 20 ); the 

quoted passage is probably from his book “On Simple Remedies 

and Aliments”. 

2, Of Ibn Wahshiyvya ( see Introduction I, no. 24 ). 
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yji Ddwiid (Algerian); Turk : erik ; Pers. alu or 

alfi-yi-berqdnt j\s_/ <jJ\ Schlimmer; Eng. : plum ; Fr.: prune 

(prunier); Germ. : Pflaume, Zwetsche. 

See Loew II, 163-9, and Issa p. 149. 

11. LITRUG Citron (Citrus med ica Risso var. 

Limonum). ( Lecl.no. 16 )> 

Abu Hanifa : It is a cultivated plant and does not 

occur wild. Its tree produces fruit once a year, for twenty 
> 

years. Its leaves resemble ( in shape ) those of the walnut; it 

is of a fragrant smell. Its blossoms are like narcissus-flowers, 

only thinner; its tree has thorns as hard as iron. 

Diosc. 1(115) KedpoinfAa (kedromelci): its fruit remains 

on it during the whole year1, and is long shaped, of golden 

colour and fragrant with but a little disgusting smell2. Its 

seeds are like those of pears. 

Tbe Israelites That kind the interior (pulp) of which is 

tasteless, is cold and moist in the second degree; and that 

kind the pulp of which is sour and stinging, is cold and dry in 

the third degree. 

Galen XII (77) (fol. 4r.) : Its bark is difficult to digest. 

1. This is an erroneous translation from Diosc. I( 115) 

who reads : cpvidv ydq sail xo.otiocjaoqovv dr oXov joveiovg erio.XfojXcog, 

for it is a plant which produces fruit during the whole year 

in rapid succession ”. 

2. Dios< . : evcbdzg //ezd GaQovg } i, e. fragrant with some 

oppressiveness. 
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A small dose of it strengthens the stomach and promotes 

digestion on account of its hot and acid qualities. 

Another (author 1 2 * The confection of the pulp with 

honey is better and more convenient to the digestion. 

Ijbn Masawaih: Its bark perfumes foul breath. 

Diosc.; It is said that, when put into clothes, it preserves 

them from being eaten (by moths). 

COMMENTARY. 

The word utrug, utruj is Persian and now designates 

the orange. The citron or lemon is the fruit of Citrus 

Limonum JRisso with its variations. 

Synonyms : Or.lj/i^^a /ufjXa, Tlegoixa fjifj?.a, xidoo/mj/.a • 

(Medikci, Persika mela); Lat.: citrea (Pliny); Ar.: laimiinoJ ; 

Pers. : lema Turk. : limon ; Eng. : citron, lemon ; Fr.: 

citron; Germ. : Zitrone; Copt. : -MOJiAjen (Scala Magna). 

12. ANBAG (Anbaj), £:;' ,Man^o. (Led. no. 173). 

Agriculture2: The mango-tree is frequent in the 

regions of ‘Oman, and grows as a cultivated plant. It is of two 

colours: one has almond-shaped fruits and is always sweet 

from the beginning of its growth ; the other, plum-shaped, is 

1. This author is, according to IB (10), Ibn Sind. 

2. According to \B (65) this passage is extracted from AbO 

Hanifa ad-Dinawari’s ‘‘Book of Plants". 
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sour in the beginning and becomes sweet when it ripens. 

Both have in common a specific odour and a fragiant smell. 

The sour kind grows in court-yards until it reaches the size of 

a walnut-tree. Its leaves are like the walnut leaves. When it 

reaches maturity the sweet is yellow and the bitter red. When 

it is unripe it should be cooked in earthen pots. 

COMMENTARY. 

It is the fruit of Mcingifera indicci L., very well-known in 

all tropical and sub-lropical countries, but unknown in 
> 

antiquity. For Indian names see Dymock I, 393. 

Synonyms : Ar. : cinbcig g:;» or anba td ; Pers. : same 

names; Turk.: hind kerdzi <^5 'JG;* (Sarny); Eng. and Germ.: 

mango; Fr. : mangue. 

For other names see Issa p. 114. 

13. AM LAG (Amlaj), ^1*1 , E,mblic Myrobalan 

( Phyllanthus emblica Willd.). ( Led. no. 145 ). 

Ibn ‘Imran : Its fruit is black resembling plums and has 

round stones, sharp-pointed at both ends. If the bark is 

removed the stones are split into three parts. 

Hubaisb 1 : When macerated in milk it loses some of 

its astringency; that is the shir amlag; it is the sovereign of 

remedies* 2. 

t. He was the nephew of the famous translator Hunain 

(Xfth. cent). See Introduction I no. 14. 

2. Shir ^ is the Persian word for milk. The following 

sentence is attributed by IB (56,2) not to Hubaisb, but to the 

Indian physician Charaka. 
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Badi^oras1 : It strengthens the stomach and is useful 

for black-bile affections. 

Masar^awaik 2 : It strengthens the roots of the hair. 

COMMENTARY. 

It is the fruit of Phyllcinthus emblica Willd., an euphor- 

biacea which has nothing to do with the different kinds of 

myrobalan (Terminaliae). It was introduced into thepharma- 

copoea by the Arabs as an astringent and anti-diarrhoeic 

remedy. Its Persian name is doubtless of an Indian origin 

amalcika ( see Dymock III, 263 ). 

Synonyms : Ar. ( Egypt) : as-sandntr , amlag 

Dawud; Pers.: anila ; Turk.: amule 4*1, Samy; Eng.: emblic 

myrobalan or myrobolan ; Fr. : emblic officinal; Qerm. : 

Myrobalanus emblica, Purgierpflaume. 

14. AZAD - DIRAKHT Jji , Persian Lilac 

(Melia azedarach L.). 

( Led. no. 60 ). 

Ibn Gul^ul : A Persian name the meaning of which is 

“ the free tree Some people pretend that it is the Persea 

(labakh ). 

Ibn al-Gazzar3 : Its tree is large and grows in Khurasan 

1. An unknown Byzantine or Syriac physician. 

2. See Introduction I, no.8. 

3. See Introduction I, no. 32. 
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and Syria. It lias fruits like those of the medlar in shape and 

colour, growing in scattered bunches. In their interior are 

stones like those of the medlar. It has a big stem and is very 

lofty. 

Masar^awaik : Its fruit which resembles that of the 

lotus-tree (Zizyphus Lotus Lam.) if eaten, kills. Women 

apply its leaves to their heads to make their hair grow. The 

expressed juice of the ends of its branches, mixed with honey 

and boiled grape-juice, is useful against deadly poisons. 
* 

IbnM asa1 : Its flower is a reconstituent for old and 

cold - tempered people. Its bark, when boiled with black 

myrobalans and fumitory (fumaria), is useful for mucous 

fever and black-bile affections; it is to be taken in spring and 

autumn only. 

COMMENTARY. 

Melia azedarach L. is, like the two preceding ones, a 

plant which was first made known in the West by the 

Arabs. It is a native tree of Persia, and is not to be confus¬ 

ed with the Indian lilac (Melia azadirachta L.). Its toxic 

qualities were known for a long time in India ( see Dymock 

I, 330 folk). Abu Mansur (152) ascribes to it the same 

effects given in the orginal documents of our author. Al- 

Idrisi (p. 24, no. 39) furnishes a very exact description of the 

tree. The bark of the roots (Cortex azedarach) is a vermifuge. 

1. See Introduction T, no. 17. 
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Synonyms : Ar.: shishiyan (?Abll Mansur), tdhak 

(DawCid), garud (Syria, Dawud); Mod. Egypt : 

zinzilakht cJ-y'j (Dawud), zenzalacht ci>'j (5c/zik£//7/.), zilza- 

lakht oljjj (Sharaf) - ail mutilations of the Persian name. 

Pers. : dzad-dircikht , taq and other names; (see 

Schlimmer); Turk.: tesbih aghaji (i. e. tree for making 

Moslem beads); Eng.: Persian lilac, bead tree, pride of India; 

Fr.: azedarac, margousier, 1 ilas des Indes; Germ.: chinesischer 

Holunder, Paternosterbaum, Paradiesbaum. 

The names given by Issa ( p. 116) refer partly to the 

Indian lilac. 

l5. AMB ARB ARTS , Barberry ( Berberis 

vulgaris L.) (Lecl.no. 146). 

Most people erroneously write, instead of the first bd^ a 

yd; but the correct reading is a bd with one point only, a 

sukun on the mini and a kasra under the bd 1; the mtm can 

just as well be written a nun 6 . 

( Agriculture ) : Some people thought it was the red 

box-thorn (lycium), 'awsaggyj* * ; but it is not. 

Of both of them come the box-thorn-berries, and both 

have iron-hard thorns similar to those of lycium. The 

Khorassanian kind is better than the Greek and the Yemenite. 

Ar-Razi ( Rh azes ) : It confines the bowels and is good 

for the inflamed stomach and liver. 

1. The name is written, indeed, in most of the pharma¬ 

cological MSS., and even in the printed edition of IB ( p. 55 ) 
* 

amir bans which is a mistake. 
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COMMENTARY. 

Berberis vulgaris L. and other kinds were unknown in 

the Greek pharmacopoeia. In former times the roots, leaves 

and fruit were official drugs {Radix, Folia, Fructus Ber- 

beridis). 

Synonyms : Ar. : ambarbclris and bcirbcirts 

CDdwud), ‘ud ar-rih&A ^ (Egypt, Ddwud) Pers.: zirishk 

{Abu Mansur and Ddwud); Turk. : qadyn tuzlughy && 

(Samy); Eng.: barberry, pepperidge; Fr. : epine - vinette; 

Germ. : Berberitze, Sauerdorn. 

The bark of the roots is called by the Berber name 

drghis (IB no. 4). For more names see Issa p. 30. 

16. AKHAJR.SAG , (Undetermined). 

(Lecl. no. 26). 

Nabataean Agriculture : It is a tree which (foL 4 v.) 

grows in hot and arid places; it reaches the height of a tall 

man. Its wood and leaves are like those of the fig-tree, only 

a little larger, of palatable flavour; its fruit has no stones 

and, if eaten, is carminative and cleanses the orifice of the 

stomach. From this tree and its roots small, short spiders 

generate. They are veiled by a white membrane beneath which 

they creep when it is lifted up; and this is the reason why it 

disgusts people and makes them abstain from eating it. The 

decoction of the fruit and leaves, when poured on a gouty 

swelling, soothes the throbbing pain. 
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COMMENTARY. 

Nobody has been able, until now, to identify this plant. 

According to Meyer(\\\, p. 61) and Lecl. (I, p. 34) it must be a 

kind of fig-tree. The Persian dictionaries do not help us. 

Vullers (I, p. 636-7) gives the names of khdrsak or kharsa 

ctL-jLj <-jU. as that of a triangular spine called in the West 

himtnis al-amir jj-Vl ^ ; but this plant is the calthrop (Tribulus 

terrestris L.) 

17. ARUZ jjt, Rice (Oryza sativa L.). (Lecl. no. 42). 
% 

Diosc II (95): "OQvta ( Oryza); it is a kind of a commonly 

used grain; it grows in swamps and wet places. It is a little 

nourishing and confines the bowels. 

Galen VIII (XII, 92): It confines the bowels moderately 

and is more difficult to digest and less nourishing than the 

yovdQog (khondros, i. e. groats of wheat or spelt)1. 

Ibn Masawaib: Its grains are the most nourishing next 

to wheat, and the best tempered. They strengthen and tone 

the stomach. 

Ibn M asa : The Indians allege that it is the best and 

most useful of all the aliments if taken with fresh milk; and 

they pretend that a strict diet of rice prolongs life and does 

1. The last words are missing from the Kuehn edition of 

Galen’s De Sim pi. Medicam Virt. 
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not form in the body yellow gall or any other by-products. 

The Israelite : When boiled with bran-water or whey, it 

considerably increases the spermatic fluid. 

COMMENTARY. 

Rice (Oryzci saliva L.), as is evident from the quotations 

by al-Ghafiqi, was not greatly valued by the Greeks. An 

interesting passage in the Persian Abu Mansur's book( p.141) 

informs us that the Greeks preferred wheat as an aliment, 

but that the Indians recognised, from an early period, the 

nutritive and dietetic value of rice. It was from India that 

the medical knowledge about rice came to Moslem physi¬ 

cians. 

Synonmys : Ar. : aruz 1 ; Pers. : birinj ; Turk.: 

pirinj ; East-Turk. (Tshagatai) : tuturghdn , ( Idrisi 

p. 1 1, no. 6 ); Eng. : rice; Fr.: riz; Germ. : Reis. 

18. ANAGHALLIS , Pimpernel (Anagallis 

arvensis L.). 

(Lecl. no. 167). 

Diosc. 11(178): Some people call it myogiov (>kikhorion, 

chicory ). It is of two kinds : one has an azure-blue flower; 

1. As to the names of the varieties of rice in Modern Egypt 
A 

see Sharaf (p. 579), and Issa (p. 131). 
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this is the female, and the other an intensely red flower; this 

is the male. Both are plants which spread out on the ground, 

have small round leaves like those of the plant called 

lA£(rr) (helxine, probably Parietaria) on quadrangular stalks; 

also round fruits. Both are used against the spread of 

malignant ulcers. It is said that the blue kind reduces the 

prolapsed anus, but that the red one increases the prolapse, 

when used as cataplasms. 

Galen VI ( XI, 829 ) : Both of them extract arrow¬ 

heads ( from wounds ). 

Oribasios : Its expressed juice, with headed thyme 

( hdshd l-L , Thymus capitatus Lk. ) and black mustard 

(khardal , Brassica sinapioides Roth.), extracts leeches 

from the throat1 . 

COMMENTARY. 

Anagallis arvensis L. is a wide-spread primulacea. Its 

active principle is saponin. Al-Idrist ( p. 16 no. 20 ) gives a 

more detailed botanical description of the plant, with many 

synonyms ( Berber, “Latin” i. e. Spanish etc.). Sickenb. (Arzn. 

p. 24 ) identifies it with Anagallis arvensis L. and A. coerulea 

Schreb. 

Synonyms : Gr. : avayaAUs; Lat. : macia ( Marcellus 

1. This is not a rare accident in Oriental lands where stag¬ 

nant waters are infected with leeches. 
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Empiricus); Ar. : qatil al-'cilaq jdl Jvls (i. e. that which kills 

leeches) or hashishat at- ala q (in Spain, Idrisi )* 1; Pers. : 

anaghdlis ; Turk. : bcigirsdq otu j j' ( Honigb. p. 

517 ), merbejdne (‘Avni p. 33 ); Eng.: pimpernel; Fr.: 

mouron; Germ. : Gauchheil, Hiihnerdarm. 

For more Arabic names see Issa p. 14. 

19. ADHAN AL-FAR AL-BUSTANI oW 

^^Domesticated Myosoiis (Parietaria cretica L.) (uncertain). 

( Led no. 31 ). 

Diosc. II (II, 183 )2 : Its leaves are like the ears of mice. 

It is called in Greek dXoivrj (cilsine)3i. e. growing in gardens, 

because it grows in shadowy places and in gardens. It 

resembles the sl%ivr\ (helxine, Parietaria? ), but has smaller 

leaves without downy hairs. When rubbed in the hands 

it exhales a smell of cucumber. Its faculty is cooling and 

astringent. 

Galen VI ( XI, 874 ): It resembles in its faculty the 

herb which melts glass4 for it is cooling and moistening 

and generally acts like ( helxine). 

! t C 
1. Modern Egyptian names : lubbeii oy5 , umtn laban 6? , 

qunfiid (Schweinf. G ); the latter name is used in the Western 

Oases of the Egyptian desert. 

2. The text reads Diosc. IV, an error which has been copied 

by Ibn al-Baitar. 

3. This word is derived from aloes ( alsos ). grove. 

4. Not so in Galen’s original text. 
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COMMENTARY. 

This plant cannot be determined with certainty. It 

might be Parietciria cretica L. ( pellitory ). Ibn Sina, Abu 

Mansur, al-Birum and al-Idrisi do not help us, as they only 

know one kind of myosotis, evidently that described by 

al-Ghafiqi in the following chapter. 

Synonyms: Gr. : javdg coxa, dAoivrj t Lat. : vitraria; 

Ar.: hashishat az - zugag hashish at al-qazdz 

has his hat a r-rami J* f ( StlCll'Clf, 605 ), hashishat ar - rih 

(Algeria, Schweinf., 222); Turk. : yapisliqan otu ; 

(Avni 448); Eng.: wall pellitory, Fr.: parietaire; 

Germ.: Glaskraut. For other names see Issa p. 134. 

In Coptic it is called “ ears of the mouse” wnjn 

(Crum, Dictionary, infra verburri). 

20. ADHAN AL-FAR AL-BARRI ,^)l y*)! oisi 

Wild Myosotis (Myosotis palustris L.). 

( Led. no. 32). 

Diosc. II (183): juv6g cbrlg (myos otis) has many stalks 

growing from one root which is of the size of a finger, 

(fol. 5r). Their lower part is reddish and hollow, and they 

have long yellow-blackish leaves with pointed ends standing 

in twos (zygophyllous) with a space between them. From 

the knots, small twigs branch off on which are small azure- 

blue flowers. It resembles, in general, the oxoXonivdQiov (skolo- 
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pendrion, hart’s tongue), except that it is less rougher and 

smaller. 

Galen VII (XII, 80): It dries in the second degree, 

but has no perceptible heating power. 

COMMENTARY. 

It is probably Myosotis palustris With., but might be 

Asperugo procambens L., according to Sickenb. (Arzn. p. 6). 

Synonyms : Gr. : /ivog ( myosotis ) : Lat. : 

myosotis; Ar. and Pers. : ddhdn (cizan) al-fdr jUJi oU 1; Ar. 

( Miorocco ): ‘ ciin cil-hiidhud cy,(IB); Turk.: sichdn 

qulaghi (four other names are given by Samy 

1509-10); Eng.: mouse ear, forget - me - not; Fr.: myosotis, 

pensez-a-moi, ne m’oubliez pas; Germ. : Vergissmeinnicht. 

21. ADHAN AL-FAR BARRI AKHAR >Ji jisT 

Another Wild Myosotis (Heliotropium undulatum 

Vahl.). 

(Led. no. 33 ). 

Anonymous AutRor1 : A plant which grows in the 

sand, spreading out its twigs on the ground. It has small 

leaves resembling those of the domesticated myosotis. Its 

1. IB (p. 17 1. 16) ascribes this chapter to al-Ghafiqh 

but the above quotation shows that the latter copied it from 

the work of an anonymous author who probably was a Mediev¬ 

al Egyptian Arab. This chapter has been much abridged by BH. 
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expressed juice, smeared on the penis and soft parts of the 

abdomen, restores potency to old men and those incap¬ 

able of coitus ; it grows very commonly near Cairo and 

Alexandria. 

COMMENTARY. 

Dra^endorff (p. 563) thinks that this plant isMyosotis 

stricta Lk. But we believe it to be one of the numerous 

desert plants, and think that Sickenb. (Plantes p. 20) is right 

in identifying it with the borraginacea Heliotropium undul- 

citum Vcihl., which agrees well with the description. 

22. ADHAN AL-FAR AKHAR >r>)iobT, 

Another Myosotis (unknown). 

(Led. no. 34). 

Ar-Razi (Rhazes, in his “ Book for Those Who Have 

no Physician at Hand”) 1 : It is one of the euphorbias 

(tithymals) with leaves like those of myosotis, and downy 

white hairs on them; it has thin thorns also, covered with 

white downy hairs. When it is plucked, milk flows from it. It 

is a powerful purgative and emetic. 

1. This book also called 7ibb al-Fuqcira ’ .lyill ( « The 

Medicine of the Poor») is the 38th in the long list of Razi’s 

works given by IAU (I. p. 31G 1. 18 foil.). It was printed at 

Lucknow in 1886, but that edition is very rare, and we are not 

able to verify the above-mentioned quotation. 
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Hubaisb: Its strength is less than that of the raper- 

spurge (Euphorbia lathy /is, mdhudana and the wild 

kind, growing far from water, is sharper and thinner. 

COMMENTARY. 

Identification of this plant has hitherto been impos¬ 

sible. 

23. AWTHUNA (Uttulna) l^V, ’OOowa Othonna 

(unknown). 

(Lecl. no. 208). 

Diosc. II (182): It is said that it is the expressed juice 

of the black yehboviov (chelidonion, celandine), or of the 

horned poppy (glaacium); it is also said that it is the 

juice of the poppy called ptegcnhi? (keratitis) or the horned 

('Glaucium cornicu/atum), or that it is the juice of the blue 

anagallis. Others say that it is a plant growing in that part 

of Arabia contiguous to the frontier of Egypt (i. e. the Si¬ 

nai Peninsula), with leaves like those of the water-cress, 

full of holes as if eaten by moth-worms, sapless and brittle. 

The flower is saffron-coloured and its petals are large. 

Some people therefore take it for a kind of anemone. Its juice 

cures dullness of the sight. Others say that Othonna is 

a copper - coloured small stone in Upper Egypt, burning 

when touched with the tongue. 
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COMMENTARY. 

It has not been possible, so far, to identify with cer¬ 

tainty the plant Othonna. Ddwud mutilates the name to 

Uwwaina <:.*», but gives the same description. Sickenb. 

(Plantes p. 25) observes that Sprengel, Fee and others did 

not pay attention to the fact that all their identifications (Ta- 

getes, Argemone etc.) were with plants of American habi¬ 

tats. Sickenberger himself proposes Glaucium corniculatum 

Curtis, the horned poppy. To this, however, we object, 

because there exists another Greek name (jurjxcov xsQauug', 

mekdn keratitis D iosc. IV, 65) and an Arabic one (mamitha 

MO for this plant which has always been well-known. 

According to Loew (II, 374-5) it is not possible to identify 

the plant; the name is neither Syriac nor Arabic. Issa 

(p. 131) identifies it with a kind of ragwort - composita 

to which modern botanists gave the name Othonna L. 

24. AGHARIQUN MM1, Fungus of the larch, 

Purging agaric (Polyporus officinalis Fries). 

(Led. no. 1622 Ghariquri j^jU). 

Diosc. Ill (1 ): It is a root similar to that of silphium 

(see no. 34), though not dense from outside like its root 

but quite loose. It is of two kinds, male and female. 

The female is the better one; it has in its interior flat 
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layers; but the male has no such layers at all. Both of them 

are alike as to flavour, giving, when first tasted, a flavour of 

sweetness that changes to bitterness. Some people allege 

that it is the root of a plant; while others believe that it is 

generated from putrefaction in trees when worm-eaten, like 

th ose on which mushrooms are generated. That which is 

generated on larch-trees in Cilicia is easily crushed and of 

weak strength. 

Galen VI (XI, 813): It is a compound of two sub¬ 

stances, airy and earthy, (fol. 5 v.) It opens obstructions 

of the liver and repels thick mixtures (of the humours). 

Another Author: The dose of it is one mithqal. It 

is said that he who carries it about is never stung by 

scorpions. The hard and black specimens, which are the old 

ones, are very bad. 

COMMENTARY. 

This is Polyporus officinalis Fries. IB who gives a 

much longer chapter on it, calls it ghariqun a name 

still in use in most of the Mohammedan lands, (IB II, 146; 

Led. Ill, 4-6). This fungus grows on larch trees and in 

antiquity came from Russia (Sarmatia). The officinal Fun¬ 

gus Laricis was, in the XIXth cent., a well-known laxative, 

mostly from the Siberian larch-tree, (Achundow, Abu Mansur 

p. 339), The active principles of the drug are agaricine and 

a resin. 
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Synonyms: Gr: uyaoixdv; Lat.: agaricum; Ar. and 

Pers.: ghariqun Turk.: qcitran kopiiyi (Avtii 

19); Eng.: purging agaric, fungus of the larch ; Fr.: polypore 

du iueleze, agaric blanc; Germ.: Larchenschwamm. 

25. ISHKHIS <^:^-i, Pine-Thistle etc. (Alractylis, 

Echinops and others). 

( Led. no. 86). 

This is the resin-thorn1 2 and in Greek yoqicuX&ov or 

chamaeleon; it is called yauaiUcov on account of the diffe¬ 

rence (in colour) of its leaves, which occur in bright green, 

white, sky-blue, or blood - red, according to the place in 

which the plant is growing. Xafiadscov levxdg (khamaileon 

leukos) 2 or the white ya/uauscov (chamaeleon), is also cal¬ 

led l£ia ( ixia ) because the plant produces at its root in 

some places i£6g (Ixos) i. e. a viscous matter; from i£6g is 

derived t$la, the meaning of which is “ the viscousIts 

leaves resemble those of the thistle called in Syria ‘akkub 

(the globe - thistle, Echinops alUvCog Diosc.) or that 

which is called ox6Xv^og (Scolymas hisp., golden thistle). In 

its middle grow thorns like the prickles of the sea-urchin or 

1. This name (shawkctt at- ilk dlUJl ) was. according to 

IB ( I, 36 ), a Spanish - Moorish name. 

2. This name of the plant is given by Theophrastus ( IX, 12, 

l ) and Dioscurides ( III, 8). The quotation of the latter is mis- 

sing from our MSS. 
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the thorns of the xwaga (kindra, artichoke). It has purple 

flowers like hairs, and fruits like those of the cartham. The 

root in earthy soil is thick, and in rocky soil thin and white 

inside. It is of a somewhat disagreeable odour; its taste 

is sweet. Its root, when taken in a drink, expels tape-worms 

and stirs1. When kneaded with water and oil it kills dogs, 

pigs and mice, and the drinking of it is useful against the 

bite of venomous reptiles. 

Diosc. Ill (9); XCAjLiaHAfXQv usXag, (khamaileon nie'las) 

or the black, has’leaves also like the thistle called cxoXvjuog 

(skolymos), except that they are smaller, thinner and blood- 

red in colour. Its stalk is as thick as a finger and of a span 

in length, its colour is almost blood-red, and there is on it an 

umbel (corymb) with thorny and thin flowers, the colour 

of which resembles that of the flower called vaxivtiog (hyakin- 

thos, hyacinth) on which there are spots. Its root is thick 

and solid, burning the tongue when chewed. It grows in dry 

deserts, on hills and sea-shores. 

Galen VIII (XII, 154): Its root possesses a deadly 

poison, and is, therefore, useful for scabs, eczema and white 

leprosy (vitiligo). 

COMMENTARY. 

The white chamaeleon is Atractylis gummifera L.y the 

1. Viz. urine, inens&s etc. The word could be a copyist's 

error for j ( w’al - dad), i. e. “ and ascarides ”. 
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black Cardopatium corymbosum Pers. (Dragenci. p. 685); 

‘akkub is Echinops viscosus D. C. ; oxoXvuo.- Scolymus bis¬ 

pa nicus L.\ xivdqa Cynara Cardunculus L. They are all thistle 

plants, most of them were mentioned by Theophrastus. 

The artichoke-gum (kankarzad is a product of these 

plants. 

Synonyms : Gr..‘ yjafJKuXecoy , axarfio), axavog, Vgla , Ig/vrj 

(axavtiog); Lat.; chamaeleon ; Ar.: ishkhis shawk at-1 2 ilk 

(Maghrib: Ddwud)\ Eng.: pine-thistle, spindle wort, 

Fr.: cameleon blanc; Germ.: Mastixdistel, Gummidistel. 

Issa (pp. 27 and 64) gives many other Arabic synonyms. 

26. AQANTHIYUN (Akanthion) Cotton 

Thistle (Onopordon Acanthium L.). 

(Led. no. 122). 

This is the thistle which is known by the name of tawb 

Diosc. Ill (16): It is a thistle - plant with leaves like 

those of the thistle called dxavda levxi) (akanthci leuke) i. e. 

the badhavoard It has thorny heads, and it is said 

1. IB II, 419 (Led. no. 1480 bis ) says - probably from al 

Ghafiqi’s unabridged work-that tawba was the foreign name 

which the Christians in Spain gave to the acanthion - thistle. It 

is still the name used in Spain. 

2. Persian badhawcird , i. e. the thistle Cnicus Acarna 

L. (Picnomon Acarna Coss.). 
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that it has downy hairs which, when gathered, resemble 

cotton. Its roots and leaves, in drinks, are useful for 

plegias. 
t 

• • • r: 

Galen VI (XI, 818): Its root and seeds1 are useful 

to sufferers from spasms. 
i 

. “ | 

COMMENTARY. 

It is Onopordon Acanthium L. (Dragend. p. 688), a 

thistle growing in Central and Southern Europe, and in 

Asia Minor. ’ : i 

Synonyms: Gr.: axdvdoov; Lat. : acanthium, Pliny; 

Ar.: rcis cish-shaikh j IB (no. 122), shuka’a (IB, 

1335), slwk al-homar (Loew I, 448); Pers. : hangar 

Turk. : eshek diyini dbG (?) tekin otu j j' ( Handjeri); 

Eng.: cotton-thistle; Fr.: charbon aux anes, fausse acanthe; 
• •: \ 

Germ.: Eselsdistel, Krebsdistel, Wegdistel; Span.: cardo 

borriquero, toba (Botica 398). 

.A. 

27. AFSINTIN Wormwood (Artemisia Ab¬ 

sinthium L.) and others. ‘ 

(Led. no. 113). 

The leaves of the wormwood resemble greatly those of 
■* * -i *. \ 4*1 v 

the carrot; its flower is yellow and it is this part which is used2.. 

• • • > \ / * ' / 

1. In Galen’s original text “ leaves v instead of “ seeds ” . 

2. This sentence is ascribed by IB (I, 41 ), to AbCi ‘Ubaid 

al - Bakri. 
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D iosc. Ill (23): It is a well-known plant and is found 

in Cappadocia, on Mount Taurus. 

Ibn Gurai£ 1 : It is of many kinds. It is brought from 

Persia and the Eastern regions, as well as from the Lukam 

(Amanus) Mountain. The best is that from Tyrus and Tar¬ 

sus; it is covered with downy hairs and has nodosities like 

the seeds ( fol. 6 r ) of the Persian marjoram (Origanum). 

That (kind) is strongly bitter, and, when pounded, tiny par¬ 

ticles splinter away from it like the splinters of Socotrine 

aloe; they are yellow like the down of young pigeons. 

Galen (in the Methodus Medendi): All kinds of 

wormwood are possessed of two qualities and two facul¬ 

ties* 2, but that which is imported from Pontus is most 

astringent. 

Diosc.: It purges the galls (bilious humours) from the 

stomach, is laxative and diuretic. 

COMMENTARY. 

This is mostly Artemisia Absinthium Land other 

kinds of Mediterranean Artemisia, A. arborescens LA. 

pontica L. etc. The active principle is absinthine. 

1 . Nastas b. Guraig ^ , with the surname “ the 

monk’ ^*1^1 , was a Christian physician in Egypt in the Xth 

cent. See Introduction I, no. 29. 

2. Viz. astringency and bitterness. 
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Biruni says that, according to Ibn Masawaih and ar- 

Rasa’ih, there are many kinds of wormwood, - Nabataean, 

Persian, Khorassanian, Syrian and North-African (maghribi 

j>«). The best is the Syrian, particularly that of Tarsus 

( Tarsus “ which resembles the down of chicken in 

its yellow colour”. He adds that some physicians call it 

“ Greek wormwood ” (shih rami ). In Egypt Artemi¬ 

sia Absinthium L. is lacking (Ramis p. 193); Sickenb. 

(Plantes p. 21 ) thinks that the afsintin of Egypt is Ambrosia 

maritima L.. But this plant bears, according to Forsk&l 
»■ 

(p. 161 ) the name of damsisa 

Synonyms: Or.: ayivd'cov; Lat.: absinthium, santonica 

herba (Scrib. Largus): Ar.: shih shih cir-rcibi ‘^ , 

ciaq/i ash-shaikh (i. e. “ the old man’s beard”), shaiba vA 

(“white hair”), shagarat Maryam (Algeria) Lecl. I, 

105; Berber: tashtalt cJbib, (Idrisi I, no. 1); Pers.: afsintin 

(Aba Mansur); qurtaudi A* j A, khdr-akush 

(Schlimmer); Turk.: pelin , dq pelin cni.jT (Avni); Eng.: 

common wormwood; Fr.: grande absinthe, armoise amere, 

aluyne; Germ.: Wermut, bitterer Beifuss; It.: assenzio; Span.: 

yenjo. 

Ibn al- Baitar (IB I, 41 ) gives the name damsisa 

as the Egyptian name of the wormwood, in the XHIth. 

century. On the other hand, Ascherson and Schwein - 

furth stated that none of the above-mentioned kinds of 

Artemisia grows in Egypt. So the Egyptian damsisa must 

have been the name of one of the other species of this 
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composita. Sickenberger proposes Ambrosia maritima L., 

Sick. (Plantes p. 21 ). Vide supra. 

28. USTUKHUDHUS , Lavender (La¬ 

vandula Stoechas L.). 

(Led. no. 62). 

Diosc. Ill (26): It grows on the islands 2ioixddss 1 

(Stoichades) which are in the Land of FaXazLa (Galatia, i. e. 

Gallia) opposite Maooalia (Massaha, i.e. Marseilles). This 

drug herb was designated by the name of one of those 

islands. It has a main part (i.e. foliage) like that of the 

thyme (origan), except that its leaves are longer and of pun¬ 

gent and slightly bitter taste. It is good for diseases of the 

chest, like hyssop. 

Galen VIII (XII, 136): It fortifies all the inner organs. 

Ibn Masa: Its virtue is to clear the brain, and it is 

useful against black-bile diseases. 

Diosc. V (42 and 43): Its wine reduces thick swel¬ 

lings and inflations; a vinegar is prepared from it in the 

same manner as the wine2. 

1. Called do-day “ Isles d’Hyeres ”. 

2. The description of the preparation of this wine o( 

lavender has probably been deleted by BH, but is to be found in 

IB (I, 24). 
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COMMENTARY. 

Lavandula Stoeclias L., the “French lavender” is 

to-day common on the whole Mediterranean coast; it 

forms, moreover, in some parts of Western and Southern 

Anatolia the most important part of the vegetation. On the 

other hand the lavender varieties which are to-day so frequent 

in Southern France are Lavandula spica D. C. (spike) L. and . 

vera D.C. or L. latifolia VilL. Therefore Dragend. (571) 

thinks that these latter are the kinds corresponding to the 

stoic/ids of Dioscurides and the Arabs. Curiously enough 

this drug, though existing everywhere in Southern Europe, 

was much appreciated until a century ago, where it was 

collected and dried in Northern Arabia, whence it was 

exported to Venice via Cairo and Alexandria, under the 

name of Flores Stoechados arabicae (note by Achupdow 

in Abu Mansur 339). 

Biruni says that it was brought to his town (Ghazna 

in Afganistan) from the Mountains of Lengistan 
i 

Synonyms : Or.: oioiytis (stoikhas); Lat.: stoechas; 

Ar.: lihldh qMJ- (Maghrib, Dawiid); the fruit: kammiin Hindi 

Oj-C (Dawiid). Many other names in Issa p. 106. Ar. 

and Pers.: ustukhudhus J*- 1 (derived from the geni¬ 

tive of the Greek word); Turk.: husame lavanda otu 

jjlilailj), qarabash otu ( Honigb.); Eng.: French 

lavender; Fr.: lavande stoechas; Germ.: Schopflavendel. • 
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Lecl. (I, 60) gives several modern Arabic and Berber 

names of the plant. 

There seems to be no other Persian name than ustu- 

khudhus, (Mu‘tamad p. 389). Birum mentions the name 

dcihar as known in Sind (lower valley of the Indus); 

indeed the name dhdru is still vulgarity used in India 

(Dymock III, 93). Naficy (II, 21) gives Arabic names used 

in Persia. 

29. ALALXSFAQUN 6yU\i Sage (Salvia offici¬ 

nalis L.) ' ■ , 

(Lecl. no. 140). ' - 

5EZe-Uoipaxov (Elehsfakon) is the sage (as-salima <UJi). 

D iosc. Ill (33): It is also called oqmyrov (;sfcignon), 

and is a long Odjivog (thdmnos) i. e. shrub or bush, with 
• \ . . . • • 

many branches the shoots of which are quadrangular and 

of whitish colour. Its leaves are like those of the quince tree; 
f . i , . . • 

only they are longer, narrower and a little rougher. At 

the end of the twigs is a fruit like that of the will oQpivov 

(horminon) i. e. cil-qilqil * 1; it grows in rough, uneven 

places. The decoction of its leaves and branches is diuretic, 

emmenagogue and abortive and is useful for the sting of 

the marine i Qvycov (trygon)2 . ■ ' - 
* X 1 , v 

; ~ ^ s. 

1. This is an erroneous translation : oq^ivov of the Greeks 

is a kind of sage (Salvia viridis L.) whereas al-qilqil is very 

probably Cassia Tor a L. 

2. A kind of sting-ray, perhaps Raja clavata, ,, , 
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Galen VI (XI, 873): It is manifestly hot and slightly 

astringent. 

Ibn Gul^ul: It is useful for numbness of the tongue 

and for aphasia. 

COMMENTARY. 

It is Salvia officinalis L. and its variants (see Dragend. 

576). The medicinal parts used in the pharmacopoeias are 

the leaves, Folia Salviae. Dawud gives the mutilated Greek 

name alfafis 

Synonyms: Gr.: iXeXlo<paxov, iXarpoSooxov Lat.: salvia; 

Ar.: salima , siwak an-nabi g.W ^ j-, na‘ima *s\i (Dawud, 

Loew II, 102) ; maryamiyya (Mod. Egypt., Schweinf.), 

quwesa •*->/> (Syria, Berggr.). Other names in Issa p. 162; 

Pers.: (Abu Mansur has no name for it), giyah-i-tashnak 

.Lf, Maryam guli (“Mary’s rose”), Schlimmer 

(502); Turk.: ada chaby, j,f «.UI Avni (543); dish otu 

(.Honigb.); Eng.: common garden sage; Fr.: sauge officinale, 

petite sauge; Germ.: Salbei. 

30. ■ IKLJ.L - AL - MALIK emi j.r 1, Melilol. 

(Lecl. no. 128). 

Is-baq b. ‘Imran: This plant possesses leaves which 

are round like a dirham (piece of money)'; it is green, sappy, 

1. This comparison of the leaves with a dirham Jjj 

is to be found also in Idrisi’s book (I, p. 17 1. 20). 
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with very thin twigs and scarce leaves. It has small yellow 

flowers followed by thin and curved bucks (mazawid 

resembling children’s bracelets; they contain small round 

grains, smaller than the grains of mustard. The part used is 

this ring-shaped pod (iklil jhTi) with its contents. 

Author: There are so many differences of opinion 

that I have no precise knowledge of the question, except that 

for me, the kind mentioned by Is-haq is the best. It is a plant 

of a bitter flavour and fragrant smell. But that which is 

commonly used in our land(i.e. Spain) is another plant known 

under the name of Trefolia1 which has broad leaves nearer 

to those of the larger plantain, also coloured, bent and thick 

pods variegated with white, green and purple. The seeds 

are smaller than those of the fenugreek; they are viscous and 

devoid of flavour and smell. 

Some people use another plant which has thin twigs. 

It spreads out on the soil with leaves like those of the water- 

calthrop (Tribulus terrestris). Its fruits are horns curved like 

swords, resembling the horns of oxen. They grow together 

in sixes or sevens ( fol. 6 v.), having inside them fruits like 

fenugreek seeds. 

Some people allege that the melilot which is used in 

Alexandria is a plant of a fragrant smell, high-grown, and 

whose leaves resemble those of the trefoil; its smell is like 

J. In the text of T and G furfuliya in that of IB (I, 

50 1. 16) qurnuliyci aJ yj. 
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that of the fig-tree, somewhat aromatic; its flowers are yellow 

and thin, and at the end of its twigs there are sleek pods like 

those small and yellow larvae which are found under the 

ground in the spring1. 

lbn Sina: It is a plant with a flower of straw colour, 

semilunar in shape and hard though of light consistency; 

some kinds of it are yellow and some are white, the latter being 

the best, particularly when they are very hard. 

Diosc. III (40) : Me&IXcotos (nielildtos). The best kind 

is that which grows in Attica, Kyzicus2, Karchedon3 and 

Chalcedon4. It is yellowish-white and of fragrant smell. A 

little of it grows in Campania near Nola5; it has seeds 

resembling those of fenugreek and is of a fragrant smell. 

Galen VII (XII, 70): Its faculty is astringent, combin¬ 

ed with dissolving and maturing power. 

COMMENTARY. 

It is the leguminosa Melilotus officinalis Lam.; Dra- 

1. I bn al-Baitar ( I, 50; 1. 25 foil.) writing-about a century 

after al-Ghafiqi-says that at his time this variety of melilot was 

unknown in Alexandria. 

2. A sea-port of Mysia on the Marmara 

3. The Greek name of Carthage. It is an interpolation by 

an early copyist. 

4. A sea-port of Bithynia (Asia Minor). 

5. In Italy near Rome, 
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gend. (p. 315). however, knows 16 medicinally used kinds 

of melilot. Abu Mansur (p. 150) speaks of seven kinds of 

melilot in Persia. In Egypt there exist, in our days, four kinds 

(Ramis p. 109). But the officinal melilot is not extant in 

Egypt, and so IB's assertion is right. The Egyptian kind 

mentioned by Oh is, according to Sickenb. (Plantes p. 23), 

Trigonella hamosa L.. The officinal drug Herba Meliloti 

is still used in many countries for plasters and compresses 

against rheumatic affections. 

Synonyms: Gr.: hsXlXcovok (nielildtos); Lat.: melilotus 

(Pliny XXI); Ar.: iklil al - malik eitt' JJS" I, nafal J*, hantam 

(Dawud); more names in Issa p. 116. Pers.: iklil al- malik; 

Turk.: guzel (Samy), or nefis qoqulu sari yonja j' Jj, f' 

iSjU (i. e. “ sweet - smelling yellow trefoil”), Avni 375, 

pirn otu Jj\ ijro (Honigb.); Fr.: melilot officinal; Germ.: 

Steinklee, Honigklee; Span.: trebol oloroso, corona del rey 

(litteral translation of the Arabic iklil al-malik i. e. “the 

king's crown "). 

31. IKLIL NABAT GABALI ou j:rI, Rose¬ 

mary (Rosmarinus officinalis L.) 

(Legl. no. 129). 

It is a well-known plant reaching more than a cubit in 

height with long and thin leaves like fringes, coarse and 

blackish. Its wood is rough and hard. It has, at the origin 

of the leaves, a tender whitish-blue flower. Its fruit is hard 
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and opens itself when dry to let out thin seeds, thinner than 

those of the mustard-plant. In its leaves is a sharp, bitter 

and astringent flavour, with an aromatic smell. It is diuretic, 

dissolvent and aperient1. In our country (Spain) hunters 

put it in the interior of venison to prevent its rapid putre- 
% 

faction. 

COMMENTARY. 

Rosmarinus i officinalis L. is also a well-known la- 

biatae-plant. The leaves and flowers are medicinal drugs 

{Folia, Flores Rosmarini). It is curious that al-Ghafiqi does 

not quote Dioscurides who describes the rosemary under 

the name of XtSavcozig {libanotis) in book III chap. 75. IB, 

who always follows al-Ghafiqi, rebukes there al-Idrisi who 

quotes this chapter from Dioscurides {Idristp. 18, 1. 5); but 

IB is wrong, as already stated by Lecl. (I, 120). The Arabic 

name iklil al-gabal jd-l jJs" ' or iklil gabali 1 means 

“crown or umbel of the mountain”. 

Synonyms: Gr.: Xt6o,rcoxl<;\ Lat.: rosmarinus (Scrib. 

Larg.); Ar.: iklil al-gabal jTl JUT I iklil gabali J->- hasalban 

? oBl (Mod. Egypt. Sickenb., Schweinf.); qardmata 

bloy (?) (Egypt, Dawud). For more Arabic names see Issa 

p. 175. Pers.: like Arabic, and ghiishtdr {Idrisi p. 18, 1. 

5); Turk, biberiye {Avni)\ Eng.: rosemary; Fr.: romarin; 

Germ.: Rosmarin; Span.: romero. 

1. Here BH cuts off some lines on other medicinal proper¬ 

ties of the drug. They are to be found in IB (Lecl. I, p. 120). 
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32. ANISUN Anise (Pimpinella Anisum L.). 

( Led. no. 159). 

Diosc. Ill (56): The best is that which is bitter, 

fresh, with numerous seeds and of which no scales falls off 

like bran (rubbish in the sieve), which is of a strong smell, 

particularly that from Crete; after it comes the Egyptian. 

Galen VI (X, 833): The most useful part of it is the 

seeds; they are sharp, bitter, diuretic, dissolvant confining (the 

bowels), aphrodisiac and a theriac (antidote) against the 

poisons of reptiles 1. 

COMMENTARY. 

The umbellifera Pimpinella Anisum L. s'original home 

was probably the Orient (Asia Minor, Egypt). It provides 

fruits as a drug (Fructus Anisi vulgaris) and oil (Oleum 

Anisi). As a spice it was already in use in Ancient Egypt. 

Synonyms: Cr. : av^oaov (dneson), Diosc. and 

Theophr., dvioov , Galen ; Lat.: anisum (Scrib., Larg., 

Pliny); Ar.: anisuri jansuri (Mod. Egypt, 

Schweinf. and Syria, Bergg.), al-habba al-hilwa <J-i 

(Algeria, Lecl. I, 146); rdziydnag rumi (Ibn 

Al-Gazzdr, Binini, Dawucl) ; raziycinag shdtnt > 

(Vullers). Other Arabic names in Issa p. 140. Pers. 

and Turk.: dnisiln ; Pers. badiydn rumi cOj otol, 

1. The last words are not Galen’s but Dioscurides’. 
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(Schlimmer > 463), ragtuin khamtn Ojc j (Idrisi); Eng.: 

sweet cumin, anise ; Fr.; anis vert; Germ, and Span.: anis. 

33. ANDRASIYUN Sulphur-Wort (Peu- 

cedanum officinale L.). 

( Led . no. 176). 

Dxosc. Ill (78): Ilevxsdavov (peukedcinon) is a plant 

with a thin stalk like that of the plant which is called 

fi&Qccdow (marathon, fennel). It has near its root an 

abundant thick tuft; its flower is yellow and its root 

black and of an offensive smell, thick and full of moisture 

(sappy). It grows on mountains that are shaded by trees. 

The root is incised, while fresh, with a knife, its juice 

flows out and is put in the shade because its faculty 

grows weaker in the sunshine. He who collects this juice 

suffers from headache and dimness of sight if he does 

not (previously) anoint his nose with attar of roses 

and put some of it also on his head. The best of the sap 

of this plant comes from Sardonia (now Sardinia) and 

Samothrake; it is of an offensive smell, red, and stings the 

tongue. If rubbed into the head with vinegar it is helpful to 

h]daQyo<; (lethargos ), cpQsvlug ( phrenttis ), obstructions 1, 

epileptic fits, chronic headache and plegia. 

1. Meaning obstructions of the vessels of the brain causing 

dizziness ( oxondfiaia skotoniata, Diosc. Ill, 78). 
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than the root. (fol. 7 r) ; the juice heats powerfully 

and is useful for diseases of the chest and lungs, and 

for induration of the.spleen. 

COMMENTARY. 

This plant is Peucedanum officinale L., an umbel - 

lifera containing a resinous gum . The root was in 

former centuries an officinal drug throughout Europe. 

The Arabic name andrdsiyun is doubtless derived from 

a Greek name, perhaps from dvdQdoaiyor (androsaimon ) 

which, however, designates another drug (St. John’s 

wort). IB gives a much longer chapter on this drug, 

doubtless extracted from al-Ghafiqi’s original work, as 

he puts the drug under the letter ya & according to its 

Spanish-Latin name Yerba Tora (IB IV, 208-9; Lecl. III, 

no. 2310). 

Synonyms: Gr.: nsvxsdavov ; Lat.: peucedanum; Ar., 

Pers. and Turk.: andrdsiyun ^i—l j-ul, bakliur cil-akrdd 

I Pers. (moreover) siydh buya Turk, 

(moreover): khinzir raziydnasi ^ y. 3^-, (Avtii 463); 

Eng.: sulphur-wort, hog’s fennel, maiden-weed; Fr.: 

peucedane, fenouil de pore ; Germ.: gemeiner Haarstrang , 

Saufenchel. 

34. ANGLIDAN Silphium (kind of Ferula). 
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Ibn ‘Imran; This is a plant the gum of which is the 

asafoetida (hiltit and the root the mahruth oj/1 ; some 

of it is white and aromatic, and some black and stinking ; it 

(the white) is called that of Sarakhs2. 

Al-Bakri3 : The black is stronger than the white and 

unfit as an aliment. It has a thick root from which leaves 

spread out on the ground and are contracted like a fist. 

They are composed of small leaves like those of the carrot 

resembling the pierced metallic sheets which are (fixed) 

under the rings of doors. From the leaves shoots out a 

tender stalk on the end of which is an umbel like that of the 

aneth (garden dill), except that it is larger. It is then suc- 

ceded by grains enclosed in thin, wide and lengthy sheaths 

of a disgusting smell. 

Ab u Hatiifa: It grows in the sands between Bust 

and the land of Qiqan4, and the inhabitants of those regions 

cook the grains of the asafoetida and eat it. 

1. This word may designate a root having the form of a 

plough or a poker for stirring the fire (mihrath BTruni, 

however, denies energetically that mahruth is identical with 

angudan. He gives also several interesting quotations from 

old authors which are too long for repetition here. 

2. A town in Khorasan (Eastern Persia). 

3. See our Introduction chap. I. no. 41 . 

4. In the text of Q these names are totally mutilated, when 

T writes Sibta (Ceuta) and Qi‘an (Qairawan ? ) so that the 

coast of North Africa might be meant. But as the author of 
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Ibn 4 AJbdun 1 : It is a plant like the lovage (kasharn , 

Ligusticum levisticum L.), growing in Babylonia. The green¬ 

grocer sells it amongst spices. 

Diosc. Ill (80): ZiAcpior (silphion, i. e. the asafoetida 

plant) grows in Syria, Armenia and Media (Mali oU). Its 

stalk is called ydaneiov (maspeton), and resembles in shape 

the galbanum-plant* 1 2. Its leaves are like those of the celery 

(karafs ^f) and its seeds like those of yayvdaQig(magydaris)3. 

Galen VIII (XII, 123): The milk-juice of this plant 

this quotation, Abu Hanifa ad-Dinawari, was a Persian, it is 

more likely that he referred to places near his country; we 

have therefore adopted the names which are transmitted by 

IB (I. 59, 1. 2). Bust was a town near Herat, and al-Qiqan a 

region near the western frontier of India (now Baluchistan). 

1. Muhammad b. ‘AbdOn was, according to Ibn Abi Usaibi‘a 

([[. p. 46) a Hispano-Moorish physician who travelled in the 

Near East from 958 to 971 A.D. He lived for some time in 

Fustat (Old Cairo), and in Baghdad where he became 

the disciple of the celebrated Muslim philosopher Abu Sulaiman 

as-Sigistani j oUb- His literary production is nearly 

unknown, and it is therefore not possible to state wherefrom 

Gh. abstracted the quotation, 

2. The names are mutilated in both MSS. It is to be read: 

“The qinna-plant, i.e. the kalakh ^iJl or L«)l”. This 

is the translation of Diosc. Ill (80)’s (narthex), an 

undetermined kind of ferula. The Arabic names probably de¬ 

signate Ferula galbaniflua Boiss. 

3. This is an erroneous translation from Diosc. Ill (80) 

who says that the seeds of the silphium are called iiayvdaoig 

magydaris. ' ' • • * ’ 
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is of very hot faculty and so are its leaves and twigs; its 

roots are violently heating. 

He says, moreover, in the second book : Asafoetida is 

useful for swelling of the uvula, just as the nouovia (paionia, 

peony) is useful for epileptic fits. 

He (says) in the Kara Fevr) {Kcitd Gene, i. e. Galen’s work 

De Compositione Medicamentorum per General'. The heating 

faculty of the opoponax {gawshir ^jU) is near to that of the 

asafoetida. 
> 

Diosc.: Its root is softening, drying, difficult of digestion 

and noxious to the bladder. Its gum is collected by making 

incisions into the root and the lower part of the stalk. 

Ar-Razi: The mahrut o(see above) is hot, dry, forti¬ 

fying the liver and stomach and helpful to the digestion. 

He says, moreover, in his book On Aliments * When 

macerated in vinegar it makes aliments more palatable and 

more digestive, and some of its (the drug’s) acridity dimi¬ 

nishes. 

Diosc.: The best kind of asafoetida is that which is 

reddish, clear, resembling myrrh, of a strong and not disgusting 

flavour and a smell not unlike that of the leek, and which, 

when macerated, turns whitish. The asafoetida known as 

KvQip>dix6s or that from Cyrene, when tasted, cools the body 

at once. 

That known as Mrjdixcx; {Medikds) meaning “the Med* 
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ian ” i. e. that from Media, and that known as 'Zvgiaxds 

(Syriakos or from Syria) both are of weaker strength than 

the Cyrenaic, and of worse smell. It is often adulterated 

before it is dried with sagapenum (gum of Ferula persica), 

flour of beans and gum-ammoniac. The stalk of this plant 

is called oiXcpiov (silphion ), its root juayvdiOQig ( magydaris ) (fol. 

7 v.) and its leaves judonera (maspeta). The strongest of all is 

the gum, next to it come the leaves and then the stalk. 

Ar-Razi: 1 found asafoetida efficient in the phlegmatic 

diseases of the nerves. 

Hubaisk 1 : It is hot in the first class of the fourth 

degree, noxious to the liver and stomach, and, as to smell and 

heat, near to the marking-nut (fruit of Semecarpus Ana- 

cardium L.). Some people pretend that thein habitants of 

Sind throw it into their rivers so that its smell may kill 

beavers and insects, thus saving their crops. The Armenians 

use it as a treatment for wounds from poisoned missiles 

thrown on them in times of war. 

COMMENTARY. 

The Cyrenaic silphium of Dioscurides is until now 

undetermined; some scholars have thought it might be the 

gum of Ferula tingitana L. (North Africa); but others have 

contradicted this identification. Viviani (Sickenb. Arzn. p. 21) 

thinks it to be his Thapsia Silphium Viv. 

1 . See our Introduction chap. I. no. 14. 



The “Median silphium” corresponds without any doubt 

to the ascifoetida, the gum of different Persian and Afghan 

species of Ferula, viz. Ferula scorodosma Be nth. et Flo ok. (F. 

Asa foetlda Z..), F. Narthex Bolss. ; F. alliacea Bolss.; F. persica 

Wllld. etc. For literature and history see Fliickiger 281, 

Dymock II (147 foil.), Loew III (452 foil). The pretended 

use made by the inhabitants of Sind (now Panjab) of the 

assafoetida for killing animals as recorded by Flubaish, is 
» 

not mentioned by any modern author and may be legendary. 

The medicinal drug Asafoetida is still to-day in use as an 

antispasmodic. See also Schlimmer’s long article on this 

drug (p. 56-8). 

Synonyms: Or.: ni/jpiov (silpillion.) ; Lat.: laserpitium, 

laser, Pliny, Ar.: angudan o'a/i (the plant), mahruth 

(the root), hiltit, haltit o;:l> (the gum), hantltor abu kabir 

s-Py} (Mod. Egypt, Schweinf), al-kabir (Egypt, Dawud); 

Pers.: anjudan, anjudhan o'-id (Abu Mansur), anghuza-i-heratt 

(Schlimmer); angudan o'l (Idrist) anguja zJ'JkA 

anguyan o';5T. I (Steingass); Turk.: hiltit , sheytan boqu 

Jj>; (Avni); Many other names are given by Issa p. 82. 

Eng. asafoetida, foetid assa; Fr.: ase fetide; Germ.: Stin- 

kasant; Teufelsdreck. 

35. USHSHAQ jP\, Gum-Ammoniac (horn Dorema 

ammoniacum Don.). 

(Led, no. 83). 
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Ushshaq is called also ushshag washshag 

and washshaq 

Diosc. Ill (84): ’A, ugcoriaxov (Ammoniakon) is the 

gum of a plant resembling in shape the galban-ferula (kalakh 

i.e. vdq&i]£ narthex). It grows in the land of Libya, further 

inland than Cyrene. The shrub is called dyaovXllq (agasyllis). 

The choicest is that which has a beautiful colour, free 

from stones and wood, whose particles resemble a lump 

of frankincense as to purity and density, the odour of which 

is that of castor and the flower of which is bitter. The kind 

containing dust and stones is called “mixed”.1 

It is brought from a place called Ammon, and is the 

juice of a shrub resembling the galban-ferula* 

Galen VI (XI, 828) : Its gum flows out of a straight 

stem2. Its faculty is laxative; it heals induration of the 

spleen and resolves scrofulous glands. 

COMMENTARY. 

Gum - ammoniac (medicinal drug Gummi-restrict Arn- 

moniacuni) is the resin of the umbellifera Dorema Ammoniacuni 

Baill. or Don.. This drug probably came to the Greeks from 

the Persians, as the plant grows only in their land and in 

the neighbouring regions. Dr. Polak who lived a long time 

1. Translation of Diosc.’ <gvQ\a[m (phyrarna) i. e. mixed and 
kneaded. 

2. This passage is missing in the Kuehn edition of Galen's 

Siniplicia. 
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in Persia asserts that it is the produce of Dorerna Aucheri Boiss. 

(Persien, vol. 11, p. 280), and this is confirmed by Schlimmer 

(p. 30). But the drug as described by Dioscurides seems 

to be Ferula tingitana L. (Fliickiger p. 289), The Dorema- 

gum was mostly used for plasters. 

According to Biruni the first Arabic-writing authors 

gave the name of ushshaq to the produce of different plants 

(poppy and others). 

* 

Synonyms: Gr.: ’Angcoviaxov (Ammoniakon), tigavofia 

{thrausma, Diosc.), cpvQaua (phyrama, Diosc.); Lat.: ham- 

moniacum, (Pliny XII and other places); Ar.: ushshaq j-i 

ushshag £-1, wushshaq j>~ j, wushshag , lazzaq adh-dhahab 

jG (i.e. “cementing or soldering gold”) (Biruni, 

Daw lid), qanna washq l-j, (Syria, Dawud), kcilakh ^te'(Egypt) 

Dawud), ‘ ilk al-kalakh «IOI clU , (Egypt, fssd), fasukh r *--■, 

(Mod. Egypt, Ducros p. 100), satngh nushadirikadhdhab 

, (The Same), ushshaq kadhdhab v'-“-rJ-' (i.e. false 

gum-ammoniac, the Same); Pers.: same names, moreover 

the plant is called in the province of Luristan bilshir 

, (Schlimmer p. 30); Turk.: ushaq , kelekh , chadir 

ushagi (Avni 30); Eng.: gum-ammoniac; Fr.: gom- 

me ammoniaque Germ.: Ammoniakgummi. 

36. USHTURGHAZ Other Ferula-Root. 

(Led. no. 84). 
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Ibn ‘Abdun1 : A root growing in Khorassan. It is 

cooked with meat as a condiment; its faculty is like that of 

ferula asafoetida (cingudan see no. 34). 

D iosc. Ill (80, p. 97); Another asafoetida (angudan 

ou^i) which is said to grow in Libya. Its root resembles 

that of asafoetida save that it is thinner. It is sharp, soft 

and devoid of gum, and as active as oiXcpiov (silphion ). 

Ar-Razi: The ushturgaz even when macerated 

(in vinegar) is not free from heat (ing faculty), particularly 

when macerated for a long time; it is carminative and 

stimulates the appetite. 
« 

COMMENTARY. 

Ushturghaz I, also written shuturghaz and 

(wrongly) shuturghar , is a Persian word the meaning 
/ 

of which is “camel’s food”. Curiously enough the Persian 

medical and pharmacological dictionaries of Abu Mansur 

and Schlimmer do not know this Persian name. But it is 

probably identical with Schlimmer's Ferula asa dulcis (p. 55- 

56) which he calls also angudan at-tibb The learned 

Vullers in his great dictionary identifies ushturghaz with the 

above-mentioned laserpitium, a kind of asafoetida, and with 

another plant the roots of which are used as pickles in 

1. See note 1 on p. 113. 
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vinegar. Freytag identifies this latter plant with horminum or 

Salvia silvestris, which is probably wrong. Birum and Harawi, 

who were Persians, say: ushturghaz is the root of the 

Khorassanian ferula JU-lji-l j I. Ibn Stria (ed. 

Bulaq 1, 253) names the plant but does not give its descrip¬ 

tion. The Latin translator, Plempius (11, 45) translates it by 

Magydaris libyca, evidently based on Dioscurides. IB (no. 84), 

and other Arabic authors translate the Persian name with 

“camel-thorn”, confounding shutur-ghaz with shutur- 

khdr F"S- (i. e. Alh^gi Maurorum, Camel’s thorn). Any how 

it must be one of the numerous Persian kinds of Ferula■ See 

Loew III, 455. 

Synonyms: Or.: eisQa /.layvdcQts ; Lat.: Iaserpitium; 

Ar.: kdshatn ^, (Idrisi p. 41); Pers. : ushturghaz , 

shuturghdz j1^-^ . 

37. ANZARUT Persian Gum (Sarcocolla). 

(Led. no. 171 ). 

Ibn Sina: It is the gum of a thorny shrub. 

Diosc. Ill HaQxoxoUor (sarkokollon)1 is the gum of a 

shrub in Persia, resembling frankincense, with small lumps; 

its gum is bitter. 

Galen VIII (XII, 1 18): It heals and cicatrizes wounds. 

1 The text of Diosc. reads caoy.oxoXla (sarkokolla). 
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Another Author: When drunk without any corrective, 

it is deadly. It causes baldness particularly to people of ma¬ 

ture age, according to the dose in which it is drunk. 

COMMENTARY. 

The anzarut, sarcocolla, still largely used and sold in 

the East, e.g., in the drug bazaars of Cairo, is a drug which 

is hardly known in Europe at the present time. It has not 

been possible to state in a definite manner, the plant from 

which this gum is extracted. Schlimmer (425) names Pe- 

naea mucronata L.y Dragend. (343 ), moreover, P. Sarco¬ 

colla L. and P. squamosa L.y when Dymock proves in 

Pharm. Journ. and Transactions 1879 that the Indian drug 

at least, is the product of an Astragalus (leguminosa) which 

he calls Astragalus Sarcocolla Dym. (see also Dymogk I, 

476 folk). There is also a “false sarcocolla” produced by 
% 

the composita Microrhynchus spinosus Benth. (Drag-end. 

692), of Afghanistan. The drug is still much in use in the 

Orient for eye-diseases (see Ducros p. 11). 

Synonyms: Gr.: onoxoy.o/./.a ( sarkokolla)Lat.: sarco¬ 

colla, Pliny; Ar.: anzarut kuhl farisi 

( Dawud), kuhl kirmani (Idrist); Pers. and 

Turk.: anzarut ; Pers. (moreover): tashrn r~> {Idrist p.8)1, 

1. It is derived from Persian tskashm i. e. eye or eye-sal ve; 
r 

it is still in use in the Near East to day as shis/ini (a name 

for the seeds of Cassia Absus L. or any eye-remedy ). 
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kanjuba (/drist), kanjudha (Biruni -and Idrisi ) 

or kanjudcik (Steingass), and zahr tshashm j*j 

(Dawud), which must read pdzahr-i-tshashm yoV, i.e. anti¬ 

dote for the eye, as Dawud gives the Arabic translation : 

tlrydq attain dn«)l 3\.S> • 

38. ALUSTJN i , Alysson. 

(Lecl. no. 1 ). 

Diosc. Ill (91 ): It is a coarse plant used as fuel1, 

with a single stem. It has fruits at the origin of the leaves, 

of the form of lupin (turmus u~Aj) composed of two layers 

with seeds not inclined to be wide (somewhat narrow). It 

grows in mountainous places and rugged regions. It is be¬ 

lieved that it heals the bite of rabid dogs and that, when 

suspended in houses, it preserves the health of their inma¬ 

tes. Drinking of its decoction soothes the afebrile cold, and 

it acts in the same manner when held in the hand and 

looked at2. 

Galen VI (XI, 823): It is called by this name because 

it is useful against the bite of the rabid dog by a specific 

property of its whole substance. Its faculty is moderately 

drying, resolvant and cleansing. 

1. Translation of the Greek (f Ovyaviov (phryganion). 

2. This is an addition to Dioscurides’ Greek text. 
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He (Galen) says in the De Antidotis copying Damo- 

crates 1 : (foL 8 r) This plant resembles the hore-hound 

(marrubium, Ar. t frasiyun oJ ngaoiov) save that it is coarser 

and thornier all round. Its thorns grow round with a dark 

red colour like that of the liver. This drug must be collected 

at the time of the rising of Sirius (in the Dog-star days, i.e. 

in the hottest time of the year), dried, pounded, sieved and 

stored. It is to be administered against the bite of rabid dogs 

in the dose of one spoonful to four and a half ounces of 

honey-water. 

Author: These qualities do not correspond to the 

description given by Dioscurides. We saw this plant as 

described by Galen according to Damocrates. On the other 

hand that which is mentioned by Dioscurides is a plant 

called at home (in Spain) al-hara and also al-qdra 

Its description does not correspond in all parts to that 

given by Dioscurides. It is a plant the branches of which 

are big, and spread out from one root. They have leaves 

which are a little larger than those of the marjoram They 

1. The Arabic text reads Demokrates J Damocrates 

was a Greek physician who described many compound remedies 

and antidotes in verse. The above quotation is to be found in 

De Antidotis II under the name of Antoninus of Cos ( Lecl. I, 7 ). 

2. It is written in both MSS. with a fa but IB says( I, 4, 

1.8) expressly that it is written with the letter qdf J, i e. al-qdra 

SjliJl. IB, at the same time, contests al-Ghafiqi’s opinion and 

identifies c/ara with the Greek stachys ( ordyvgf woundwort). 
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grow in thick tufts on the twigs that curve backwards, and 

incline downwards with a hidden slit. Their colour, and that 

of the branches is whitish, and at every leaf, there are grains 

of the size of coriander-seeds, white with downy hairs on 

them and containing black grains of the size of grapes. This 

plant discharges the black bile, strengthens the heart and is 

useful for the bite of rabid dogs. 

There is still another plant very much resembling the* 

aneth as to stem, leaves and smell. It grows in thin and 

stony soil and has a long root like a long turnip or a carrot. 

Its taste is sweet with much acridity. A dose of two drachms 

of the bark-fibres {ilka’ of this plant mixed with fresh 

milk causes a person, who is bitten by a rabid dog, to 

vomit, and cures him1,even if he be already hydrophobic 

and dying. 

There is another plant with branches resembling those 

of Daphne Gnidium L. (al-mathnan ). Its leaves are long, 

narrow with sharp edges, thick, green, very smooth and with 

thickened ends. Its flower is bell-shaped, of reddish-grey 

colour, hanging downwards and strongly bitter. The nomads 

of our deserts take a little of the Juice of the leaves and 

drink it with oil, which makes them vomit very violently. 

1. According to I B ( p. 4 ), who has the unabridged text, al- 

Ghafiqi advhsed the use of the expressed juice of the inner bark 

of the root. 
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It is useful for the bite of rabid dogs and for leprosy; it is a 

strong remedy and unreliable if one is not careful in using 

it. 1 believe this plant to be the karath (Daphne Tart- 

onraira L.) of Abu Hanifa * 1. 

COMMENTARY. 

Botanists have found great difficulty in identifying the 

above-described plants. It is uncertain what may have been 

the alysson of Dioscurides. Its name has been given to the 

crucifera Alyssum saxatile L.} a mountain plant of Southern 

Europe. The description, however, better suits Farsetia clypeata 

R. Br.another crucifera (Dodonaeus, Hlstoria Stirpium 1550); 
v 

see Loew I, 474. Idrisi (no. 67) only repeats the description 

of Dioscurides. As to the plants described by al-Ghafiqi it 

is not possible to have them identified except by a profes¬ 

sional botanist particularly acquainted with the flora of the 

Spanish mountains. One of the plants may be Thymelaea 

Tartonraira Allthe other - as suggested by IB —one of the 

kinds of Stachys (Stachys germanica L. or St. recta L.), Issa 

(p. 174). Sickenb. suggests (Arzn. p. 8) Marrablum Alysson L. 

Synonyms: From the Greek aXvooov (alysson) the 

meaning of which is “protecting against canine madness” 

1. This name karath C>\ Cis not to be confounded with the 

similarly spelt kurrath or leek. Al-Ghafiqi speaks, later on, more 

about this plant to which lie gives also the name of ‘ushbcit as-siba 

f LJI ( i. e. “ lions’ herb ’ ). 
1 • • 
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is derived an Arabic name shag-amt al-kalb “dog’s 

herb Drcigend. (p. 259, last line), hashishat al-lagdt 

IB1 2; Pe rs.: azdasht (Dawud; doubtful, as not confirmed 

by our Persian sources); Eng.: mad wort; Fr.: alysse. 

59. ASQXIRIYAS Asclepias. 

(Led. X, no 66). 

Hutiain called it in the book of Galen alqandbir2. 

Diosc. Ill: A plant with long branches on which are 

oblong leaves like those of xioodg (kissos, ivy) as to form, 

with many thin roots and flowers which are heavy in odour; 

its seeds are like those of neXsxTvog (pelekinos, vetch)3 and it 

grows on the mountains. Its roots, drunk in wine, are useful 

against colic and the bites of venomous reptiles. 

Galen VI (XI, 840): I have no knowledge of this 

herb and have never experimented with it. 

COMMENTARY. 

This plant was identified with Asclepias Vuicetoxicum L., 

1. Issa( p. It ) identifies the plant with Alysson saxatile L. and 

gives several other Arabic names. This plant is called in English: 

gold-basket or yellow alison, in French: alysse jaune, corbeille 

d’or. 

2. This book is Galen’s treatise On Simple Drags translated 

by Hunain. The latter rendered doxhjmdg by qandblr, a transla¬ 

tion against which IB writes in strong terms ( I, p. 26 last lines; 

keel. T. p. 6 \). It is very probable that this passage is due to 

al-Ghafiqi and only omitted by BH. 

3- Coronilla securidaca L. ( Berendes 327). 
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but has no fragrant roots. So Fraas identified it with a kind 

called by him Asclepias Dioscuridis which he found on the 

mountains of Euboea (Greece). See Loews I, 281 foil. 

Al-Idrisi (I p. 31 ), however, says that the Latin name 

of the plant is qandbari gjte reminiscent of Greek xivvaCagi). 

He gives a more detailed description of the plant, not in ac¬ 

cordance with that of Dioscurides. He may be speaking 

about another plant as he finds asclepias in Diosc. IV 

instead of 111. 

Synonyms : Gr. : dorJ.rjnidc (askle/nds); Ar.: qamV as- 

simm i*--*1 £-15 (i. e. checker of poison), Sharaf; Pers.: no 

name 1 Turk.: q&hir-i-sumum (he. conquering poisons), 

quduz otu SS jjiy (‘Avrii and Scimy); Eng.: asclepias; Fr.: 

asclepiade; Germ.: Schwalbenwurz. 

4o. AMBRUSIYA > Sea-Ambrosia^ Ambrosia 

maritima L.). 

It is the bilinjdsf 2. 

1. Al-Idrisi gives in the article Asclepias the name barghasht 

5 Steingassy s Dictionary knows a plant barghast , a 

certain wild pot-herb resembling spinach and growing on the 

banks of rivers. This description does not correspond with that 

of Dioscurides’ asclepias. 

2. The text of T and G reads bilinjashq y a copyist’s 

error. Bilingasf or Biringasf is the southern-wood, a kind of 

artemisia (Artemisia vulgaris L.). The above statement is erron¬ 

eous, as ambrosia and artemisia are two different kinds of plants; 

it may be a copyist’s interpolation. 
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Diosc. III (114): It is a bduvoq (thamnos, shrub) with 

many branches, about three spans high. Its leaves grow 

from the origin of the stem and from the root; its twigs are 

full of seeds1 resembling bunches of grapes before they 

ripen. Its smell is like that of the rue {sadhdb arid its 

roots are thin and about two spans long. The inhabitants of 

Cappadocia use it for making wreaths. 

Galen VI (XI, 824): When used for cataplasms it is 

astringent and prevents excretions from curdling. 

’ COMMENTARY. 

The d/uSgoma of Diosc. is generally identified with Am¬ 

brosia maritima L., a composita. 

Synonyms: OrduGgooia ; Lat.: ambrosia {Pliny, who 

confounds it with several other plants); Ar.: damsis , 

(IB ), damsLsci ambrusiya^^^A (IB); Pers.: amrusira 

' Steingass; Turk.: ‘ cinbariye , yaila (yaile) chi- 

ckeyi : (AA) AA; Eng.: sea-ambrosia ; Fr. : ambroisie, 

absinthe batarde; Oerm.: Ambrosia. 

4i. AWNANTHI Oenanthe2 (Spiraea fili- 

pendula L.). 

1. Thus reads the text of Dioscurides. He understands by 

“seeds” the small blossom-buds. 

2. Gh. and his compilator BH here show their better know¬ 

ledge of the language by exactly transliterating in Arabic the 

Greek word oivdvdyj (oinanthe), whilst IB (no 136) disfigures the 

name to cilltni The same false reading alaini jA is found 

in Idrtsi (p. 26, nn. 42), so that it must be an early copyists 

blunder. 
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(Led. no. 136). 

Diosc. Ill (120): It is a plant with leaves like those 

of the carrot, white flowers and a thick stem about one span 

high. Its fruit is like that of orach ( sarmaq , dvdQdcpa^ig, 

diqdcpa^vg, Alriplex hortensis). Its root is enormous with many 

round bulbs. It grows amongst rocks. Its fruit, stem and leaves 

are drunk with the wine called oiroqeXi (oinomeli, a kind of 

mead) to expel the placenta and to clarify the urine. 

COMMENTARY. 

Theophrastus knows two kinds of oenanthe, one of 

which seems to be identical with that of Dioscurides. It is 

identified by most of the botanists with Pedicularis tuberosa 

L.y a scrophulariacea, but by Fraas and Littre with Spiraea 

filipendula L. (drop-wort), a rosacea. 

Synonyms of the latter plant: Gr. : obdvdp (oindnthe); 
Lat. oenanthe, (vitis labruscae uva), Pliny; Ar.: al-qandul 

Berggr., Persian 1: rtsh-baz yiJ*j (Naficy); Turk.: qandul 

i)s^>,Avni, erketsh saqaliS^^£}\ Eng.: drop-wort; Fr.: filipen- 

2. Al-Idrisi gives the Persian name ardasht or azdasht 

0^03! which does not exist in any dictionary - the Syriac term 

matra^bcitra and the Berber term makcishfal JUtflL . Issci 

(p. 127) calls the plant Oenanthe L. and gives the Algerian-Arabic 

name mashfil . 
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dule; Germ.: knollige Spierstaude, roter Steinbrechwurz, 

Erdeichel. 

42. IMARUQALiS i , Yellow Day - Lily 

(Hemerocallis fulva and flava L.). 
V 

(Led. no. 209). - 

Diosc. Ill (122): It is also called ?/ a %q OvcaidXAaxTOv (he- 

merokatdllakton). Its leaves and stem are like those of the 

lily, but they are leek-coloured. It has three or four blossoms 

of an intense yellow colour and a root like that of the onion 

called 6oX6dg (bolbos, Pancratium maritimum?) though it is 

bigger. 

Galen VI (XI, 884): Its root is like that of the lily as - 

to appearance and faculty. Its use is to cause hot swellings- 

of the eye and breast {mamma) to subside. It is also used for 

burns in the form of applications* 1. 

COMMENTARY. - . 

The lily described by Theophrastus as fnucQoxuUtg (/heme- 

rokalles) is the Martagon-lily and differs from the f)<usooyaUlg 

{hemerokallis) of Diosc. The latter plant may be Lilium bulb- 

iferum (according to Mathiolus) or Hemerocallis fulva L. 

The description of the latter is well in accordance with that 

r j ** ' . \ % ' 

1. This latter passage has been abstracted from Dioscurides; 

it is not found in Galen’s text. Probably a copyist’s blunder cor-: 

rected by IB. , .■ 
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given by Diosc. IB (no. 290) says that the yellow lily was 

shown to him by a notable of Cairo who had brought 

it from Syria. Sickenb. (Plantes p. 11 ; Arz. o. 25) says that 
L . t ' 

Schweinfurth discovered plants of the Hemerocallis fulva 
v ’. I 

in the old Wakf-Qardens of Cairo though they had disap¬ 

peared from the modern Egyptian gardens. He thinks that 

they may date from the time of the successors of Saladin 

when the Qadi al-Fadil introduced them into Egypt from 

Syria (beginning of the Xlllth. cent. A.D.). 

Synonyms for Hemerocallis fulva and flava L.: Ar.: 

sawsan asfar ir^j*** sawsan khata’i Isscr, Pers.: 

and Turk.: same names; Eng.: yellow day-lily, lemon-lily; 

Fr.: hemerocalle, lys jaune; Germ.: gelbe Taglilie. 

43. AIDHUSARUN jjjUhi1, Hedysaron, Axe- 

Weed (Securigera Coronilla D. C.). 
/ / 

(Led. no. 136). 

Diosc. Ill (130): It is called by the druggists 7ie?.exlvoq 

(pelekinos). It is a d&iivog (thamnos, shrub) with small leaves 

like those of the chick-pea, and husks, (ghuluf i^, capsules 

Xo6oi ) resembling in form those of the Syrian carob. There 

are red seeds in them resembling two-edged axes, of bitter 

1. Here again Gh. gives the correct reading where IB (no. 

163) disfigures the name to andusciriin adopting an 

early copyist’s error. 
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taste. They are good for the stomach as a drink. 

Galen VI (XI, 883): It grows amongst wheat and 

barley. It is useful for obstructions of the viscera and, when 

used in the form of pessaries, prevents pregnancy 1. 

COMMENTARY. 

Th is plant was also known to Theophrastus under the 

name nslsxlvos (pelekinos). It is probably the South-European 

legumiosa Securigera Coronilla D. C., axe-weed, an emetic. 

(Berendes p. 349), and not one of the kinds of Hedysarum 

for which fssa (p. 91) gives Arabic names. 

Synonyms: Or.: ydvoaoor (hedysaron), jteXemvo<;(peleki¬ 

nos)-, Lat.: pelecinus, Pliny, Ar.; Pers. and Turk.: no term;2 

Eng.: axe weed; Germ.: schwertformige Kronwicke. 

* *" 

44. AWNUSMA Vy_j>3, Onosma. 

(Led. no. 193). 

Diosc. Ill (131): It is also called nouag (osmds), (proving 

(phlonitis) and ovtovig (ononis). Its leaves are like those of 

1. These last assertions are equally given by Dioscurides, 

and are not found in Galen's text. 

2. Issa (p. 91) gives, as terms in Arabic, cil-fa’s ^till and 

ladas murr ^ (i. e. “ bitter lentils’") . 

3. Misspelt in T, G and IB into onotna 
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ayxovoa (dnchusa i.e. alkanet, Alkanna tinctoria Tausch.), 

oblong, soft, four fingers long, and about one finger wide. They 

spread out on the ground. It has neither stem, fruit nor 

flowers, and the root is thin, weak, long and blood-red in 

colour. It grows in rugged places. It expels the foetus during 

labour. 

Galen VIII (XII, 89): Its substance is hot, sharp and 

bitter. Taken with wine it kills embryos. 

COMMENTARY. 

Most of the botanists follow now Fracis who identifies 

the ovoojua of Diosc. with the boraginacea Onostna echioides 

L. In India it is used as a substitute for borage (Dymock II 

524). Issa (p. 128) gives some Arabic synonyms. 

45. IMIYUNITIS j-J-j^J, Milt-Waste, (Hemionitis). 

(Led. no. 210). 

Diosc. Ill: Some people call it spleen-wort (at-tahali 

JUki’., onhjviov, splenion). Its leaves resemble those of the aracea 

(iuf )1 dpaxovnov (drcikontion, dragon's wort, Aram Dra- 

cunculus L.). and are semi-lunar in shape. It has many roots 

but neither stem, seeds nor flowers. It grows amongst rocks. 

1. In the text of Tand G lauz (almond); this is a copyist’s 

blunder that we have corrected. 

4 
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The taste is astringent and, when drunk with vinegar, it resolves 

the spleen (i.e. the excessive growth of the spleen). 

COMMENTARY. 

Most of the botanists agree to see in Diosc.’s yuionug 

the po\ypod\acea Scolopendriu/n Hemionitis Siv. (milt-waste, 

eckiger Zungenfarn). The yuioviov (hemionion ) of Theophr. 

seems to be identical. 

» % 

46. ANDRUSAQAS Androscikes1. 

( Led . no. 165). 

Diosc. Ill (133): It is a plant that grows on the shores 

of Syria, renewing its growth every year. It is white, ha? 

thin twigs, is of bitter and sharp flavour and has no leaves; 

on its tips there is a sheath (ghilaf containing seeds. Two 

drachms of it, drunk with wine, are strongly diuretic to 

ascitic people. It is useful in gout in the form of a cataplasm 

Galen VI (XI, 830): Like the sayings of Dioscurides 2. 

COMMENTARY. 

The European botanists early recognised that the and- 

1. In IB (I, p 62), disfigured to cindnitafis ,Daivud: 

cindrCitalis . 

2. Probably abridged by BH. 
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rosakes of Diosc. is not a plant, but a marine zoophyte, 

probably the Tubalaria Acetabulum (according to Sprengel), 

a kind of hydroid polype. IB (I, 62, 1,16) gives it the Arabic 

names of malldh kasmci and kamlag glY. 1dr is i (1, 28) 

gives the Persian name kulkh fCf (Steingass: “a kind of 

herb”). Dawud gives the Persian name kanih £Y. The name 

of Anclrosaces Tourn. has been transferred, however, to a 

group of plants belonging to the species of the primulaceae. 

For this group the above-mentioned Arabic names are in 

use; some others are given by Issa (p. 16-17). 

47. ANTHULIS , Anthyllis (uncertain). 

(Lech no. 157 ). 

Diosc. Ill (136): There are two kinds of this plant: 

one has soft leaves like those of lentils, perpendicular branches 

about one span in length and a thin small root. It grows 

in swampy and in sunny places, and is of salty taste. 

The other kind (fol. 9 r) has the leaves and branches 

of the a:\L7iLzvg (chamaipltys, ground-pine), save that they are 

more downy and shorter, in length. Its blossom is purple-red 

and of a very heavy smell. It cures, when drunk, epilepsy, 

dysuria and pains in the kidneys. 

Galen VI (XI, 833): Both of them heal ulcers. 

COMMENTARY. 

The first kind of Diosc.’s dvdvXXls (anthyllis) had been 
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already determined by Prosper Alpinus (De Plcintis Exoticis, 

Venice 1629) as the convolvulacea Cressa cretica L. See 

Loew I, 452 (“Salzwinde”). 

As to the secondkind, it is not determined with cert¬ 

ainty. The old botanists (e. g. Clusius) took it for Ajuga 

Iva Schreb. (see Loew II, 71 72), whilst Fraas proposed to 

identify it with Frankenici hirsuta (Berendes 352). Idrisi 

(no. 52 p. 28) gives antliiltishan as the Modern Greek 

name and as the Arabic one az-zahra which simply 
7- 

means “the flower”. His description absolutely corresponds to 

Dioscurides. These names probably refer to the leguminosa 

Ebenus creticus L. which provides a kind of red ebony, fssa 

(p. 73) gives the name of zahra to this plant. 

48. UQHUWAN o', -si, Fever-Few (Chrysanthemun 

Parthenium Pers.)1. 

(Led. no. 121). 

Diosc. Ill (138): TIaQ^eviov (parthenion) — some people 

call it an&Qaxov (atnarakon) — has leaves resembling those of 

coriander and a white flower with a yellow centre, of heavy 

odour and bitter flavour. When drunk — mixed with 

oxymel (sikangabin i. e. honey with vinegar) or 

l. This paragraph is more detailed and full of personal 

remarks in IB (Lecl. no. 121) idrisi also gives a longer section 

on this plant 
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with salt in the manner in which eTi/du^o^flax-weed, Cuscuta 

Epithymum) is taken, it causes the discharge of phlegm and 

black bile, aud becomes useful against asthma. 

Galen IV (XI, 823): It is hot in the third, and dry 

in the second degree. 

Xbn Masa1 : It is soporific and lethargic when inhaled. 

It is also diuretic: and when used as a pessary (farzaga 

jieopaQiov) is emmenagogue. 

COMMENTARY. 

It is one of the kinds of Matricaria, very propably M. 

Partheniam L. (i. e. Ciysanthemum Parthenium Pers. or 

Pyrethrum Parthenium Smith). The different kinds of camo¬ 

mile were not clearly distinguished by ancient and medie¬ 

val botanists. See the very detailed paragraph of Loew (III, 

3 75-8) on Anthemis. Idrisi distinguishes three kinds; babunag 
* » 

white and yellow uqhuwan 

Synonyms: Or.: nag'd'eviov (parthenion),a/udqaxov (amara- 

kon), Aevxavdejuov (leukanthemon), Diosc.\ Lat. : parthenium, 
i 

perdicium, linozostis etc., Pliny\ Ar.: uqhuwan 6^1, aUaqdht 

(Idrisi), babunag (IB), karkash (Medieval 

Egypt, erroneously ace. to IB), shagarat Maryam 

1. See our Introduction chap. I. no 17. 
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(Andalusia, IB), kdfuriyya \jyV (North Africa, IB), shagarai 

al-kdfur M (Mosul, IB), ar ul (? acc. to 

Schweinf. p. 13, in Modern Egypt), ahdaq al-marada A 

(Vullers I, 1 16), khubz al-ghurdb -G (ibid.), rigl ad-dugdga 

Js-j (Dawud); kdfuriyya \jyV (Dawud), shagarat Maryam 

fiy (Maghrib, Dawud); Pers.: uqkuwdn oi^-sl, ( Vullers 

I, 116); babune jf, kdfurt cSjy^ ( Vullers 777); kdfdr-isparani 

jj*K (Abu Mansur, Achundow p. 168), kdfur-buy jy&9 

(Idrtst p. 22); Turk. ‘ a dipapatiye V1:):. <£^ (‘Avni 371); Eng.: 

feverfew, bachelor’s buttons; Fr.: matricaire, espargoutte; 
7 

Germ : Mutterkraut, Mutterkamille. 

Btrunis paragraph on uqhuwan is too long to be 
0 

reproduced here; he quotes abstracts from early Arabic 

poems in which the name of the plant is mentioned. 

Idrtst (p. 22) who gave many synonyms for each plant, 

cites the Modern Greek word hamamidi eSG-G probably 

mutilated yauoifki (chamomeli); and the Berber name dlushan 

The Indian and Syriac names are mutilated. 

Dawud says that the kind known in Egypt by the 
£• 

name urbiyari is the subject of an old Coptic super¬ 

stition : if it is cut with a golden knife on the nineteenth day 

of the Aries and carried by a person, it is believed he shall not 

lose his gold. 

Issa gives the name of uqhuwan to three different 

compositae: Anthemis cotula L. (p. 18), Chrysanthemum 

Parthenium (p. 48) and Matricaria chamomilla L. (p. 115) 

for each of which exist numerous other Arabic names. 
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49. ANAGHURUN o^a 1, Bean-Trefoil (Anagy- 
-A 

ris foetida L.). (Led. no. .156: Anaghuris )• 

’AvayvqoA is the “carob of pigs” (kharnub al-khinzir 

; it is called ayaghiran oU',^ but this is a false 

reading, and must be spelt m'uyvQog (anagyris or anagyros). 

Diosc. Ill (150): It is a ?9duvog (thamnos, shrub) the 

leaves and branches of which resemble the plant called dyvog 

agnos (Vitex Agnus ccistus, chaste-tree). It has a very heavy 

smell, blossoms like those of the cabbage and fruits in oblong 

sheaths. The form of the fruit is that of a kidney, and its 

colour is variegated: it becomes hard about the season when 

grapes ripen. The juice of its root is dissolvant and maturing, 
*. 

and its fruit is violently emetic. 

Galen VI (XI, 829): This is a plant of the shrub kind, 

fetid in smell, hot and resolvant. It atrophies soft swellings, 

and its seeds stop vomiting. 

COMMENTARY. 

The avdyvQog or. dvdyvQig (anagyros or ancigyris) of the 

Greeks corresponds to the papilionacea Anagy ris foetida L. 

It is a shrub with large yellow flowers, common in the 

Mediterranean region. 

1. So spelt in the text of T and G; but the reading of this 

name is uncertain also in the original Greek text of Dioscuri- 

des (see ed, Wellmanri I. p. 158). 
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Synonyms: Or. : dvdyvQog, avdyugigt dxonog (cikopos), 

Diosc.; Lat.: same names, Pliny, Aim kharnub al-khinzir 

Gh., habb cil-kila ^ (Medieval Egypt, IB), 

kharnub al-kilab y (i. e. “dogs’ carob”, IB). For 

many other Modern Arabic names see Loew (II, 418- 19), 

and Issa (p. 14- 15). Pers. and Turk.: kharnub-i-khanazir 

(‘Avni)\ Eng.: bean trefoil, bean-clover; Fr.: ana- 

gyre, bois puant; Germ.; gemeiner Stinkstrauch. 

5o. AMLILEIS , Barren Privet (Rhamnus 

alaternus L.). 

(Lecl. no. 5). 

Amliliis is a Berber name1. It is a tree, taller than a 

man and spread out. Its leaves are like those of green myrtle; 

it is smooth and has red fruits of the size of the grains of 

Pistacia lentiscus (dirw m). When ripe they become black 

and smooth to the touch. The wood is hard inside, whitish - 

yellow and shining, with a slight reddishness. Some people 

know it by the name of as-sufaira’ The maceration (naqV 

) of the fibres of its root is laxative, strengthens the liver 

and spleen and removes their obstructions. It causes jaun¬ 

dice, when cooked with meat and the broth thereof is 

drunk. 

1. IB (I, p. 6) reads aamlilis 
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COMMENTARY. 

Led. (I, p. 12) has found out that this plant is Rhamnus 

alaternus L.. It bears, indeed to this day, the Berber name 

mlilis (Sc/nveinf. 223), the Arabic one is sfera’, sofira’ 

and others similar (Loew III, 141). IB adds to the above 

given description of Gh. another given by his teacher Abu’l 

‘Abbas an-Nabatl. 

Synonyms : Berber : anililis , amlilus ; Ar.: 

sufaira 'fid al-qisa (Issa p. 155); zafrin fj_jj 

(Syria, Issa), ‘udal-khair Ai ^ (/ssa); Eng.: alaternus, 

barren privet; Fr.: alaterne, nerprun, bourg-epine; Germ.: 

immergriiner Kreuzdorn. 

Si. AWNUBRUKHIS Esparcet (Ono- 

brychis). 

( Led. no. 192). 

Diosc. Ill (153): It is a plant the leaves of which are 

like those of small lentils, but a little longer. It has a stem 

one span high. The flowers are bright red, and the root is 

small. It grows in uninhabited places. 

Galen VIII (XII, 89) : Applied fresh as a cataplasm 

it dries abcesses. When dried and drunk in wine it is good for 

dysuria, and when triturated with oil and smeared over the 

body, it acts as a diaphoretic. 
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COMMENTARY. 

It is, according to Sprengel, the papilionacea Onobiychis 

sativa Lain., and according to Fraas, Onobrychis caput galli 

L. (crista galli Lam.). Anyhow it is a kind of esparcet. Its 

seeds are still used as a diuretic. 

Synonyms: Gr. : ovo&qvx,Is (onobrychis); Arsilla 

and gulban al-hayya U-l otU- (Lecl. no. 192, according to 

Hunain’s Arabic Diosc.), sinnat at- aguz ( Loew II, 

520); Pers.: no proper name, (see Schlimmer p. 309, Hed- 

ysarum onobrychis); Turk.: hashishdt-i-muazziza 

giydh-i-nui azziza *\fy ‘Avni(p. 538); Eng.: esparcet, honey¬ 

suckle, French grass; Fr.: esparcette, sainfoin; Germ.: 

Wickenklee, tiirkischer Klee, Esparsette. 

52. AFIMIDIYLIN , Epimedium. 

(Lecl. no. 117). 

Diosc. IV (19): Its stem is small and its leaves are like 

those of xtoooc; (,kissos, ivy); they number about ten or twelve. 

It has no fruit (or flower)1, but has thin black roots of a 

heavy smell and no taste. It grows in watery places. Its leaves, 

mixed with oil, and applied to the breasts prevent their over- 

These words a,re missing in T and G, but are restored 

by us according to the texts of Diosc. and IB. 
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growth. Five drachms of it, if drunk by a woman after her 

menses, prevent her conception. 

Galen VI (XI, 876): It is slightly cooling, and is said 

to promote sterility when drunk. 

COMMENTARY. 

The old European botanists agreed to see in thedn Ljjnjdiov 

of Diosc. the berberidea Epimedium alpinum L. Berendes 

(p. 376) remarks that this identification does not agree with 

the habitat of the plant. A note in the Arabic translation of 

Diosc. confirms, the fact that the plant aftmtdiun grows in 

water (Lecl. no, 1 17). Other botanists proposed the ophio- 

glossacea Botrychium Lunaria Sw. or Marsilea quadri- 

folia (Li tire); but their character is again notin accordance 

with Diosc.’s description. Thus the question remains un¬ 

settled. 

The Greek name is rendered in Latin, by Pliny, 

as epimedion. The Epimedium alpinum bears the English 

names barren-wort and bishop’s hat; Fr.: epimede des Alpes, 

chapeau d’eveque; Germ : Sockenblume, Bischofsmiitze. 

Issa gives (p. 76) the Arabic name hurfat al-barriyya 

j*-, 

53. AKHIYUN Viper's Bugloss (Echium rub- 

rum Jacq.). 

(Lecl. no. 24). 
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Th is is the Greek name of the cif‘awan ol^l1. 

Diosc. IV (27): Some people call it Scoolg (dons), 

others a,foxi6iddsiov (alki blade ion). It is a plant with rough 

leaves, oblong and thin- like those of dyyovoa (anchusa, An- 

chasci tinctoria L.), but smaller. They ooze a certain fluid 

which sticks to the hand. On the leaves there are small thorns 

like downy hairs. The plant has small thin branches on either 

side of the stalk (and small leaves)2. One of the branchesiias 

smaller leaves than the others. Near the leaves there are purple 
y- 

blossoms carrying fruits which resemble, as to their shape 

heads of serpents. Its root is thinner than a finger and of a 

blackish colour. Its root when taken with wine soothes 

backache and is a galactagogue. 

COMMENTARY. 

It is Echium rubrum Jacqa borraginacea of South¬ 

eastern Europe, or Echium plantagineum L. and vulgare L. 

The latter furnishes the officinal drugs Herba Echii and 

Radix Echii or Buglossi agrestis (Luerssen II, p. 972). 

Synonyms : Gr. : syiov (ecluon); Lat.: echios, Pliny ; 

1. This Arabic name has probably the same meaning as that 

given by IB (I, 14), rets ahafci i ^i- e, serpents head . 

2. Missing in the texts of Gh. and IB, probably an early 

copyist’s blunder 
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A\\ \ dkhiyun Oj:^, afawdn o'j-’1 (Oil.), rns al-afai ^Ij 

(IB), af'awdniyya <jlj.il (Idrisi p. 21); Pers. and Turk.: akhiyun 

Eng.: echium, snake’s head, viper’s bugloss; Fr.: herbe 

aux viperes; Gerrn.: roter Natternkopf. 

54. ALATINI Cancerwort (Linaria Elatine 

Mill.). 

( Lecl. no. 1 38). 

Diosc. IV (40): A plant, the leaves of which resemble 

those of the bindweed (Convulvulus arvensis, labldb )• 

only smaller, rounder and covered with down. Its branches 

are thin, about one span long, and each five or six grow 

from one root. They are densely covered with leaves which 

are acrid. It grows among the stalks of wheat and in culti¬ 

vated land. Its leaves applied with barley-gruel as a cata¬ 

plasm, are useful for hot swelling of the eyes, and its decoction 

controls diarrhoea caused by intestinal ulcers. 

Galen VI (XI, 873): It is moderately detersive and 

astringent. 
. » < 

COMMENTARY. 
f 

All authors agree that the elatine of Diosc. is a climbing 

kind of Linaria (scrophulariaceae); but it is uncertain whether 

it is L. Elatine Mill, (according to Mathiolus), L. spuria 

Willd. (Sibthorp) or L. graeca Bory (Fraas). A variety of 
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Linaria spuria Mill, is often confused with L. Elatine 

(Luerssen, II, p. 997 ). 

Synonyms: Gr : t.Xaz iv:\ (elatine) \ Lat.: same name, 

Pliny; Ar. : lablab (IB), al-lablcib al-ahrash , 

(Abu’l ‘Abbas al Ma gusi), shahtmiyya ^(Medieval Spain, 

Gh.? IB), sarawll al-takuk (IB), mukhallasa 

(Modern Syria, Berggren.). Other names by /ssa (p. 109). 

Pers.: glyah-l-nawriizi s'jsjy ; Turk.: cirslan aghzi oM—jg 

nevruzotn Avni; Eng.: cancerwort; Fr.: linaire 

auriculaire; Germ.: Leinkraut. 

55. ADHARIYUN Marigold (Calendula 

officinalis L.). 

(Led. no. 30). 

Ibn "Imran: It is a kind of camomile (uqhuwan O'^si 

see no. 40), sometimes yellow, and sometimes red. 
i 

Ibn Ganab 1 • Its blossom (nuwwar /'y) is golden and 

has in its centre a small black capitulum. 

Ibn Gul^ul- A plant growing to the height of one 

cubit. It has longish leaves of the length of one finger, whit¬ 

ish in colour covered with down It has numerous twigs like 

(wild) camomile (babunag ). 

Tbe Nabataean Agriculture: Its flower (ward ±jj) is 

1. A famous Spanish-Jewish philosopher; lived ah. 985- 

1040 A.D. 
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yellow and without odour; if there is any odour in it at all, 

it is fetid. It is a plant which turns round with the sun and 

closes its blossoms by night. It is said that if a pregnant woman 

carries it continually in her hand she aborts, and that mice flee 

from its smoke and flies from its blossom. If pounded and 

applied as a cataplasm on the lower part of the back, it pro¬ 

vokes erection. 

Another Author: Its root is useful for scrofula when 

suspended (at the neck of the sufferer), and if carried by a 

sterile woman, it cures her. 

COMMENTARY. 

The name >T adhariyun is Persian (pronounced to¬ 

day azariyun). Vullers reads also adhar-gun of'y*i.e. “flame- 

coloured, fiery red”, a name given as well for a red anemone as 

for a kind of camomile, doubtless our plant. It is probably 

Calendula officinalis L., a composita of Southern Europe, 

or another Calendula variety. 

Biruni, in his short paragraph on adhariyun, confirms 

the Persian name of adharkun o f pi (Issa p. 36 reads 

and gives the name of al-hanwa <>yX\ as an Arabic name 

which is found in early Arabic poems alternatively with 

adhariyun. 
\ 

Al~Idrisi (p. 25 foil.) gives a description of this plant 

which is independent of that of Gh. We quote here the 

translation of the first part of his the paragraph : 
A 

“Adhariyun : Diosc. did not mention it. Its name 
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in Latin is adhrluz in Persian malharal JjbddJn Syriac 

hirtama in Berber gulshatin vdJit is counted among 

the variegated plants1 2 3; it grows a multitude of branches 

rather high over the soil springing from one stem. It has 

leaves like those of the-broad basil (habaq ‘arid 

which is called mountain-balm (bddrangbuya jA*, Melissa 

officinalis). Its blossom is blackish-yellow, and in its centre 

there is a black spot from which come the seeds. It is of two 

kinds, domesticated and wild...” 

Then follows’a paragraph on its medical qualities. 

Synonyms: Ar.: hanwa s y.>. , Biruniy kcihlci sahlabi 

(Modern Egypt, Schweinf’.), bakhur Maryam , 

(Medieval Egypt, Dawud); Pers.: adhariyun ', Aba 

Mansur, azargun of^\ardam y Jianushci bahar Vallers\ 

Turk.: nergls ^Jy ; Eng.: marigold; Fr.: souci, calendule; 

Germ.: Ringelblume, Totenblume. 

56. ARADYABX jdojT, Uncertain. 

(Led. no. 1 ). 

Hubaisb: A shrub the leaves of which are like those 

1. Not found in dictionaries ; maybe mutilated by missing 

diacritical points. Dawud spells it malgalul JAA* 

2. Equally missing from the dictionaries Hartametd is the 

chickpea. Dawud spells it hariama . 

3. In the text nabdt ati-namsh d:;; probably a copyist’s 

blunder for fhatnnus (Odfirog ) shrub- 
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of the caper-plant (kabar F ), of a strong smell. It has seeds 

inside sheaths with appendices like tongues. It is near to 

coldness and dryness (in its qualities), resolves external hot 

swellings, mixed with nightshade ('inab cith-tha lab ^:*)and 

winter-cherry (>kakang ^ Physalis Alkekengi) and, when 

applied locally, soothes the pain provoked by the sting of 

a hornet. 

COMMENTARY. 

The name dradydbi jlojl is missing from all the diction¬ 

aries and from most of the Arabic pharmacologies, e. g. 

from IB and Ddwdd. We found in Ibn Siria (1, 262) 

the same drug under the name of ardqlyani Ibn 

Gazla gives the same description under the name of 

cirdqiyaqt , undoubtedly abstracted from Hubaish’s lost 

“Simple Drugs”. Idrtst (p. 26) copies his paragraph under 

the title of ardqandyi ^to.^1. Freytag (1,25) thinks that, accord¬ 

ing to Sprengel, it is Zygophyllam Fabago (not Tabago) 

L.. More important are the notes abstracted by Vullers (I, 

77 foil.) from Persian authors. He spells the drug ciridfanani 

Jto^l and identifies it with the Arabic qithcd al-himdr *to 

(“asses’ cucumber”, Greek oinvs ayqtog , sikys agrios, i. e. 

Ecballium Elaterium Rich.). This is not probable, but the plant 

may be another kind of wild cucurbitacea. Persian authors 

say that the name is of Greek origin. We think that it could 

possibly be a mutilation of ovov xoXoxvvdrj (pnou kolokynthe, i. e. 

asses’ vegetable marrow) or some other similar name. In 

Biriini and IB the name is missing. 
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57. AMSUKH t, Horse-tail (Equisetum ar- 

vense L.). 

( Led. no. 149 ). 

It is called in the vernacular language (of Spain) shitila 

It is of two kinds; one is small with thin, knotty and contig¬ 

uous branches like the leaves of the Spanish broom (es¬ 

parto-plant, rat am y j, Spartium junceum S.); these leaves, when 

pulled out, separate at the knots. They are large, compactand 
7 

have a thick wooden stem as thick as the little finger. It 

grows to the height of about one span. It has no flower, but 

a flame-red fruit which is astringent and mildly bitter. If this 

plant is taken with wine it checks diarrhoea and if applied 

as a cataplasm causes a hydrocele to disappear. 

(The other kind is) bigger, has a thicker stem and shorter 

branches; its fruit is red, but becomes black when ripe. Its 

uses are similar to those of the first kind. Some people count 

both as different kinds of horse-tail (equisetum). 

COMMENTARY. 

There is no doubt that this plant is Equisetum, a cryp¬ 

togam which has no real fruit but an archegonium (ovary). 

The two kinds described by Gh. may be Equisetum arvense 

L. and the greater E. maximum, or giganteum Thunb., or 

1. Foil. p. note no. 1. 
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E. Telmateja Ehrh.. They were used officinally as diuretics 

under the names of Herba equiseti minoris and majoris 

(Luerssen). 

Synonyms : Or. : Ikjiovqi.g {hippuns ); Ar.: anisukh 1 

(probably a Berber name), dhcinab al-khail j:il w?>, hash- 

ishat at - tawkh ^k)U(Modern Syria, Berggr.); for other 

Arabic and Syriac names see (I, pp. 1-5), and /ssa 

(p. .76): Pers.: same names; Turk.: hashishet et-tugh 2 

^ jW)l Avni\ Eng.: horse-pipe, horse-tail; Fr.: prele, queue de 

cheval; Germ.: Schachtelhalm, Rosschwanz. 

58. UDHN AL-ARNAB od, Hound's ton- 

gue (Cynoglossum cheirifolium L.). 

(Led. no. 35, ^jVi obi ). 

Udhn al-arnab (i. e. rabbit’s ear) is called (fol. lO r) 

udhn al-ghazal J'>" OS' (gazelle’s ear), and the Berbers call 

it udhn ash-shah old I OS'- (sheep’s ear3). It is a plant with 

1. IB and Dawud spell it atnsuh and give as the 

Spanish name inishtella We suppose that this is a mutila¬ 

tion of the Spanish asprilla, Italian asperella ( French presle, 
prele) 

2. tugh ^y, or (Turk.) for horse-tail. 

3. IB (p. 17-18) who co pies the whole of this chapter in a 

quotation from Gh., spells these names adhdn Ob', i. e. the plu- 
# t 

ral of udhn Oil (ear). He gives, moreover, the name of lasiqi 

which seems to mean: “sticky”. 
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leaves like those of the waybread (lisan al-hamal OU 

i. e. Plantago major L.), except that they are thinner and rough¬ 

er. It is of a blackish colour and on it are soft hairs like white 

dust, in which character it also resembles the borage (lisan ath- 

thawr jU , Borrago officinalis L.). It has a stem, as thick 

as a thumb, growing to the height of more than a cubit. (It 

carries) a blue and slightly white blossom like the flower 

of flax (kittan ji:.r ). It is funnel-shaped with calyces con¬ 

taining four grains (nutlets); it is rough, shiny and sticks 

to clothes. The root has (long) branches like the hellebore 

(kharbaq A), black outside and white inside. If it is extrac¬ 

ted and rubbed on the face, when fresh, it makes it rosy and 

beautiful. Its decoction is drunk for dryness of the chest. 

There is a second kind, smaller than the first one as to 

height and leaves; its blossoms are crimson-red. 

COMMENTARY. 

Probably Cynoglossum cheirifolium L. The smaller 

kind may have been the C. officinale L., the root of which 

(radix Cynoglossi) was not long ago an official drug. 

Idrisi (p. 18 ) gives, under the name adhan ash-shah eldl jT, 

a less circumstantial description of the plant mentioning, 

however, that it grows in Sicily. DdwCid says that the Egypt¬ 

ian peasants call the plant khudni niaak eJ,- i. e. “take 

me with you” on account of the burdock-like stickiness of 

the fruit. According to Schweinfurth and Aly Ibrahim Ramiz 

the plant does not grow in Egypt to-day. 
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Synonyms: Lat. (modern ): cynoglossum ; Ar.: udhn 

(adhan) cil-arnab wijVI (olsT) oil, udhn ash-shah udhn al- 

ghaz&l J'ydl oil, al-lasiqi , (IB), //s#/z al-kalb wJKUI jU ; 

Pers. khar-gushak 5 ( lfullers I. 680); Pers. and Turk.: 

llstin el-kelb U1 uU; Eng.: hound’s tongue, dog’s tongue; 

Fr.: cynoglosse, langue de chien; Germ.: Hundszunge, Ve- 

nusfinger. 

59. ATARMALA i (Undetermined). 

(Lecl. no. 99). 

A plant, the stem of which reaches the height of about 

a cubit; it has no branches and its leaves are like those of 

hemp (shahdanag £b oU.) except that they are much smaller 

and arranged in four parallel rows. It has an ear about a 

span long, very regular and lined with super-imposed sheaths 

which are round with open orifices, in the shape of the 

sheaths of hazel-nuts (bunduq Ja:,), except that they are 

much smaller. Inside are fruits shaped like hazel - nuts and 

of the size of chick-peas, containing thin red-blackish 

seeds. On this plant there is an exudation, which is viscid like 

honey. It (the plant) has thin white flowers which may some¬ 

times be yellow. It grows in barren soil and wild lands 

qafr >"*). The seeds are applied as an eye-salve for trachoma 

(garab ^^) and early stages of ophthalmia (ramad 

COMMENTARY. 

In spite of al-Ghafiqi’s minute description no old or 
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modern botanist has been able to identify this plant atarmala 

a]u>i . IB simply copies Gh.’s whole chapter, Ed. Meyer in 

his “ History of Botany” (III, 213) thinks that it may be 

Scrophularia sambucifolia L.; but Dragend. (p. 604) 

vigorously attacks this hypothesis. The name might be Ber¬ 

ber or Spanish. 

6o. ASABP SUFR , (Uncertain), 

(Lecl. no. 90). 
» 

A plant known to the botanists as “the hand of ‘Aisha” or 

“the hand of Mary”. Its leaves are like those of khusti adh-dhtb 

( “wolf’s testicles”); the stem is tall, thin and carries 

purple flowers from below upwards. Its root is as big as a 

suckling’s hand, which it resembles in shape, with five fin¬ 

gers. It is very humid and grows in the sand and near the sea. 

Ihn Ridwan: Some kinds resemble the palm of the 

hand with five or six fingers, and others are like a lion’s paw. 

Its colour is yellow and it is hot and resolvent. 

Ihn Sina 2 Its shape is like the palm of the hand, 

greyish-yellow to white, hard and slightly sweet. Some are 

greyish-yellow without whiteness, hot and dry in the second 

(degree). It clarifies the skin and the nervous organs. It is 

used against insanity. 

Al-Ma^usi: It is useful against poisons and (poiso¬ 

nous) insects and against abortion. 
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COMMENTARY. 

It is not possible to determine which plant is meant by 

the foregoing description. The name of asctbi sufr jua 

(“yellow fingers ”) or ‘uruq sufr ( “yellow roots ”) is 

applied to-day in the Cairo bazaars to-the roots of Curcuma 

longa L. (turmeric) (Ducros no. 158). The name of kaff 

Maryam (“ palm of Mary”) and the like is reserved 

to the Jericho-rose (Anastatica hierochuniica L.) (Ducros 

no. 201). But the description of the plant does not agree 

with either of them, nor with any of the other plants to 

which, according to Issa (p. 63 no. 3), the name of asabV 

sufr is given, viz. Vitex agnus castus L. and Memecylon 

iinctorium L.. Another mention of the Arabic name will 

follow in the chapter kurkum f f (turmeric). Idrisi (p. 26 no. 

43) calls the same drug asabV al-barsa or astibV 

al-adhrd *1 j-aJI ^Ul , the first meaning, “fingers of the leprous 

woman”, the second, “the Virgin’s fingers”; he adds that 

there exist several kinds of this plant. Biruni, on the contra¬ 

ry, treats of asdbi‘ sufr and asdbd cil-'adhdra in two separate 

chapters, treating them as different plants. 

6l. ALANG gJt Alangium Lamarckii T/iwaites. 

(Led. no. 135, al-bugg 

Ibn Ridwan: Roots brought from India, with black 

spots, bitter taste and a hot quality, 1 have had experience 
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with it against urticaria (shard <^^), and it was wonderfully 

effective. 1 gave it to be drunk on the first day, in the dose 

of half a drachm with two ounces of oxymel of malobath- 

rum; on the second day 1 gave half a mithqal and on the 

third day one drachm, and it caused the urticaria to disap¬ 

pear entirely. It has the same action when it is smeared on 

the body with oil of roses. 

COMMENTARY. 
> 

The name of this drug is misspelt in our MSS. and 

Leclerc’s French edition of Ibn al-Baitar (albang, albig, 

albugg etc.). The Cairo edition gives the correct reading, and 

Dymock (II, 164 foil.) records the Indian names of the plant. 

It is Alangium Lamarckii Thwaites, a cornacea of India. 

The root contains a very bitter alcaloid which is provisional¬ 

ly called by Dymock alangine. 

62. ISFANAKH Spinach (Spinacia oler- 

acea L.). 

(Led. no. 210). 

Agriculture 1: It is a known vegetable; the wild kind is 

like the domestic one, only of thinner and finer roots and does 

not grow so high above the ground. 

J. Here the “Nabataean Agriculture’’ is meant. 
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Ar-Razi: Temperate, soothing (fol. 10 v) to the 

chest and laxative to the abdomen. It is suitable, by virtue 

of its temperate quality, to cold and hot temperaments. It 

does not cause any flatulence like other vegetables, nor does it 

increase the phlegm in the blood. 

Ibn Sina: Cold and moist in the last stage of the 

first degree. It is a better diet than orach {sarmaq j^~). it 

clears, washes and controls the bile, and is useful against 

congestive backache. 

COMMENTARY. 

This now universally known vegetable is not mentioned 

by Greek and Roman authors, except in Byzantine times 

as onLvdxiov (spindkion). It seems to have its origin in the 

Orient and to have been imported into the Occident by 

the Arabs. 

Synonyms : Ar.: rci’is al-buqul Jydl j , ar-raha ^, 

isfanakh £l’U-i and similar names (see Loew I, 341 and Issa 

p. 173); Pers.: isf&naj ispdndkh etc.; Turk.: is pa- 

ndq ; Eng.: spinach; Fr.: epinards; Germ.: Spinat. 

63. ARAQTIS ^yny 1, Vicia cracca L. (?). 

1. The MS. G, and IB spell ardqua \y\j\> which may be an 

old copyst s fault, or be derived from the Greek genetive of arakos. 
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( Led. no. 43, '/?';'). 

Galen, in the Book on Aliments (VI, 552): Small, 

hard, round grains growing amongst lentils1 . 

Agricultures A similar herb growing also amongst 

lentils. It carries black grains within sheaths which, when 

dried, are round. If powdered and mixed with vinegar and 

water and left in the sunshine for six hours, then thrown 

into fresh water and made into a paste and painted on hot 

and very hard swellings, it softens them and relieves the pain. 

COMMENTARY. 

The identification of this plant with the leguminosa 

Vicia cracca L. is not certain, but very probable See below 

the article 131 Biqa ^:!. 

Synonyms : Gr.: aqayog (cirakos\ Galen \ Lat.: aracos, 

Pliny; Ar.: ardqu yb' (IB), dandamn olj-co (Issa p. 188); 

Pers.: glrgiru iff (Loew II, 491); Turk.: burchaq jUjy; Eng.: 

tufted vetch, cracca; Fr.: vesce craque; pois a crapaud; 

Germ.: Vogelwicke. For more names see below art no. 131. 

64. ISIJKH yd. Dyers' Weed (Reseda luteola L.). 

( Led. no. 67). 

1. Galen writes on aqaxog also in book I chap. 27 of the 

same work (ech Ivuehn Vf. 541), 
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F. (Abu Hanifa): An herb witli long branches, 

yellowish in colour, growing in sand and resembling water¬ 

cress {gargtr ). 

Author: A known plant used by dyers. The decoction 

of its leaves resolves phlegmatic swellings, and with barley- 

flour is useful against erysipelas. There is a wild kind with 

much smaller leaves than the first one; its stem possesses many 

branches spreading on the ground and of greyish colour. 

At the ends of the branches are many sheaths one above the 

other; though resembling the sheaths of hyoscyamus (bang 

) they are smaller and softer. Inside them are very minute 

black grains. The roots are as thick as a finger, between 

yellow and red and very acrid in taste. It grows in sandy 

places and in white (chalky?) sites on the mountains. It is 

called in foreign (Spanish) language rib at J^j. It is useful, 

when drunk, against flatulent colic and against poison. 

COMMENTARY. 

The Spanish name ribal may be misspelt from risad, 

reseda ? 

Synonyms: Lat.: reseda; Ar.: isllkh £JL-I, blihd U:l., 

(Modern Egypt, Forsk., Schweinf.), waiba (idem); other 

names in Issa (p. 154). Pers.: isparak warth 
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(Schlimmer); Turk : muhabbet chicheyi ^ (Sarny ); Eng.: 

dyers’ weed; Fr.: gaude, lierbe a jaunir; Germ.: Farber-Wau. 

65. IDHAYA RIZA , ’I dal a ePi£a Id Cl IQ 

Rhiza. 

(Led. no. 213). 

Diosc. IV (44): A plant with leaves like those of wild 

myrtle. Near the leaves grow long filaments like those that 

creep round vines. On them the flowers of this plant grow. 

The root is astringent, and is drunk against diarrhoea; it is 

also hemostatic. 

Galen VI (XI, SSS): There is a strong astringency in 

its taste. It stops hemorrhages when drunk or applied locally, 

and is useful against intestinal ulcerations. 

COMMENTARY. 

This name has not yet been identified. Some botanists 

thought it to be Ruscus hypophyllus L.; others took it 

for Streptopus amplexifolius D.C.; both species are li- 

liaceae. 

/V 

66. ANGIBAR ;V~', Snake -Weed (Polygonum 

bistorta L.). 

(Lecl. no. 155). 

A plant which commonly grows on the banks of rivers 
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and amongst brambles (‘ullaiq ). Its leaves are like those 

of trefoil (ratba ^j), and covered with down like dust. It 

has small twigs thicker than those of trefoil, reddish in colour, 

weak,rising up to a man’s height or higher, bending and getting 

entangled with the brambles on which its branches grow. It 

has a blackish-red flower. All the parts of this plant are 

powerfully astringent. It exudes gum, and the juice of its 

roots, when squeezed, becomes red like mulberry-juice. If 

mixed with sugar and boiled wine (maibukhtag ) it is 

useful against haemorrhage from any part, and against 

abrasions of the intestines and chronic diarrhoea. It heals 

fractures and cicatrizes wounds. I heard from a reliable per¬ 

son that he cured an ulcer of the lung of three years' dura¬ 

tion by its means though the sufferer had become very ema¬ 

ciated. He also cured another of haematuria and gastric hae¬ 

morrhage after ten years. 

COMMENTARY. 

Th is is the polygon acea Polygonum bistort a L. The 

root is used in many lands as a remedy for the bite of 

snakes. That drug which is sold to-day in the Cairo bazaars 

under the name of ‘irq el-ingibar is, however, Po- 

tentilla tormentilla Sibth. (Ducros p. 88). The Polygonum 

is still in use in some lands as a medicinal drug known under 

the name of Rhizoma Bistortae (Luerssen). 

Synonyms: Ar.: angibar l; for other names, e.g. 

sultan al-ghaba UJI jlki-, see Issa (p. 142). Pers.: anjibdr 
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\:f\ Schlimmer; Turk.: lifldfe qurd panchasi ^ 

‘Avni; Eng.: snakeweed, bistort; Fr.: bistorte; Germ.: Nat- 

ternwurz, Schlangenwurzel. 

67. ASAL j-f, Rush (Juncus). 

(Lecl. no. 65). 

Abu Hanifa: It is the kciwlan JVyG It grows in tiny 

stalks with no ( fol. Hr) leaves or thorns, but with sharp 
y 

edges; they do not branch, and possess no wood. Mats are 

prepared from it; it is beaten and ropes are made from it. In 

‘Raq sieves are made from it. It grows only near water. 

Diosc. IV (52): oxoh>og (schoinos) of the marshes. It is 

of two kinds: one is called d£vojcnvog (oxyschoitios), with 

sharp edges, and it, also, is of two kinds; the first has no 

fruit and the second bears round, black fruits and twigs 

thicker and more fleshy than those of the other kind. There 

is yet a third kind with still thicker and more fleshy twigs 

than the last two, and this is called 6 Mo yo nog (holoschoinos). 

It bears a fruit on its extremity which resembles that of one of 

the two above mentioned kinds. The fruit of this kind and the 

fruits of oneof the first two kinds, when grilled and drunk with 

mixed wine, constipate the abdomen, stop uterine hemor- 

rhage, and are diuretic, but cause headache. The fruit of the 

third kind acts as a_soporific when drunk, and when abused 

causes lethargy. 
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Galen VIII (XII, 136): This plant is of two kinds, one 

thin and strong and the other thick and soft. The fruit of 

this kind is soporific. The first kind is also of two sorts: one 

is fruitless and the other has a soporific fruit which is less 

so than the fruit of the first kind. The faculty of these 

two kinds is a compound of slight earthy and aerial 

substances. Consequently it produces sleep with a slight 

cold vapour. 

COMMENTARY. 

It is evident that Diosc.’s description comprises several 

kinds of rush. The dgvoyoivog must be Juricus acutus L., the 

second kind with black fruits called by Theophr. (IV, 12) 

'iieXayxQavig (melankranis) — Schoenus nigricans L., the 

dXooyoLvoq Scirpus Holoschoenus L. The fruitless and the 

fruit-bearing kinds are probably one species only (Juncus 

maritimus L. ?). 

Synonyms: Or. : oyolvog (schoinos), b£vo%oivo<z(pxyschoi- 

nos), oXooyotvog ( holoschoinos) (DioSC.), ue/.ayxQavlg ( melankra¬ 

nis), (Theophr.); Lat.: juncus, schoenus, Pliny; Ar.: asal 

J-t, kawldn 6VyT samdr jlr-, al-bdt L^JI, (Egypt, Ddwud), and 

many other names (see Issa); Pers. asal j-i, kawldn JV f, 

nayy burlyd b;: J (Schlitnmer); Turk.: same names and 

sazliq otu j j' jOU (Avni); sdz jU, hasir-otu >.*»■ ( Sarny ); 

Eng.: rush (bulrush, bag-rush); Fr.: jonc (jonc aigu, piquant 

etc.); Germ.: Binse (Strandbinse, Sumpfbinse, grosse Simse). 
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68. AMARANTUN ojkji.i, Golden Sunflower, 

Helichrysum stoechas D. C-)• 

(Led. no. 150). 

Called by Hunain Indian cumin (kammun Hindi 

He also called it camomile uqhuwan o^i, I do 

not know for what reason. 

Diosc. IV (IV, 57): Some people call it eUxqvoov he- 

lichryson, and others call it xQvoavd'eyov chrysanthemon. It is a 

plant used in the crowns of statues. It has a straight white 

stem and tiny leaves like the leaves of southernwood (qaisum 

Artemisia abrotanum); they are separate. It has a 

round umbel (gumma <r) containing a round body of a 

golden colour like the heads of thyme when dried. It has a 

tiny root which grows in rugged places in the depth of the 

ground. The umbel, with wine, is used against dysuria, insect 

bites and sciatica. It is also emmenagogue. This plant is also 

placed between the clothes in order to prevent their being 

eaten (by moths). 

Galen IV (XI, 824); Its faculty is to refine and dilute 

theblood coagulating in the stomach and bladder; this blood 

is bad to the cardiac orifice of the stomach 1. 

COMMENTARY. 

Helichrysum (Gnaphalium) Stoechas D. C., a compos- 

1. In both MSS. a slight error is present: the remedy is 

bad, instead of the blood. 
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ita, bears to this day in Greece the name of amaranton. 

Crowns and garlands of this plant were found in Egyptian 

tombs at Hawara(II to III. cent. A. D.) according to Keimer 

(I p. 12). It was formerly an officinal drug under the name 

of Stoechas citrina. 

Synonyms: Gr.: djudgavzov (amaranton), eXixQvoov (he- 

Uchryson),xQVG<xvd£;Aov(chrysantheinon); Lat.: amarantus, Pliny; 

Ar.: kammun Hindi (Hunciin b. Ishaq); Pers. and 

Turk.: no name; Eng. : cassidony: Fr.: gnaphale, helichryse; 

Germ.: Immortelle, Strohblume. 

69. AGHIRATUN Sweet Maudlin, (Achil¬ 

lea Ageratum L.). 

(Led. no. 106). 

Diosc. IV (58): A Odfivog (thamnos, shrub) used as fuel, 

about two spans in length, short, and lying on the ground. 

It very much resembles the plant called b^iyavogoriganos (mar¬ 

joram). It carries a crown with a flower that resembles water 

bubbles 1, golden in colour. It is smaller than eXlxQvoov (gold- 

en sunflower, see no. 68) and is called dysgaiov (ageraton) 

from the long duration of its flower on it without changing 

or falling off. It is diuretic, and when applied locally, resolv¬ 

es induration of the uterus. 

1. Translation of Dioscurides’ xoucpoAvycodeg, i. e, bubble- 

shaped. 
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Galen VI (XI, 814): Its faculty is dissolvent. 

COMMENTARY. 

It is the composita.Achillea Ageratum L. frequent in 

Southern Europe. 

Synonyms: Or.: ayegmov (ageratoti)\ Lat.: same name; 

Ar.: cighiratun , uqhuwdn asfdr o' (fd/'isi, p. 30,) 

1. 15)1; Pers. and Turk.: no name; Eng.: sweet maudlin; 

Fr.: achille ageratoire, eupatoire, de Mesue; Germ.: Garbe. 

7o. IYARA BUTANI (icgb Boidvij), i, Ver¬ 

vain (Verbena officinalis L.). 

(Lecl. no. 211). 

Diosc. IV (60): It is called n&QiGiEQ&ayv (peristereon, 

dovecote). 

It is a plant the twigs of which are about one or more 

cubits long, angular, covered with sparse leaves like the leav¬ 

es of the oak (ballut !*>(•), except that they are smaller and 

finer, with dentate edges, and of a flavour not exactly sweet. 

Its root is longish and thin. Both the root and the leaves are 

good against the bites of insects when drunk with wine, or when 

applied locally; and against jaundice and chronic phlegmatic 

1. Idrisi gives two other Arabic names, following a MS. of 

Salmawaih (d 810 A D.), viz. Haifa and blirdi eS-Vj ] but 

that is an error. 
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swellings. When macerated in water and sprinkled about 

where people are drinking (wine) it makes them very soci¬ 

able and pleasant, (foil. 11 v). It is so called because it is 

used in purifications when hung on the walls. The name 

means “the sacred” or “the priestly plant”. f 

. • / i 

COMMENTARY. 

This is the well-known verbenacea Verbena officinalis L. 

It is an officinal drug under the name of Herba Verbenae. In 

antiquity it was used for magical purposes. It is still used, 

particularly in France, for tisane. 

Synonyms : Or. : Isqcc 6oxdv)j (hiera botdne\ nsQioTSQicov 

(perisfereon), aSegTzig (sideritls); Lat.: verbenaca, P/iny; Ar.; 

ra i al-hamam ^ j, rigl al-hamam ^1 saq al-hamam Jl— 

fiJ-i (for other names see Issa p. 188); Pers.: akmun-bazan 

o'> l1? shah-lpas and (Schlimmer p. 560); Turk.: 

mind chicheyi Avni, mineh chicheyi ^ ^ > Sarny; 

Eng.: vervain, holy herb, pigeon’s grass; Fr.: verveine com¬ 

mune, herbe a tous les maux; Germ.: Eisenhart, Eisenkraut. 

' • > . i ••• 

71. ASTRAGHALUS Tine-Tare (Orobus 

sessilifolius and tuberosus). 

(Led. no. 68). 
. . .. » ’ .■**** 

Diosc. IV (61 ): A small My vog (thamnos, shrub) with 

1. Often erroneously spelt akmubazan 1. 
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flowers and branches like those of chick-peas (him mis 

The flowers are small and of purple colour, and the root is 

round like Syrian radish (figlci shamiyya ), from 

which spread black, very hard excrescences, as hard as horns 

and entertwined together, so that it is difficult to pound 

them. They are astringent in taste. It grows in windy, shady 

and snowy places. It is common in Pheneus in Arcadia 1. 

Galen VI (XII, 841): It has astringent roots, therefore 

it is used to dry and heal inveterate ulcers. It constipates 

the abdomen and stops haemorrhage. 

COMMENTARY. 

This is not, as supposed by the majority of translators, 

one of the numerous kinds of the leguminosa Astragalus 

Tourn. of to-day. This latter plant-group is high, wood-shaped, 

thorny and provides the tragacanth. The aoxgayaXos astragalos 

of Diosc. aud Galen is, according to Fraas, another legu¬ 

minosa or a kind of vetch, either Lathyrus (Orobus) tube- 

rosus L. or L. (O.) sessilifolius Sibth. (according to Beren- 

des p. 396). Moreover, in Modern Greek the name of Cicer 

and Lathyrus is still aoxQaydhov (astragdlion) (Loew II, p. 442) 

after Fraas. 

Synonyms: Or,: &oiQ<xya).oc ( astragalos); Lat.: astra¬ 

galus, Pliny; Ar.: astrughalfts ; Eng.: axe-vetch?; 

Fr. gesse tubereuse. Germ.: Knollige Platterbse. 

1. The Greek name of this town is (Psvt6g (Pheneos). 
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72. AWAQINTHUS Oriental Hyacinth 

(Hyacinthus orientalis L.). 

( Lecl. no. 191). 

Dio sc. IV (62): A plant the leaves and stem of which 

are like those of bulbus (purse-tassel)1 . The height of its 

stalk is about a span, smooth, and thinner than the little finger. 

It has a (curved) umbel filled with purple flowers. Its root 

when drunk with white wine or when children are anointed 

with it stops night - pollutions. It arrests chronic diarrhoea 

when drunk, and is useful against (jaundice). 

Galen VIII (XII, 146) : Its root is bulbous, drying in 

the first degree, cooling in the second. When applied to the 

pubis it retards for a long time the growth of hairs thereon. 

Its fruit is drying in the third degree, of moderate heat and 

cold. 

COMMENTARY. 

It is the liliacea Hyacinthus orientalis L. 

Synonyms: Gr.: v6:y.ivdog{hyakinthos); Lat.: hyacinthus, 

Pliny ; Ar. : awaqinthus ^A , sunbul barri <sy , and many 

other names (see ISSA p. 93); Pers.: sunbul , khiri barri 

, Schlimmer\ Turk.: sunbul , jaqut banafshi o 

Avni; Eng.: oriental hyacinth ; Fr.: jacinthe orientale; Germ.: 

gemeine Hyazinthe. 

1. See below no. 135. 
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73. AFIQXTUN Ojtyd, (Hypecoum procumbens L.) 

(Led. no. 113). 

Diosc. IV (67): It grows in fields of wheat and in plough¬ 

ed grounds. Its leaves are like those of rue (sadhab vu~) 

its branches are small, and its faculty is like that of opium 

which is the resin of poppy. 

Galen VIII (XII, 48): It is cooling in the third, (degree) 

so that it does not differ much from poppy. 

COMMENTARY. 

This plant is generally identified with Hypecoum pro¬ 

cumbens L., a papaveracea. of Southern Europe, containing a 

narcotic alcaloid (fumarine)? 

Synonyms • Gr.: vm)xoov (hypekooii); Lat.: hypecoon, 

Pliny: Ar.: afiquun ojlyJt, al- ushba cil-baida, *UJ1 

(ISSA p. 96), algahira (Algeria); Pers. and Turk.: no 

name; Eng.: horned cumin; Fr.: cumin cornu; Germ.: Lap- 

penblume. 

74. ANGLIRA Roman Nettle (Urtica piluli- 

fera L.). 

r 

( Led . no. 165). 

It is the qurrais and known as al-hurraiq 

("the burner”). 
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Ibn Hassan:1 It has rough leaves, yellow flowers 

and minute thorns which are not easily visible. When touch¬ 

ed by any part of the body, it burns, pains and reddens 

it. It is of two kinds , a small and a large one with many yel¬ 

low leaves. Its seeds are like lentils, and are used in medicine. 

Author: The nettle is of three kinds.The first is already 

mentioned, the seeds of which are like lentils in their size 

and shape. It is shiny green and hard, in round rough buds 

from which hang long thin filaments. The second is the big¬ 

ger of the two kinds mentioned by Dioscurides. Its leaves 

are like those of wild thyme (sinsibtr Sisymbrium), ex¬ 

cept that it is blacker and rougher and the stem reddish- 

black. It carries many more leaves than the other two and 

it is the roughest of them all. Its seeds are about the size of 

mustard-seeds, except that they are more flattened, white and 

blue in colour. The third kind is the smallest and weakest and 

possesses the smallest seeds. 

Diosc. IV (93): (beaki)cpr, (akalephe). It is of two kinds, 

one is rougher and blacker than the other. Its leaves are wid¬ 

er, its seeds smaller than the seeds of hemp (shahdcnag 

The other has very small seeds and softer leaves. 

Galen VI: (XI, 817): The faculty of its leaves and 

fruit is resolvent and aphrodisiac, particularly with syrup of 

'1. A Spanish muslim physician of the Xllth Cent. A.D. See 

IAU II p 79. 
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grapes, and moderately relaxes the bowels and warms them; 

it is (fol. 12 r) an antidote for poisons. 

Galen VI: Its fruits are not used in medicine, and the 

faculty of the plant is like that of the plant called 6ov6c6viov 

(bubonion, Aster tripolium L.), but it is far inferior to it.. 

COMMENTARY. 

The main kind mentioned by Gh. and Diosc. is the Ro¬ 

man nettle Urtica pilulifera L. and its variety U. balearica 

L. The seeds were formerly a medicinal drug {Semina urti- 

cae Romanae). The third kind mentioned by- Gh. is Urtica 

urens L. and dioica L.\ Idrisi (no. 15, p. 14) gives a some¬ 

what different description. 

Synonyms : Gr.: xrldi] (ktiide), Hippocrates, dxoliqcpr] 

( cikcilephe), Dioscaxa/.vq)!], Theophr. and Galen\ Lat.: urtica 

(Scribonius Largus); Ar. cingiira °jf\, qurrais hurraiq 

(all these names designate burning, stinging) bancit an- 

nar jhJI ol:, (i, e. “daughters of fire”), shar cil-aguz 

(Lower Egypt, Schweinf.). For other names see Issa p. 186. 

Pers.: anjura gciznci <> jR; Turk, isirghan jli^l, 

Avni; Eng. (Roman) nettle; Fr.: ortie (romaine); Germ. : 

Pillennessel, Brennessel. 

A A a 

75. AKHINUS (Campanula ramosissima 

Sibth !)■ 

1. ]n the old editions of Diosc., the Greek name is always 
misspelt eqiroc. (erinos); Wellmann set it right in his new edi¬ 
tion of 1907. 
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( Led. no. 25). 

Diosc. IV (141): A plant that grows near to rivers 

and to lakes formed from natural sources. Its leaves are like 

those of basil (badhrug , Ocimum Basilicum L.) though 

it is smaller and higher and is crenated; it has five or six 

twigs from one cubit to one span in length, a white flower, 

and a small, black, astringent fruit. Its twigs and leaves are 

full of moistu re. 

Galen VI (XI, 880): Its fruit is astringent and checks 

the matters which are carried to the eye and ear. 

COMMENTARY. 

This plant has been identified with several kinds of 

Ocimum and Campanula. Fraas’ hypothesis Campanula 

ramosissima Sibth. seems the most suitable of all, as this 

plant has its habitat in Greece. 

Synonyms : G r.: extvog ( ekhinos), eotvog ( erinos); Lat.: 

erineon (Pliny). 

76. USHNAN <jU~i, Salt-wort (Salsola kali L.) 

(Led. no. 87). 

Abu. Hanifa: It is the hard j*» , used for washing 

clothes. It is of many kinds and they all belong to the 
•V.' 

salty plants. 

Ibn Gurai^: It is the kali-plant. 
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Another: It is a plant with no leaves, but with branches 

and twigs and with something like knots. Its bunches are 

full of moisture. It grows very big and develops very thick 

wood, which is used as fuel. It has a salty taste, and (when 

burnt) causes a very hot fire; the smell of its smoke is 

disagreeable. 

COMMENTARY. 

It is Salsola Kali L., a well-known chenopodiacea of 

North African and many other deserts. The other kinds 

mentioned by Abu Hanifa may be Salsola soda L. and 

the like. 

Biruni gives an extract from a “Book of Poisons” 

(perhaps that which was ascribed to the alchemist Gabir b. 

Hayyan ?) saying that five drachms of the Persian 

ushnan provoke abortion, and that ten drachms kill an adult 

person. The best kind resembles sparrow’s dung and is 

called kirmak or uslinan al-klmff —dJ ok~i; it is used by 

the washers. He then quotes an unknown author, at-Tezekji 

jrS'jto, who calls the moist uslinan qaqul jss and adk-dha’iba 

LfiJl. Abu Hanifa said that the purest and best uslinan was 

growing in the valley al-Khadanm fjUl1 in the region of 

Yamama (Central Arabia). 

Synonyms: Ar.: uslinan hurd Ja j*-1 qalll J5, ghasul 

j^-lc and others (se^ Issa p. 161); Pers.: uslinan dk^.1, kirmak 

Biruni; Turk.: same names; Eng.: salt-wort, kali; 

Fr.: sonde, kali; Germ.: gemeines Salzkraut. 
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77. ABUFAYIS ^ y), Thorny Spurge (Euphor¬ 

bia spinosa L.). 

( Led. no. 10). 

Diosc. VI ( 159); Some call it Abufaus y\. It is a 

plant with which clothes are washed; it grows on the shores 

of the sea and in the sand. It is a Vduvog (thamnos, shrub) 

used as fuel, growing very plentifully1, possessing small 

leaves like those of olives but thinner and softer than they are. 

Between the leaves there are hard thorns, whitish, angular, and 

sparse. (Its flower) resembles the buds of the plant called 

xiooog (kissos, ivy), as if it were bunches accumulated toge¬ 

ther except that they are smaller and softer, with some 

redness and whiteness in their colour. Its root is thick, but 

soft, full of a sap which is extracted like the sap of daipia 

( Thapsia garganica L.)2 and is stored either separately or 

with flour of bitter vetch (karsana Vicia Ervilia Willd.). 

If taken in the dose of one obolus it purges the abdo¬ 

men of bile, phlegm and humidity. Its juice acts in the same 

manner. 

COMMENTARY. 

There is no doubt that this is Euphorbia spinosa L. It 

1. Translation of Diosc.’s aucpiXacpijs . 

2. It is a sharp milky sap used as a caustic. 
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is frequently confused with the following plant ( no. 78 ). 

Synonyms: Gr.:irmorpaeg(hippophaes)', Lat.; hippophaes, 

hippofeos, {Pliny XXVI); Ar. : abufdyis y \y ghdsul rumi 

rigl al-fcirkh j (Spain, Oh.), cil-aqrcibi 

(Spain, Gh.); Eng.: thorny spurge; Fr.: hippophae des 

Grecs, euphorbe epineuse; Germ.: Stachelige Wolfsmilch. 

78. ABUFAISTUN y\, Hippophaiston. 

(Led. no. 99). 

Diosc. IV (160): It is a plant which grows in com¬ 

pany with Hippophaes. It, too, is a kind of thorn-plant with 

which clothes are washed. It is a plant which grows creep¬ 

ing on the ground, with soft buds and small leaves only 

but no flower. Three oboli of it with ysXixQazov (tmelikraton, 

i. e. honey-mead) purges the phlegmatic humour and is good 

for orthopnoea, {intisdb cin-ncifas ^-dl v1^')* epileptic fits and 

neuralgia. 

Author: It is of very many kinds, and the best known 

in our land is that kind which is described above 1 ; it 

is called rigl al-farkh (chicken’s claw) from the 

form of its leaves; and also al-aqrabt jiy-JI because its leaves 

resemble the tails of scorpions. Our physicians use it instead 

of qaqcil (Cacalia verbascifolia Sibth.). Another kind is 

called tardag J*. Its leaves are like those of hayy al-alam 

1. This remark refers to Hippophaes (chap. 77). 
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(HJi ^ (Sempervivum arboreum L) except that they are finer. 

They are bushy and inclined to be purple-coloured. It has fine 

seeds and its shrub grows horizontally, but it rises to a- 

bout two cubits in height. Its wood is white and hard and 

is called ar-rughl J*J' ( Atriplex, sea - orach) and al-ushndn al- 

fdr 1st oi:-Vi (Persian salsola, Salsola soda L. ?) 1. One 

kind called al-ghasul Jj-UI rises to a span and its branches 

are as thin as needles: it has fine leaves, so thin that they 

look like seeds. It has a white flower, very thin indeed, and 

slightly reddish. Its branches are numerous and spread 

on the ground. It grows in salty soil in the company of 

qaizan ip-} (Salsola vermiculata L.?).1 2 It melts gum-lac. 

It is called in foreign language3 (foL 12 v. ) shirgdla 

Two drachms of it, when drunk, are diuretic. There are 

other kinds, the qdqal jsu being one of them; they all have 

a saltish taste. 

COMMENTARY. 

This important paragraph containing al - Ghafiqi’s own 

botanical knowledge is missing from IB’s book. Chapters 76 

to 79 are also missing from the Gotha MS... But the Taimur 

MS. is better and there is no apparent gap. 

1. See commentary of chap. 76. 

2. The name in this form is not found. Foureau gives the 

name of qedhdhati (jji or for Salicornia spec, and Salsola 
vermiculata. 

3. Viz. Spanish; perhaps cera de gale?. 



The many kinds of Hippophaiston which Cih. describ¬ 

es are very different plants. Rigl al-farkh is sea-ro¬ 

cket (Cacile maritima Scop.] fSSA), a crucifera. At-tardag 

is perhaps a kind of Atriplex (rosea L. ?). The Arabic 

name rughl Jtj is specially applied to the chenopodiacea 

Atriplex hcilimus L.} (ISSA p. 27) and A. dimorphostegium 

Kar. (Burton). Ghdsul is a common Arabic name for plants 

used for washing clothes on account of their containing 

potash. In the present paragraph the Author probably means 

the chenopodiaceadead - grass (Salicornia fruticosa L., Issa 

p. 160). Salsola Kali L. (see no. 77) is equally used for 

washing. 

79. AFIYUS ^*iT, Pear-Rooted Spurge (Euphorbia 

apios L.). 

(Led. no. 118). 

D iosc. IV (175) : It is sometimes called loydq (iskhds) 

and yaaa.i6aXo.voq (khamaibdlanos), also wild radish (figl barrl 

<j j and the Caramanians call it the radish-like (al-figli 

j^J'). It is a plant growing from the ground in two or three 

sticks resembling the sticks of lemon grass {idhkhir >oi, An- 

dropogon schoenanthus L. see no. 2), fine and red, and slightly 

raised above the ground. Its leaves are like those of rue(sadh- 

db ) except that they are more elongated. It may be 

green with a small fruit and a root like asphodel (al-khuntha 

JdJ, Asphodelus ramosus L.), but rounder resembling the 
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shape of a pear, and full of juice; it has a black bark, and a 

white inside. The upper part of this root causes vomiting of bile 

and phlegm, and the lower part is laxative. The juice of the 

root causes vomiting and purgation. It is extracted by pound¬ 

ing the root and putting it into an urn. Water is then pour¬ 

ed on it; the whole is stirred up, and what floats of the 

juice on the surface is removed by means of a feather and 

dried. 

COMMENTARY. 

This plant is generally admitted to bt Euphorbia apios 

L., a plant frequent in Greece and in the southern Mediter¬ 

ranean islands. 

Synonyms: Gr.: dmog (apios), lords (iskhas), DlOSC., 

Qatpayjog dgeia (rhaphanos oreia) Theophr.\ Lat.: apios ischas, 

Pliny; Ar. . afiyus j shalgain bovki jj j*-^, fipi b okfi <3^^? 

al-hadaqt j-d-1, Issa; Pers.: afiyus ; Eng.: pear-rooted 

spurge ; Fr.: euphorbe a racine de navet; Germ.: Birnwolfs- 

milch. 

80. AFITHTMUN o, Dodder of Thyme (Cus- 

cuta Epithymum Murr.). 

(Lecl. no. 112). 

Diosc.: IV ( 177 ): It is a flower of the kind of hard 

plants which resemble thyme (sa‘tar ). These are fine 
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buds, light, with filaments like hairs. When drunk in the dose 

of four drachms mixed with honey and salt and a little vinegar 

it purges phlegm and black bile. It grows in abundance in 

Cappadocia and Pamphylia. 

Galen VI (XI, 875): Its faculty resembles the faculty 

of headed thyme (cil-hcisha UUU, Thymus capitatus LK), but 

it is more effective in every sense. It heats and dries in the 

third degree. 

Ibn Gurai^: The best kind is the red one with a 
» 

sharp smell which is imported from Crete. 

Hubaishs Its faculty is strong in getting rid of black 

bile; it does not suit sufferers from yellow bile, and it causes 

them to vomit. 

Bulus (Paul of Aegina)1 2 : It is given in the dose of 

six drachms pounded in nine ounces of milk. 

Another2 • To be mixed with the decoction when it 

begins to cool and then crushed and strained, because cook¬ 

ing destroys its faculty. 

Paul (VII): As for iniftv^Qov (ep'ithymbron) it is some- 

pthing growing on thyme; it purges almost like epithymum, 

but is weaker. 

1. In the text Yunus, cop/ ist’s mistake. 

2. IB takes him erroneously for the author al-Ghafiqi him¬ 

self. 
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Author 1 : This is the epithymum used by all physicians 

of our time, whereas the real epithymum is not known by 

them. This plant is imported from the country of the Ber¬ 

bers. It is a kind of cuscuta (kushuth 5 ); most of what 

grows on the thyme are very fine filaments as red as agate, 

with no roots nor leaves, but with small heads, whitish 

and smaller than those of kushuth; it is very soft with a 

delicate flower that grows in the spring time. It destroys 

the plant by entertwining with it. Its faculty is like that of 

epithymum, but slightly weaker. 

COMMENTARY. 

This parasitic plant is the convolvulacea Cuscuta Epi¬ 

thymum Murr.y growing on Thymus Serpyllum etc. The 

Ancients had probably confused the different kinds of Cus¬ 

cuta (C. europaea L.} growing on nettles and hemp, C. 

Epilinum Wei/ie, flax-weed, growing on flax etc.). The kind 

described by Gh. in his note is probably a North-African 

variety of C. Epithymum, perhaps var. Trifolii Choisy. IB 

(Led. I, p. 99) says that in his time it came to Egypt (where 

it does not grow in our time, according to Ramis) from 

Crete and Jerusalem. Abu Mansur (p. 150) mentions under 

the name of aflanja or kushuth zanji another 

kind of Cuscuta which is, according to Schlimmer (p. 172 

t- This paragraph b}' Gh. himself is missing from IB, 
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foil.) Cnscata monogyna Vahl which grows also in Egypt 

and in other hot lands. Its medicinal use is very ancient. 

Synonyms: Or. inidviiov (epithymon, Diosc., Galen), 

£7ildvy.6Qov (epithymbron, Paul of Aegina); Lat.: epithymum 

( Pliny XXVI, 55); Ar.: dflthiniCui okushiith kcimmCin 

mini (Biriini after al-Fazari). For many other names 

see the long and learned paragraph of Loew (I, pp, 453-62) 

and the synonyms by Issa (p. 63); Pers.: aflanja V1®', 

kushiith zanji oycT (Abu Mansur); sikar 'Alt JcjfcC- (i.e. 

“ ‘Ali’s bread ” (Idrisi p. 24 1. 4), shan , ( Schlimmer 173); 

Turk, eftimun sheitdn sdchi ^*.1- Samy; Eng.: 

dodder, heelweed; Fr.: cuscute, epithym, cheveux de Venus; 

Cerm.: Kleeseide, Flachsseide etc. 

8i. ALLXEUN Globularia (Globularia Aly- 

pum L.). 

( Lecl. no. 139, Alubun jji). 

Diosc. IV ( 178) : It is a plant used as fuel, with a 

reddish colour and fine twigs. It has a soft, light flower and 

a root like white beet (silq jU, Beta vulgaris L ), full of 

acrid juice. It has seeds resembling those of epithymum 

(dodder). It grows abundantly on shores, particularly 

those of Lybia. The seeds, with vinegar and salt purge like 

epithymum and slightly irritate the intestines. 



(Author)1^ Al-Bitriq in his translation of Ga¬ 

len’s book2 said that Alypias grows on sands and coasts; 

it is hot and purgative.The choicest kind of it is that which is 

(prepared) by pulling out its roots, peeling them and throw¬ 

ing away the pulps. It is to be known by its good bark and 

its white tubes with a resinous secretion which are easily 

broken and are not fibrous. He asserts that it is the turpeth 

(turbid , Ipomoea turpethum R. Br.), and that the fore¬ 

going description applies to of it; but this is an error. Pau¬ 

las mentioned this remedy3 without mentioning its root, 

and citing its seeds only, as likewise did Diosc. (Ibn Wafid 

thought this latter to be zomtihov (trip olio n) and connected it 

with the sayings of)4 Diosc. on Trifolion which is also called 

Tripolion 5; th is is the turpeth. 

COMMENTARY. 

The plant is Globularia Alypurn L. of the Mediterranean 

1. Henceforward the text is in disorder in both MSS. We 

found most of the missing part two pages further on ( fol. 14 r ) 

in the paragraph no. 91, and were able to restore the original 

text with the help of IB’s text. 

2. We were not able to find out which book of Galen is 

meant ; in the De Sicnpl. Alypon is not mentioned. 

3. Viz. Alypon : see Adams III p. 55. 

4. This phrase is missing from both MSS. and has been re¬ 

stored by us according to IB p. 53. 

5. The names are very much mutilated in all the three texts. 

On the top of fol. 13 r follows a phrase belonging hereto. 
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region, since a long time used as a popular remedy (purge). 

Al-Bitriq is mentioned by Ibn Abi Usciibi‘ci (Uyun al-Anba’ 

cUVl I, p, 205) as a translator of some works of Galen. 

He is perhaps identical with Politianos, Patriarch of Alex¬ 

andria a physician, who died, according to Ibn Abi Usaibka 

(II, p. 83) in 902 A-D. 

Synonyms: G. : a'Avjwv (cilypon); Lat.: alypon (Pliny 

XXVII): Ar. : alufun (Gh.), cilCibun (IB), ‘ainun dyy (IB); 

for other names see Issa p. 88. Turk. : hashishe-i-kiirreviye 

(Avni p. 265)’;Pers.: glyah-i hurra vt (Naficy)'; 

Eng. globularia; Fr.: alype, globulaire, the arabe etc. (see 

Issa p. 88); Germ.: Dreizahnige Kugelblume. 

A. A 

82. IRXGHARUN ojU.^.1, Groundsel (Senecio vul¬ 

garis L.). 

(Led. no. 215). 

Diosc. IV (96) : A plant, the length of the stem of 

which is about a cubit; its colour is slightly reddish ; its lea¬ 

ves are like those of the rocket (gcirgir Eruca sativa 

Mill.), dentate, only much smaller. The smell of its flower is 

like that of apples; it blossoms and spreads out rapidly and 

in its centre appears something upright like hair which bec¬ 

omes white in the spring. When drunk it causes suffocation. 

The meaning of its name is “the old man in the spring” 1. Most 

1. The Greek name of the plant is derived from tnQ (spring) 

and yeQcov(old man), because it grows white hairs in the spring. 
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of it grows on fences (of walls)1. and in towns. Its root is 

not used in medicine. 

Galen VI (XI, 884): Its faculty is composite, cooling 

and resolvant. 

COMMENTARY. 

This plant is the composita Senecio vulgaris L.. It is a 

weed very common in Europe and Asia, and served in form¬ 

er times as a medicinal drug under the name of Herba Sene- 

cionis (Luerssen). 

Synonyms: Or.: ijor/tgcov (erigeron) ( Theophr., Diosc. 

and Galen); Lat.: senecio (Pliny XXV); Ar.: irighdruti 

shaikh ar-rabV ^ etc. For other names see Issa 

p. 167; Pers.: arigharun 6jjU.y; Turk.: qanariye otu j A 

(Avni); Eng.: ragwort, groundsel; Fr.: senegon commun; 

Germ.: Gemeines Kreuzkraut, Kreuzwurz. 

83. ITHIYUFIS ^, Aethiopian Sage (Salvia 

Aethiopis L.). 

(Led. no. 212). 

D iosc. IV (104) A plant the leaves of which are like 

1. IB (215 Led. I, 176) reads instead of siyagdt oLL- (fences) 

sibakhdt (pools, manures). The first reading is, however, 

the correct translation of the Greek text. 
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those of (jXouoc; (phi dm os , mullein, Verbascum), downy, 

lying on the ground round the root. It has a square rough 

and thick stem resembling the stern of mhnzabm, (melittaine 

livLaJU, balm, Melissa officinalis L.) and dnxziov (drkfion 

burdock, Arctium tomentosum Schkuhr). Many tufts grow 

from it issuing from one stem; they are long and thick. 

When dried they become black and hard like horns. It 

has a fruit of the size of the bitter-vetch (al-karsana JC'\, 

Vicia ErviIlia Willd.), in each cavity of which are two grains. 

It grows abundantly in Messenia and on Mount Ida. The 

decoction of its root is useful for sciatica, intercostal pain 

and roughness of the throat, in the form of a drink or as 

a l i net us with honey. 

COMMENTARY. 

This plant is the labiata Salvia Aet/iiopis L., frequent 

in Southern Europe as a weed on rubbish heaps. 

Synonyms: Gr.: afflionis (aithiopis); Lat.: aethiopis 

(Pliny XXIV, XXV, XXVI); Ar.: ithiyubis ithiyufis 

; Pers. and Turk. : no names; Eng.: Aethiopian sage; 

Fr.: (sauge) ethiopienne; Germ.: Filzblattriger Salbei. 

84 ARAQTIYUN J, Woolly Burdock (Arc¬ 

tium tomentosum Schkuhr). 

(Led. no. 30). 
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Diosc. IV (105) : It is also called u.qxzovqov (arkiuron.) 

It is a plant the leaves ot which are like those of q.Xonoq 

(phi6mos, mullein, Verbascum), save that they are more 

downy and more round. Its root is sweet and white, its 

stem soft and long and its fruit like small cumin-grains. The 

decoction of its root and fruit soothes tooth-ache when gargl¬ 

ed ; with wine it is diuretic. It is useful for sciatica when 

drunk and for burns when smeared on them. 

Galen VI (XI, 837): Its faculty is extremely refining 

and it cleanses a little. 

COMMENTARY. 

Most of the modern botanists agree to see in the arktion 

of Diosc. Arctium tomentosum Schkuhr, a composita grow- 

wing as a weed on rubbish, in Europe and Asia. The botan¬ 

ists of older times thought it to be Conyza Candida, Ver¬ 

bascum limnense or V. ferrugineum (according to Beren- 

des p. 426 - 7). See Loew I, p. 378 foil. 

Synonyms :Gr. : aQxziov (arktion); Lat. : lappa, (Pliny 

XXI, 104); Ar.: araqtiyun Pers.: same name, and 

risha-i-Baba Adam ru-(i. e. "fringe of Father Adam,,), 

Turk.: dul ‘awret otu j A cj>^ J (Avni), ardqituti 0j' (muti¬ 

lation of arctium, Sarny) \ Eng.: woolly burdock; Fr.: bar- 

dane (laineuse); Germ. : Filzige Klette, T r 
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85. ANOTHER ARAQTIYUN1 >T 

Medicinal Burdock (.Arctium Lappa L). 

(Led. no. 90). 

Diosc. IV (106): Some call it jiooocomg (prosopis) and 

TiQoodjmov (prosopion). Its leaves are like those of the pump¬ 

kin {cjar ‘ , Cucurbita pepo L.), but larger, harder, more 

blackish: They are covered with down. It has no stem, and 

its root is large and white. The eating of two drachms of it 

is useful for ulcer (abscess) of the breast. 

Galen VI (XI, 837): It is drying, dissolving, astrin¬ 

gent; it heals inveterate ulcers. 

COMMENTARY. 

This second Arctium is doubtlessly the composita Arc¬ 

tium Lappa L. or Lappa officinalis All. The root (Radix 

Bardanae), the oil from the root, the leaves and extracts 

from them are still to-day used as medicinal drugs in Europ¬ 

ean pharmacopoeias. 

Synonyms : Gr. :gqxtiov(arktion), Galen,cAQx(s)iiov(arkion), 

Diosc., Roooconlg(prosopls), Galen, TiQoocoTuor (prosopion), DlOSC.; 

Lat.: lappa, Pliny; Ar. : araqtiyun faninii khudni mat ak 

1. Thus called by Galen (XI, 837 ), while Diosc. calls it 

Ixqxlov or aQxeiov , arkion ). This may be an early copyist’s 

blunder in the Greek MSS. 
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^ (j. e. "uncle, take me with you”) (.Bcrggr. 833), 

ra’s al-hamatna ^li-l ^ I j (Algeria, Issa p. 19); Pers. and Turk.: 

same names as for the above mentioned (Arctium tomentos- 

um); Eng.: medicinal burdock; Fr.: bardane officinelle; 

Germ.: gebrauchliche Klette. 

86. AFIFAQTIS Rapture-Wort (Cleome 

arabica L. ? or Herniaria glabra?) 

(Led. no. 114). 

Diosc. IV (108 ): It is also called t/deGo^iv^ (hellebo- 

rine); it is a small trajuvos (thamnos shrub) with small leaves. 

It is drunk against toxic drugs and against pain in the liver. 

Qusta (ibn Luqa) in his (Book of) Corrections of 

Remedies1; It is a small ftdnwoqwith small leaves like those 

of the rue (sadhab Ruta graveolens L.) with nearly invi¬ 

sible dentations. It has a thin stem on which is white down like 

that on the stem of the big kind of endive (hindiba 

Cichorium Endivia L.). Its height is about three to four 

fingers, and it has thin twigs of the height of one finger 

spreading out from about the middle of the stem to its 

top. Its grains are like black cumin (s/iimiz jr* , r4i gella 

sativa L.), sometimes red and sometimes black, but very 

rarely white. It is kept in sheaths like the seeds of radish 

1. The title of this book is missing from the lists of the liter¬ 

ary works of this celebrated physician and translator ( lived 

about 900 A. D., see introduction). It may be identical with His 

u Book of Prevention of the Nocivity of Poisons ” (TAU I, 245). 
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(/**£•/>0-. They are not long. The colour of the flower is 

allways like that of the fruit. It grows in places easily 

reached by water and in those near to the sea. It often grows 

amongst beans or lentils (qatani, plur. of qutnlya <::Us, jIks) 

or mixed with barley and wheat. Its smell is like that of 

lemons (.utrug -y') and its root is aromatic. It has the shape 

of (foL 13 v) truffle (kcinia’ah ). It is smooth, with 

no vessels in it. Some people think that it grows in the 

sand and in stony soil; it is often found on the coasts 

of Syria and of Alexandria. It is well-known to many 

people, and they use it against poisonous drugs and pains 

or obstructions in the liver and spleen, drunk thoroughly 

pounded in doses of half a mithqal on three succes¬ 

sive days. 

COMMENTARY. 

The description given by Diosc. is too short and too 

vague to allow an identification of the plant. The description 

by Qusta b. Luqa gave rise to various interpretations. Spreng- 

el thought it to be Herniaria glabra L.y a Cephalanthera 

or a Spicanthes. Fraas identified it with Epipactis grandi- 

flora AIL (Cephalanthera ensifolia Rich.), and Littre with 

Neottia spiralis. But Sickenb. (Plantes p. 21 folk) objects that 

all these plants are orchidaceae which do not grow naturally in 

Egypt. He proposes to identify Epipactis with Cleome 

arabica L. This plant, however, bears several Arabic names 

(see/ssa p. 52), and the question is therefore still unsettled. 
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Synonyms: Or. : ctiiTiaxxig (ep ip act is); Lat. : epipactis 

(Pliny IV); Ar.: afibciqtis > IB, aflfaqtis Gh.; 

The English name for Hevniaria glabra L. is rupture-wort. 

X 

87. AWNAGHRA Onagrade (Epilobium 

hirsutum L.). 

(Lecl. no, 161) 

Diosc. IV (ll7): It is also called dvoOrj^a (onothera) 

and dvouQos (ono tiros, better reading onothouris). It is a tree¬ 

like {fidtuvoc (thamnos, shrub) of considerable size; its leaves 

are like those of the almond-tree (lawz , Primus amygda- 

lus Stock.), except that they are broader; they resemble al¬ 

so those of the lily (sawscin Lilium candidum L.). The 

flower is large, like that of the pomegranate. Its root is 

small 1 2, white, and exhales, when dried, a smell like wine : 

it grows on mountains. It prevents the spreading of malign¬ 

ant ulcers. 

Galen VII (XII, 89): The smell of its root, when dried, 

is like that of wine. 

Rufus 2 in the (Book on) Melancholy: A plant by means 

of which the lion is tamed, because it contains a faculty 

which soothes the spirit. 

1. Diosc. calls the root long ( ,uav.Q&)m 

2. The famous Greek physician who lived in Alexandria in the 

first half of the second century A.D. 
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COMMENTARY. 

It is the onagracea (oenotheracea) Epilobium hirsutum 

L.; but the araygov (dnagron) of Galen is sometimes identi¬ 

fied with E. angastifolium L. The first named plant has 

been found in the crowns of Egyptian mummies and in 

tombs of the Greco-Roman period in the Fayyum (Keimer). 

Th e drodVjQag (onotheras) of Theophr. (IX, 19, 1) is perhaps 

the same plant, alhough Sir Arthur Hort1 renders it by 

Nerium Oleander. 

Synonyms ; Gr. : drayga (onagra), dvoD^ga (onotherd). 

ovouQig {o nouns), DlOSC., braygo; (,onagros), ovoOktvoig (onothouris), 

Galen; Lat.: oenotheris {Pliny XXIV); Ar.: ciwnaghra 

fcirfur jjJ, ‘aqqaid {Schweinf. after Forskal, p.19 ) , rcls el- 

gam us yyP Xo (Issa p. 75); Turk.: ydqi otn J/\ ji., Avni; 

Eng : onagrade, apple-pie; Fr. epilobe herisse, onagre; 

Germ: Rauhhariges Weidenroschen, St. Antoniuskraut. 

8 8. ASTIR ATIQUS Sea-Stai wort 

(Aster tripolium L.). 

(Led. no. 64). 

Ikn Wafid took it for the astringent al-haliba <JU-12 i. e.’ 

1. Theophrastus' Enquiry on Plants, Loeb Class. Library, No. 

79. London & New York 1926, vol. II, p 46 7. 

2. In the text Chi-1 which gives no sense; it is to be cor¬ 

rected LHH i. e. the astringent ‘ inguinal plant". See Com¬ 

mentary. 
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the bitter vetch {al-qarsa na I, Vicia Ervillia Willd.), but 

he was wrong in that, as it is the plant which is called in 

foreign (i. e. Spanish ) language Castila (qastila 4:U^). 

Diosc. VI (119): It is also called 6ov6c6viov ( bubdnion). 

It is a plant which has a hard and rough stein, on the end 

of which is a yellow flower resembling that of the camomile 

(babunag It is sometimes inclined to a purple colour. 

It has incised heads and leaves which, in shape, resemble 

stars. But the leaves issuing from the stem are oblong and 

covered with down. 

Galen VI (XI, 852): This plant is called 6ov6c6v iov 

{bubdnion), a name derived from the appellation of the groin, 

as it heals any swelling in it when applied to or suspended 

on it (or when its flower is held in the left hand)1. 

Diosc. : It is useful for gastritis, for hot swellings of 

the eye and laceration of the pupil2. The drinking of (the 

infusion of) the purple flower is useful for croup and the 

epileptic fits of boys. 

COMMENTARY. 

This plant has been identified with Aster Amel/us L., 

1. This last phrase is missing from Galen and from IB; it is 

probably the interpolation of a copyist who took it from Diosc. 

(p. 269 1. 18). 

2. I. e. iris. The text of Diosc. reads “and other prolapses 

of the anus(D3pa)”. It was probably in the origin “of the iris” 

as Ibn Sarapion also reads “iris’". 
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and Aster Tripolinm La composita mostly European. The 

root and leaves {Radix, Herba Asteris Atticisive Bubonii) were 

medicinal drugs not long ago in use for the diseases specified 

by Diosc.As to the Spanish name,it is given in a note to the Ara¬ 

bic translation of Diosc. as qastala (castella?, Lecl. I, p. 63). 

Synonyms : Or.: dorvo ’Atuxoq {aster Attikos, DlOSC.), 

6ovGcovlov ( bubonion, DlOSC., Galen ), doieoioxcg ( asteriskos The- 

ophr. IV. 12, 2) Lat.: aster, bubonia {Pliny XXVII) Ar.: 

hdlibt JL (IB no. 552 ), khurram (Hanain, accord, to Loew 

I, p.368); Pers.: gul-i-mind u:. y {Schlimmer p. 54), 

gul-i-urba (Richardson); Eng.: sea-starwort, Michaelmas 

daisy; Fr. : aster maritime, tripolium; Germ.: Strandaster. 

ISUFLIRXIN Creeping Fumitory (Fumaria 

capreolata L.)?. 

(Lecl. no. 89: 

Diosc. IV (120): It is calledcpaoipLov{phaselion) because 

it is a plant which resembles the rp\d\Gipo^{phdselos), i.e. the white 

kidney-bean, {lublya Dj), Dolichos LubiaForsk. or Vigna sinen¬ 

sis Endl.). At the origin of the leaves issues something white 

resembling threads, twisted like the ones issuing from 

the white kidney-bean plant. At the end of the plant are 

fine heads filled with seeds the flavour of which is like that of 

anise {anisuti , Pimpinella Anisum L.)1 . It is useful with 

1. Diosc. ( p. 269 L 13) reads : that the flavour of the seeds 

is like that ofushavdiov( black cumin), and that of the leaves like 

drrjooot( anise ). 
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the wine calledfieX(y.Qatw( melikraton, honey-mead) for pains 

of the liver and chest, and for cough. 

Galen VI (XI, 891): A little astringency exists in 

its seeds. It cleanses, checks the thick chyme and tones 

the limbs. 

COMMENTARY. 

This plant has not been identified with certainty. It is 

more likely to be Fumaria capreolata L. or its variety F. 

Vaillantii Loisl. (Fraas), which is frequent in Greece in 

shady valleys and on rocks. Sprengel prefers another fuma- 

riacea Corydalis claviculata Pers. which is equally frequent 

in Greece. 

Synonyms: Gr.: loo7ivQov{isdpyron), cpaorjXiov (phaselion 
\ 

Diosc.),yaoioXov(phasiolon, Galen)-, Lat.: isopyron, phasiolon 

(Pliny XXVII); Ar.: isufurun ), Pers. and 

Turk.: same name; Eng.: (creeping) fumitory; Fr.: fume- 

terre (rampante); Germ. Rankender Erdrauch. 

9o. ABUGHLUSUNoJ>-OiJ>:',//c’rs<?77w;gu<?(Rus- 

cus Hypoglossum L.). 

(Led. no. 67). 

D iosc. IV ( 129) : It is a small 0G\ariog (thamnos, shrub) 

with leaves like those of that wild myrtle (al-ds al-barri 

cr^') which are thin (Ruscus aculeatus L.). It has 

a thorny tuft, and at its end, near the leaves, excrescences 

resembling tongues; (the latter) are useful in softening 
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ointments and are used against headache when carried on 

the head. 

COMMENTARY. 

The description agrees with the iiliacea Ruscus hypo- 

glossnm L. which is frequent in Southern Europe and on the 

Mediterranean Islands. Its leaves with R.hypophyllum L. were 

formerly used as a medicinal drug (Herbci Uvulariae sive 

Bonifacii sive Bilinguae) (Luerssen). 

Synonyms : Or.: vn6yXcocoov{ fiypoglosson); Lat.: hypo- 

glossa (Pliny XXVII), myrtus silvestris {Pliny XV); Ar.: 

abughliisiin (Qh.), awbughliisun g (IB), lisdn al- 

farcis ^->1' jU (Issa p. 159): Eng.: horse-tongue, double 

tongue; Fr.: hippogiosse, langue decheval; Germ.: Zun- 

genformiger Mausedorn. 

9i. ANF AL~‘IGL Snapdragon (Antirrh¬ 

inum majus L.). 

( Led. no 162 ). 

D lose. IV (30): ’ Avilqqivov (cintirrhinoti), and it is also 

called avaoQiror {anarrhiiion) and Xvyvlc; aygla {lychnis agria). 

It belongs to the plants which renew their existence every 

year1. It resembles Anagallis (pimpernel) as to leaves and 

twigs, and its flower is like the snout of a calf 2. Some people 

1. An annual plant; translation of Diosc.’s n6cr(pda). 

2. From this fact the Arabic name is derived. 
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pretend that this plant, when kept in lily-oil and used as 

ointment for the face, makes it acceptable (graceful). 

COMMENTARY. 

It is thescrophulariacea Antirrhinum majus growing 

in the Mediterranean region, but also cultivated in more 

northern gardens as a decorative plant. The herb was for¬ 

merly a medicinal drug with the names of Herba Antir- 

rhini, Herba Orontii majoris sive Capitis vituli. According 

to Theophr. (IX, 19, 2) the man who wears it wins great 

fame. Diosc. and other Greek authors copied this informa¬ 

tion from him. 

Synonyms: Gr.: 'Aviiootrov ( antirrhinon), appgQivov 

(anarrhinon, Diosc., Theophr.)\ Lat.: antirrhinum (Pliny 

XXV-XXVI); Ar.: anf al-igl (calf’s snout), Usdn al- 

asfur A jlj ( Loew III, 350), tumm as-samaka S^A\ ^ (Loew 

ibid). For other names see Issa p. 20. Modern gardeners 

call it antirina Pers.: gul-i-maimun ^ (Schlim- 

mer p. 42); Turk.: arslan aghzi dinilen chichek <s> ' j\ 

(Samy); Eng.: snapdragon, calf’s snout; Fr.: gueule de lion, 

gueule de Ioup, muflier; Germ. Lowenmaul, Dorant. 

92. ANBATRUN Frankenial (Frankenia 

pulverulenta L.?). (fol. l4 r,l. 5) 1 

1. Put in order by us. 
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( Led. no. 100). 

Galen Yl (XI, S75 ) : It is also called “beak-like” 1. 

Diosc. IV t 17P): It is also called <; a.xtxrftVc(p/takfcidt's 

i.e. “lentil-like"). It prow's in mountainous places, amongst 

the rocks, and on the shores of the sea; it is (then) of salty 

flavour, and, when growing far from the sea, becomes very 

bitter. When taken with the drink called OW - d (hydromcU, 

hydromel) or with broth, it purges phlegm and bile. 

COMMENTARY. 

This plant was identified by Sprengel with the urn* 

bellifera Crithmurn maritimum L.. whilst Fraas prefers 

Frarikcrua pulverulent a L. Oh. himself did not know the 

plant otherwise he would have surely mentioned it. 

Synonyms : Or.: s../:s:oo)- (cvwvrrev ) , (Diosc.% Gillen) ; 

Ar. : cinbuTrur: ^1B), unbcitrur: (IB), , 

cr -rraii -** Schwcinf. For other names see Issa p. S4. v *..... ^. _, . i 

95. US-HUFAN JU,J. Uncertain. 

Lecl. no. / 1, us-fiufJtj J • 

(Abu Hanifa ) : : It is a plant which creeps on the 

earth like ropes. Its leaves are like those of eoloevnth 

1 In Galen’s text (pniscriiic's}. 

2. So ia IB. Oar MSS. omit this name. 
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(hanzal jtu., Citrullus Colocynthis Sclirad.), but smaller. It has 

horns (husks) smaller than those of lubiya (Dolichos Lu- 

bia Forsk.), in which are round red grains useful for sciatica. 

COMMENTARY 

Nobody, until now, has been able, to identify this plant. 

The description agrees with a leguminosa of the kind of 

jequirity (Abriis precatorius L.), but it is too vague to allow 

an exact identification. The name is Arabic, from sahafa «-«*- 

“ to creep”. 

94. UMM WAG AL-KARID fT, Rupture¬ 

wort, (Herniaria Tourn.?). 

(Led. no. 151). 

Abu Hanifa: It is one of the smallest herbs. Sheep like 

it. It has a grey flower in a round calyx (bur am a *.f^) with 

a very small horn. It is called by this name, because it is 

useful for pains of the liver and yellow gall if squeezed on 

the epigastrium. 

COMMENTARY. . 

The description given by Abu, Hanifa is too vague to 

allow an exact identification of the plant. Botanists agree 

that it has some characters of the caryophyllacea Herniaria 

Tournefort. Herniaria glabra L. was in former times an 
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official drug (Herba Herniariae) used for pains of hernia; 

it contains saponin. 

Synonyms: Ar.; umm wag‘ al-kabid j-O j (■' (i. e. “ use¬ 

ful for pain of the liver”), nabat ash-shaikh *-iJl oL- (Issa p. 

93); Eng.: rupture-wort; Fr.: herniaire, turquette; Germ.: 

Tausendkern, Harnkraut. 

95. UMM GHA.ILAN ri Acacia (Acacia arab- 

ica Willd. var. niiotica Do).?). 

(Led. no. 158). 

Ar-Razi (Rhazes) in the Continent (al-Hawi 

It is the thorn-tree al-qatdd 

AnotKer Author: It is the thorn-tree al-qaraz 

Abu Hanifa: It is at-tcilh ^lUJl. 

Ihn Sina: It is a well-known tree of the thorn-trees 

(‘tddh ®U) of the deserts; it is cooling, desiccating and as¬ 

tringent. 

COMMENTARY. 

The tree in question is doubtless one of the numerous 

thorny and gum-producing acacias of the North-African and 

Arabian deserts. Al-qatdd A&W is to *day the name of Acacia 

Senegal Willd. (A. vera), in the Yemen (Southern Arabia); 

al-qaraz is to-day the name of Acacia Avabica Willd., 

and the husks sold in the Caire drug bazaars bear the name 
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of qarad . Talk ^ is to-day the name of Acacia gum- 

mifera Willd., of A. Seya! Del. and of A. tortilis Hayne, 

the last two being the main producers of gum-arabic. The 

name umm ghailan oOU r\ is in our days particularly given 

to Acacia arabica Willd., and to Acacia vera Willd., this 

latter being considered by some botanists as identical with 

Acacia arabica. The Egyptian variety nilotica Del. has the 

Arabic name santfrom the Ancient Egyptian 4 

cyxnT in Coptic, (sitta of the Bible). To the Ara¬ 

bic authors it is always an Egyptian plant, as it is cal¬ 

led e. g. by Mu‘tamad (p. 38h 1. 22) ash-shagara cil-misriyya 

( Egyptian tree ), by Idtisi ash-sliawka al-qibtiyya 

*fyJI (“Coptic thorn”), by Dawud ash-shawka al-misriyya 

-SyJl (“Egyptian thorn”). It will be of interest to com¬ 

pare with Gh.’s paragraph the descriptions given indepen- 

dantly by two of the most prominent scholars of the Islamic 

world. The first is Abu’r-Raihan al-Biruni (see Introduction 

chap. I, no. 37). In the unique MS. (preserved in the Turk¬ 

ish Government Library at Brussa, Asia Minor) we find on 

p. 29 v - 30 r the following passage : “ Umm ghailan is 

said to be the Egyptian thorn - tree. Paulos : Some people 

call it the Arabian thorn-tree. It is called in the language of 

Sind jamaha UU*— The acacias (‘idah oU) are all thorny, 

1. Ducros (no. 29) mentions the seeds only, but not the 

dry husks qarad as being a bazaar drug. See Max Meyerhof, 

Der Bazar der Drogen und Wohlgeriiche in Kairo, Arcliiv f. 
Wirtschaftsf. ini Orient 1918, no. 349 p. 199. 
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and the samur 1 and the talk are only other kinds; 

the last being iimm ghaildn. 

Hamza says: It is the wild jujube (as-sidr al-barri 

Zizyphus Lotus Lam), and this kind of talk has crook¬ 

ed thorns. 

Abu Hantfa says: It is the biggest and the greenest 

of the acacias {‘iddh »U)1 2 and that which produces the. 

greatest quantity of gum. Its thorns are long and thick and it 

has no heat in its’roots (?); it has a calyx (bur'uma of 

aromatic smell. The husks issue something like common 

beans or like Syrian carobs. If there are many trees growing 

together in a valley they are called an~nuta <kyJI3 4, and the 

smaller are called at galadht The gum of talk is 

red; there appears between the ‘"beard” (fibres of the bark) 

and the pith something resembling gum, but which is not 

gum; it is sticky, adherent to the fibres, sweet, palatable 

and of aromatic odour. People suck it as a deodorant to their 

breath. When the fibres are pulled off, something red like 

blood is found inside (a part of which) is thrown away, and 

the other is washed and chewed, and it forms the best and 

1. Samur is still to-day the name for Acacia spirocarpa H. 

in the Yemen. 

2. In the text ghidah s? a copyist’s error. 

3. I. e. a thicket of thorn-trees. 

4. Plur. of giildhd ; the above meaning is missing from 

the dictionaries. 
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whitest chewing gum (‘ilk du). As to the talk ^ mentioned 

in the Quran, all commentators agree that it is the banana 

(mawz jy)x taken metaphorically, and nobody would take 

it for umm ghailan except the ignorant of the institu¬ 

tion of grace../'. 

Al-Idrtsi, the famous geographer (see Introduction 

chap. I, no. 44) and contemporary of al-Ghafiqi gives in his 

‘'Collection of Remedies” {Kitab al-Gdnu fk l-Adwiya -S' 

J) some other interesting remarks (no. 45 on p 27, of 

the MS. 3610 of the Fatih Mosque, Istanbul): “Umm 

ghailan is mentioned by Diosc. in his Illrd Book. He called 

it axavtia ’AaaGixrj (dkantha Arabike), and the meaning of those 

words is “ Arabian thorn-plant”1 2. It is a tree which does 

not grow high, but is overhanging, with many curved branches. 

Distributed on it are pointed thorns like canine teeth. It has 

leaves resembling those of wild jujube (1 unnab v-A:*, Zizyphus 

Lotus Lam.) and a red gum of the colour of blood”. 

. 1 
After having discussed the faculties of the remedy umm 

ghailan, Idrisi (in line 6) gives it the name of "the mens¬ 

truating tree” (ash-shagara al-haida s^dl) on account 

of the very red colour of its gum. 

1. We shall see in the chapter talk that this explana¬ 

tion is due to the famous Arabic grammarian al - Khalil b, Ah¬ 

mad ( d. about 790 A.D. ). 

2. IB (Led. 1335 ) identifies, however, this plant with 

shuka’a i. e the thistle Onopordium Acanthium L. 
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The red colour of the gum on which both authors in¬ 

sist favours the identification of the tree with Acacia arab- 

ica var. nilotica Del. The expressed juice of the husks is 

called aqaqiyci Uln. For numerous Arabian synonyms of the 

desert acacias see Loew 41, pp. 377 -391, Blatter pp. 682- 

3 and Issa pp. 2 - 3. 

96. AHLAL QXISTA jm*! Balsamic Tansy, 

(Tanacetum Balsamita L.). 

(Lecl. no. 190). 

(Author) 1 : It is a known species of the sharp smel¬ 

ling aromatics sown in the gardens. Its colour is between 

white and green and its action is stronger than that of the 

balm (bddlircing-buya Melissa officinalis L.)1 2. 

COMMENTARY. 

Botanists agree in identifying the above description 

with the composita Tanacetum (Chrysanthemum) Balsam- 

ita L., still cultivated in village gardens. According to 

Dragend. (p. 677) it is used as an antispasmodic, emmena- 

gogue, anthelmintic, antidote and nerve tonic. 

Synonyms: cihlal qusta , hashishat al-malika *£.*•»■ 

1. This word is missing from both MSS. and has been in¬ 

terpolated by us in accordance with the text of IB ( I, p. 66 ). 

2, In IB this paragraph is somewhat longer. 
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<6lil\ (Issa p. 177); Pers. and Turk.: tarkhun o(j4v/2/ p. 590); 

Eng.: balsamic tansy ; Fr. : tanaisie odoriferante : Germ.: 

Balsamkraut, Frauenminze, Marienwurzel. 

97. ILB (kind of tame poison), Vincetoxicum 

sarcostemmoides Schwft. ? 

(Feci. no. 144). 

Abu Hauifa * A thorny tree looking like the lemon - 

tree (utmg £J\ Citrus medica Risso), growing in mountains; 

it is very scarce. None of the digag is equivalent to it 

— ad-digag is every tree with which wild beasts are attrac¬ 

ted and poisoned 1 2 — and the most pernicious of them is al-ilb 

Its fresh ends are crushed, meat is mixed with them and 

cast to wild animals, and they are not long to die when 

they eat it. If they only smell it without eating it they 

are rendered blind and deaf. The most pernicious ilb is that 

of Khafardid i.e. a mountain of the Sarat some¬ 

where in Tihama Llr\ 

COMMENTARY. 

As-Sardt is the name of a range of hills which form 

the limit of the table-land of Arabia and at the same time 

1. These latter two words cii tusarrim ^*3 ^1 have been dis¬ 

figured in all the MSS. of IB to Ibn Nessim *»l — a non- 
r- ° • 

existant author ! 

2. Uncertain reading. Perhaps Hafir al-Dabib wjujJI of 

Hamdani’s Geography of Arabia ? (Leiden 1891, I. p. 146 1, 20). 
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the eastern frontier of Tihama. This latter is the strip of 

coast-land running from the Sinai Peninsula south-eastward 

on the shore of the Red Sea to the Yemen and the south 

coast of Arabia. The name Khafardid is missing from all 

geographical dictionaries. - 

Abu Hanifa s very summary description does not help 

to an exact identification of the /76-tree. Sontheimer called it 

Datura ferox. Sickenb. (Die einfachen Arzneistoffe der 

Araber Wien 1893 p. 18) believes it to be a kind of Carissa 

(Acokanthera). But \ve find in Schweinfurth’s investigations 

on the flora of South-Arabia (p. 178) the name of elb 

(probably perhaps a mis - hearing for sJj) for the as- 

clepiadacea Vincetoxicum ( Cynoctonum) sarcostemmoides 

Schwfa plant found and named by himself. It is a scarce 

plant, [a strong mountain shrub. Its juice is used in East 

Africa as a poison for catching fishes. Probably Abu Hanifa 

never saw the tree itself, as it was rare. Th us it is uncertain 

whether his description of a lemon-tree-like plant corresponds 

to the shrub Vincetoxicum. 

Mu'tamid whose author, Sultan Yusuf b.‘Umar origina¬ 

ted from the Yemen did not mention ilb at all. 

98. ALQUN oyli ? (Rosa foetida Bost. ?) 

(IB 169 and 227b, aniqun oy-l ?). 

Ar-Razi: It is the fetid rose; it is hot and dry, and its 
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root is like that of pellitory of Spain ('aqir qarhd Uj , 

Anacyclus pyrethrum D. C.). 

COMMENTARY. 

This may be the yellow rose of Persia (Rosa lutea L.) 

the flowers of which — sometimes red inside — have a 

disagreeable smell of bed-bugs. The identification is uncertain. 

Synonyms: alqun (?) diiqun (?) (Gh.), aniqun 

, (IB) ward muntln *jj (RazO, mar ayy aha (?) ; Germ.: 

Wachsrose, Feuerrose, Kapuzinerrose. 

99. IDHMAMIDH Unknown Persian 

T ree. 

(Lecl. no. 164, andahiman o\c.*U;l). 

Ar-Razi: A Persian name; it is a tree on the twigs 

of which is a kind of wool. It is of a very astringent taste 

and confines the bowels. He called it in another place barmiydn 

and he said in a third place iramdyi , a remedy 

of Kirman. 

Badi^kurus : It is very useful against diarrhoea, by 

its specific property. ....... 

r . . • • • ...» 

COMMENTARY. 

Va tiers (I, p. 147) says that idimamtd is a tree 

of the description corresponding to that of Razi. Harawt 
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(p. 33) calls it idamid and describes it as "a forest 

tree „ (a’ik dirakht) Identification of this plant is 

not possible. Badighurus or Badhighuras l: is an 

unknown Hellenistic physician frequently quoted by ar-Razi. 

too. AFQARASUN Unknown plant. 

(IB, Led. missing). 

Ibn Sina : A Persian remedy, good for the memory. 
>• 

Ar-R azi : We use it all for the memory ; it is good 

for the intelligence. 

COMMENTARY. 

Nobody has been able, until now, to identify this 

plant. The original article of Ibn Sina {I, p. 262) is a little 

longer and reads in the following manner: 

“ Aqfarasiqun : a Persian remedy called 

ad-daiha and cil-hazm ryU. Organs of the head : good for 

the memory, and intelligence”. 

The other names could not be found in any Persian 

Dictionaries. The first name sounds Greek. Could it be 

ayotoy.anhauov (agriokardamon), i.e. the wild cress ? 

Biriini mentions a drug af&riqun which is, ac¬ 

cording to Ibn Masa, the stone of the wild olive, and ac¬ 

cording to ad-Dimishqt, mezereum (mazariyun o, Daph¬ 

ne Mezereum L.); Biriini does not accept these assertions. 
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101. AFSUN djS\, Unknown Persian drug (un¬ 

certain reading). 

(IB, Lecl., missing). 

Ibn Sina: A Persian remedy, hot and fine, sharpens 

the understanding and the intelligence, hi another place he 

says: abrciq a Persian remedy good for the memory and 

the intelligence; I think it is the above-mentioned drug. 

COMMENTARY. 

The original text of Ibn Sind (I, p. 263) reads ciqsiin 

the Persian dictionary of Vullers (I, p. 115) ciqshun This 

drug is, according to him, called sciadal-i-khabis by 

the inhabitants of Shiraz (in Persia). But no identification 

of these names has been possible. 

A. 

102. ATMUT Bonduc-nut (Caesalpinia bon- 

ducella Fleming?). 

(Lecl. no. 130). 

Ibn Sina: Hot in the second, moist in the first degree; 

it strongly clears white lepra (bahaq ). In another place 

he says: Atmat LU*\ is an Indian remedy, and its faculty is 

like that of the orchid (buzidan , Orchis Morio I_?); 

it is (fol. 14 v) aphrodisiac. I think it is the ritta-nut<>)\ 1. 

1. The text of both MSS. reads al-bcirriyyciK> jS\ which must 

be a copyist’s blunder. 
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COMMENTARY. 

The identification of this drug is not quite certain. The 

most useful to us is the paragraph concerning it by al-Biriini: 

“Atmdt,. Some people mentioned that it was a Greek remedy; 

others said that it was the Indian bean, al-baqila cil-hindi tt-VJl 

which is dotted with black, and is hard like the stone 

which is called in their (the Indian ) language Akutmakut 

oC;.Ci i. Ar-Razi mentioned it as atmdt wLLl and said that it 

was a remedy the faculty of which was like that of buziddn 
• I . V 

We see that Ibn Sina copied ar-Razi. 

Ibn Al-Baitar (I. p. 39) says: «Atmdt, atrnut and 

citiiit 2 is the Indian hazel-nut (al-bunduq al-hindi J-O') 

known as ar-ritta v)\. Some of them (the authors) alleged 

that it was the betelnut (fciwfal , Areca Catechu L.), but 

this is not true; it is the ritta-nut, as we have said before. 

The description of the Indian hazelnut will come under the 

letter bd ^ ». 

There IB (I, p. 119) gives a long paragraph beginning 

1. See paragraph 108. Dytnock (l p. 497 fol.) confuses the 

name of the stone with that of the plant. 

2- Doubtless a wrong reading. 
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‘udi on ar-ritta. 

The description somewhat agrees with that of the bon- 

duc-nut from the leguminosa Cciescilphinia bonducella Fle¬ 

ming ( Guilandinci bonduc L.). Issa (p. 35 ) gives to this drug 

the Indian name qarah £> which probably reads qdranj 

(see Dymock I, p. 496). 

Ducros (p. 137) states that the bundiiq Hindi of the 

bazaar druggists in Cairo is not the Guilandina bonduc, but 

simply hazel-nuts. 

Synonyms: Ar. : citmut atmat oLUl, gawz ar-ritta 

bunduq Hindi ; Pers.: bunduq Hindi, khaya-i-Iblis 

^4:' ^ (i. e. “ Devil’s testicles ” popular name according to 

Dymock III, p, 497); Eng. : gray bonduc, bonduc-nut ( nick¬ 

er tree) ; Fr.: bonduc, oeil de chat, cniquier, guenic; Germ. : 

Kugelstrauch, zweistachlige Guilandine. 

103. AWSiN uj-ji, (better Aw-Sapid) Indian 

Water Lily (Nelumbium speciosum Willd.), a White Variety. 

( Led. no. 198, awsid ju-j i ). 

Ar-Razi : A kind of Indian water-lily (nilufar Hindi 

); hot and dry. 

COMMENTARY. 

The Persian name of this drug seems to be disfigured 
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by both Oh. and IB. The correct reading is probably that of 

Ibn Sind (I p. 263 ): “ Aw-sab id is a kind of Indian 

water-lily. Ibn Masargawaih says that it is hot and dry”. 

It is very probable that this is a white variety of the 

Indian waterlily, Nelumbium speciosum Willd. This plant 

has mostly pink flowers and is thus described by Theophra¬ 

stus and Dioscurides. It is a native of India and has been 

probably introduced in to Egypt by the Persians. 

It was first mentioned, as an Egyptian plant by Hero¬ 

dotus; its fruits are edible and are called by Theophr. (IV 8) 

and Diosc. (II, 166) Aiyvmtag xva/Liog (Egyptian bean); it 

bears the corresponding Arabic name1. 

Synonyms for Nelumbium spec.: Ar., Pers. and Turk.: 

nilufar hindi Pers.: aw-sapid Eng.; peltate 

water lily,“Egyptian”lotus; Fr.: lotus sacre, nelombo; Germ.: 

Indischer Lotos. For other names see below article no. 128. 

104. ART AD-BUR AND -v y Uncertain. 

(Led. no. 47). 

Ar-Razi: A Persian remedy imported from Sigistan 2; 

it resembles a split-up onion. It is useful for haemo- 

rroids. 

1. See the article Baqila Qibti (“ Coptic bean”) no. 128. 

2. The border (district between Persia and Afghanistan. 
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Here is surely a short gap in the Arabic texts of T. and G, 

as IB (I, p. 19 last line) reads: “Al-Ghafiqi: 1 am perfectly 

convinced that it is ad-dalbiith "This latter name, spelt 

also darbuth designates, with many others, a gladiole or 

sword-grass (see Issa p. 87), perhaps the iridacea Gladiolus 

communis L. As to the Persian name, Ibn Sind (1. p. 263) 

and IB (I, p. 19) give the more correct reading of artad-burrid 

xi} which designates in Persian a split up or cut root. 

Lecl. (no. 47) reads arid-barid -x>d, Ddwud (1. p. 58 last 

line) arandirand d: j x> and says that it is the root of the 

white lily (sawsan abyad Lilium candidum L.). Ibn 

Gazla calls the drug artad-bartad x,x xy , repeats ar- Razi’s 

paragraph and adds: “I do not know anything more about it.” 

io5. ISFING ^J\ Sponge. 

(Lecl. no. 75). 

It is called (ghairn and ghdmam ). 

Ibn Sina : It is a marine substance, porous like felt; 

it is said to be an animal that moves in the water and that 

sticks to any object whatever coming in its way, and never 

releases it. 

Diosc. IV (120): Tn6yyog(spdngos)', there is a male kind, 

thin in its holes, condensed and called dXln^g (alipes): and 

a female kind which is the opposite of the male. Sponges 

may be burnt in the same manner as Halcyonium (zabadal- 

bahr xj shell of sepia). 
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Galen XI (XII, 376): The burnt ones are sharp, re¬ 

solvent. One of our teachers used it in the treatment of acci¬ 

dental haemorrhage after incisions, when it was dry and 

totally devoid of any humidity. Moreover, he dipped it in 

pissasphalt or in liquid pitch 1 2 . New sponges are much 

more effective from the fact that the faculty gained by 

them from the sea is still intact and active in them. 

COMMENTARY. 

The "male” sponge of Diosc. may be the hard 

Euspongia ziniocca L, the " female ” the softer Euspongia offi¬ 

cinalis L., our common sponge (Berendes p. 542) 

Synonyms : Or. GTioyyog ( spongos), Lat. : spongia, 

spongea; Ar.: isfing Pers, and Turk.: same word, pro¬ 

nounced is fan/. The Turkish word siinger is derived 

from Modern Greek orfovyydoi (sphungari) Eng.: sponge; 

Fr.: eponge; Germ.: Schwamm. 

106. ITHMXD Stibium. 

( Led. no. 18 ). 

It is the kuhl 

Diosc. V (84) : Stimisit 2 : The best kind is 

1. The following is abridged by BH. 

2. Thus in T; G reads sti/nist This spelling is remarkable 

because different from the readings of the ordinary editions of 

Diosc. ( oif/aui and oxiGt ) but very near the Ancient Egyptian 

reading m s d tn t. 
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the one which is easily crumbled, shiny and brilliant, has 

layers, is smooth on the inside and clean of any impurities. 

Its faculty is agglutinating, astringent and cooling. It heals 

ulcers and removes redundant granulations in them. It stops 

epistaxis originating from the meninges of the brain. It may 

be washed in the same manner as cadmia, burnt copper and 

filings of lead. It is ripened by being kneaded in grease, 

placed in burning charcoal and left until the grease is burnt, 

then removed from the charcoal and administered with the 

milk of a woman who had given birth to a male, or with 

the urine of young boys mixed with old wine. 

Galen : To be replaced by burnt ark ±0 1 . 

COMMENTARY. 

It is sulphurate of antimony, still largely in use in the 

whole Orient as a remedy and a cosmetic for the eyes. 

In Ancient Egypt it was equally well known under the 

name of m s d m t ", (Coptic cth^cohaa) and 

all the modern names in Oriental and European lang- 

1. This word is unknown. It might perhaps be a mistake by 

the copyist for ariki ^j\ (see no. 107). Meant is a place in the 

Pseudo-Galenic DeSuccedaneis ( XIX 743 ):civil oii/u/uscos xomtxov 

XsTiLf ya2xov(“ instead of Coptic stibium scales of copper”). The 

common Arabic name for scales of copper is, however, tubdl 

an-nahas ^UJl Jly; . 
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guages (stibium, ontimonium ’etc.) are derived from the 

Egyptian. 

Synonyms: Ancient Egypt.: ; Coptic: 

cthu, ceHM. Qr.: (stibi, Diosc.) , OIL /LIU l (sti/nmi, 

Galen); Lat. : stibi, stibi urn ; Ar. : ithmid kuhl aswad 

jdT kuhl isfahdni kuhl kinndnt sukra 

(? Ddwud); Pers. and Turk, : surma ^ ; Eng. : 

antimony - collyrium ; Fr. antimoine, koheul; Germ.: Schwe- 

felantimon, orientalische Augenschminke. 

io7. ARIKAN 1, Ochre. 

( Lecl. no. 5 1 ). 

It is also called ariki , in Greek d>xQa ( okhra). 

Ibn Al-Gazzar : Al-anki are small yellow stones 

which, when burned, turn red. 

Diosc. V (93 ) : The best kind is the lightest in 

weight in which the yellow colour is deep and pervades 

ali its parts. It is easily crushed and must not be adulterated 

with other stones of the land of Attica. It is sometimes 

burned and washed as cadmia U:u)l is washed. Its faculty 

is astringent and it makes hot swellings disappear. With 

1. Thus in T: G spells arikhdn IB ( I, p. 20 ) artakdn 

We could not discover the origin of this name, nor that of 

ariki. Might it be derived from the Greek island Eretria ? 
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XrjQOJTT) (kerdte)x; it fills ulcers with healthy granulations and 

destroys redundant ones. 

COMMENTARY. 

Ochre is a combination of hydroxide of iron with 

clay. It was used in Antiquity for painting (see Pliny 

XXXV, 35) and still is. It turns red when burnt. 

Synonyms: Or.: coXQa(ochra) Lat.: ochra; Ar.: the above 

mentioned uncertain readings; moreover ukhra >1 (from 

Greek) and azankdn (Berggr. p. 865), tin asfar y^\ 

( “ yellow clay ”); Pers. : gil-i-barsh jP (Schlimmer p. 404); 

Turk. : okhra I^j\,sciri buyd <cjU (Avni p. 416); Eng. : 

ochre, ocher; Fr.: ocre jaune, ochre; Germ.: Ockererde, 

Gelberde. 

108. AKATHMAKATH i 2, Eagle-Stone. 

(Led. no. 130). 

It is the “stone of childbirth”, the “eagle stone” 

and the “vulture-stone”, because it is found in their nests. 

It is also called “the stone of facility” because it facilitates 

childbirth when hung on the left thigh of the woman in 

labour wrapped up in (a piece of) camel’s skin. It is called 

1. I. e. wax-plaster. 

2. G reads akhtamakht \ ; but the above spelling is the 

correct one. 
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in Greek tieiU(aetites) or belonging to the vulture because 

vultures carry it to their nests to show it to their fledglings. 

Ibn Gul^ul: It is a stone inclined to redness, and 

when shaken there issues a sound from it like that of bells, 

although when broken nothing is found inside it. 

Ar-Razi in the Book of Substitutes : Akathmakath is 

an Indian remedy resembling hazel-nuts except that it is 

flatter; it is greyish in colour. When shaken, there issues a 

sound from it as if something else was inside it and, if broken, 

something like the grain of a hazel-nut comes out of it. It is 

slightly whitish. I found in an Indian book1 that it facilitates 

childbirth when hung on the pregnant woman’s thigh ; I tried 

it and found it true. 

The same Author says in W\c Book of Specific Qualities: 

It is something like the egg of a sparrow and resembles a 

stone containing another one inside it, which is loose. 

And in the Continens (al-Hdwi ): Akathmakath is 

an Indian remedy which has the same action as that of the 

peony (al-fawaniya Paeonia officinalis Retz), when 

triturated with water and anointed on an organ (fol. 1§ r) 

which issues vapours of black bile. 

Xenocrates2: The stone calleddexnrjq is of four kinds; 

J. Indian books on drugs and poisons were translated into 
Arabic, e g. under the reign of Harun ar-Rashid (786-809 A. D.). 

2. Xenocrates of Aphrodisias (ab. Tst. cent. A. D.) wrote 
on drugs and aliments and their marvellous qualities. He is 
frequently quoted by Galen. 
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the first is the Yemenite; it resembles in its size a gall-nut, 

is black and light, carrying inside it a hard stone.The second 

is the Cyprian, it is wider and more elongated than the 

Yemenite, like an acorn. It carries inside it a stone or sand 

or pebbles. It is smooth and very soft and easily crushed by 

the fingers. The third comes from Libya. It is small, soft, 

sand-coloured: it carries inside it a small white stone easily 

crushed. The fourth is the Italian 1 found on the coast, re¬ 

sembling sand. It is white and round, facilitates childbirth 

and cures sterility in the form of a pessary. 

COMMENTARY. 

Both the origin and vocalization of the word cJOCl are 

unknown. Some spell it ikthamakth, others akthcimakth, 

akithmakith and cikthamukth. It is missing from the Sanscrit 

dictionaries. In Hindi and Hindustani one could perhaps find 

an explamation in the adjective ikathha I ‘collected togeth¬ 

er”, and mukt c-C pearl. According to Freytag (1, p. 46) it 

is an Indian word, though the Persians thought it to be Syriac 

( Vul/ers I, p. 116). 

Ibn Gazla takes this drug for a plant, confounds it 

with citrnut l (see no. 102) and is rebuked by IB (I, 51, 

Led. 1. p. 121 ). 

1. In both MSS. clearly spelt aHtali JlUVI, but IB and other 

sources read al-antdki JTUVI i.e. the Antiochian ; this is probab¬ 

ly the correct reading. 
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In the Pseudo-Aristotelian Book on Stones, a creation 

of the Syro-Persian period (about 500 — 600 A. D.) it is 

said that the eagle puts this stone under his female before 

she lays eggs 1. The cosmography of al-Qazwim adds 2 that 

the eagle brings this stone from India and throws it to those 

who approach his nest; it is also met with in the nests of 

vultures. 

Idrist ( p. 181 1.6) says that “ the stone Aktamakt i 

is found in the mountains of India “ between Qimas 

(to be corrected Qimar jUs i.e. Khmer or Kambodja)and 

Sarandib ) -A; (Ceylon). ” 

Biruni however who is best informed about India writes 

as follows: Akathmakath is an Indian remedy acting in a sim¬ 

ilar manner as peony. In the Collection of Ibn Masawaih 

it is said that it can be substituted for peoney, and for this 

reason some people have thought it to be the fruit of the 

peony-plant; but I think it is far from being so, as peony is 

a Greek remedy and this is Indian,.. 

Ddwud (I, p. 78) repeats Gh.’s and IB’s sayings and 

adds : “ It is brought from Yemen 3. There is a white kind 

with something like sand in its interior of which it is 

1. J. Ruska, Das Steinbuch des Aristoteles, Heidelberg 1912 

p. 165. 

2. J. Ruska, Das Steinbuch aus der Kosniographie des Zaka- 

riya ibn Muhammad ibn Mahmud al-Qazwini. Kirchhain 1S96, p 17. 

3. 'LJmar b. Yusuf, Sultan of the Yemen, does not mention 

it in his A1u‘fa/nad. 
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said that it conies from our town Antioch 1 ; but 1 never saw it 

(there). The stone which 1 saw was of the first kind (i.e. 

like an acorn) and it was procured for me by a person from 

Upper Egypt from the region near the emerald-mines2; but 

it was as big as a pomegranate, and when we opened it, we 

found in it something like red sand.” 

The Indian stone (hagar hindi ) or Tanta stone 

(hagar tantawi _,*■*.) of the modern Cairo druggists may 

have been originally the same as the eagle-stone. What is 

sold under these names to day is a kind of resinous mass 

(according to Ducros p. 100). 

Sickenb. (Arzn. p. 17) thought that the eagle-stone 

might be a kind of pebble of the Libyan Desert which often 

carries another one loose inside it. But this latter is heavy and 

hard, and the ancient authors affirm that the eagle-stone is 

light and that several kinds are easily crushed. 

Wittstein, in his edition of Pliny (Abu Mansur p. 314) 

thinks that the eagle-stone is a kind of brown iron ore; but 

it is useless to propound hypotheses on a superstitious 

remedy of Antiquity. The traces of this superstition are to be 

found in many lands. 

109. ISFIDHAG ^uu-4 White Lead. 

1. Dawud’s birthplace 

2. This is Wadi al-Hamamat oUlLl j on the route between 
Qena and Qusair in the Eastern Desert of Upper Egypt. 
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( Led. no. 73). 

Di osc. V (88 a): A cover of lead is placed on the mouth 

of a jar containing concentrated vinegar. This is covered with 

a cane-mat hermetically closing it to stop any steam coming 

out1 . When the lead cover melts and falls into the vinegar the 

clear part of the latter is separated and the thick residue is 

collected in a vessel, dried in the sun and ground or pounded; 

the first method is better. 

Galen IX (Xfl, 243 foil.): White lead is formed when 

black lead (usrub is melted in vinegar, in the same man¬ 

ner as verdigris (zingar jUj) is formed when copper is melted 

in vinegar. White lead is cooling and verdigris is heating and 

burning. 

COMMENTARY. 

White lead is basic lead-carbonate; the principle of man¬ 

ufacturing white lead is still nearly the same as in Antiquity. 

Medically it was used by the Greeks and Arabs for dry col- 

lyria, plasters and the like. 

Synonyms: Or. : ipiiiudiov ( psimythion, DlOSC. ), ipipiivdoov 

(,osinunythion, Galen); Lat.: cerussa; Ar. : isfidhdg jd-E*—1; the 

word is Persian (sapid, white). Pers.\ sapidci , sapiddb 

, sapiddj Isfiddj ; Turk.: same name, and 

l. Tins part of the article is abridged by BH. 
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istubej(Avni p. 1 13); Eng.: white lead, pearl white, Roman 

white etc.; Fr.: ceruse, blanc deplomb; Germ.: Bleiweiss. 

Greek word transcribed in Demotic yjj 3 

London and Leyden Magical Papyrus (Q. Sobhy). 

no. ISRING Red Lead (Minium). 

( Led. no. 74). 

It is called siring CLS-saliqdn and az-zarqun 

1 and in Greek od,vdv%og {sandychos}^. 

Ar-Razi 2 It is black lead burnt in a strong fire until 

it turns red; then salt is thrown over it. It may also be prepared 

by burning white lead. 

Diosc. V (83 b): White lead is sometimes pounded 

and placed in a deep sauce-pan on the fire; it is then stirred 

up until it takes the colour of red arsenic (zarnikh £Coj); 

this is called odvdv£ ( sandyx ). 

Galen IX (XII, 235) : It is more refined than white 

lead and yet does not heat in the same way. 

COMMENTARY. 

Minium is a combination of oxide and peroxide of lead 

1. According to IB (I p. 32 I. 10) these are popular names 

given by the inhabitants of the Maghrib. 

2. Our MSS. give the genitive while IB has the correct spel¬ 

ling sandiiqs i.e. 
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(Pb3 0 4); it is still obtained in an easy way by heating white 

lead; and the produce is called “ rouge de Paris 

Idrisi distinguishes in white lead two kinds : ctnuki ' 

and rasasi j 1 ; « when the cinuki is burned with sulphur 

it turns red and becomes minium. » This is an error, as the 

result is cinnabar. 

Synonyms : Gr.oavdu£ (sandyx, Diosc.),odvdt$ (scindix, 

Galen ) ; Lat. : minium, sandyx ( Pliny XXXV) ; Ar. : isring 

Pers. same-name, and saranj ^ or surlnj 

(Schlimmer), shangarf or ( Vallers II, 471 ); 

Turk. : qurshun sdlfzen ^ ( Avni 386 ) ; Eng : 

minium, red lead; Fr.: minium, oxyde rouge de plomb; 

Germ. : Mennige, Bleirot, Pariser Rot 

in. A2FAR AT-TIB ~d*)i 9 Sweet Hoof. 

(Led. no. 104). 

Al-KKalil1 2 : It is a black odoriferous substance re¬ 

sembling nails mixed with incense (for fumigations). 

Diosc.: II (8): ow/gg(onyches)3 is the cover of a kind 

of shell-bearing animals; it is like the shell of the purple- 

fish (farfir j?j). It is found in India in stagnant and foetid 

waters. 

1. Both words designate u of lead ” or u of tin ”, 

2. See note 1 to p. 203. 

3. Here the plural of ovv§ is used . 
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Its smell is aromatic because this animal lives on nard 

(an-nardin A kind is also found in Babylonia which 

is black and small. Both are aromatic and their smell re* 

sembles slightly the smell of castoreum (gund-badcistar jCol ^>r). 

Both are useful as fumigations for atresia of the uterus 

(ikhtinaq ar-raham ^)\ ). (According to Sharaf p. 384 

this expression also designates hysteria ). 

Masib • Hot and dry in the second, rarefying thick 

chyme. 

Ar-Ra^i : It causes heaviness to the head and head¬ 

ache. 

Ibn 'Imran: As fumigations it is emmenagogue. 

COMMENTARY. 

Unguis odoratus (“odoriferous nail ”)is the cover of 

a marine snail, probably Murex inflatus L. Sprengel (Be■ 

rendes p. 155) thought it to be Strombus lentiginosus, and 

the strongly odoriferous kind Pleurotoma Babyloniae or 

PL Trapezii. It was in former times a medicinal drug in 

Europe under the name of Blatta byzantina. It is still sold 

in the drug bazaars of the Near East and of India. The 

description of the drug found in the Cairo drugstores is 

given by Ducros (p. 86 folk). 

Biruni gives a very long and important discussion 

on this drug. He mentions at first the Greek, Syriac and 

several Persian names and the sayings of Masih on it (vide 
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supra). He then continues : “ It is the shell of an aquatic 

animal like that which exists in the interior of a shell-fish 

(shank Persian name) known as sapid-muhra 

(Persian name for Conchula Veneris); it sticks by its glut¬ 

inous character to any wood in the water; it is a kind of 

cowry-shells (tvada j ). 

Hamza (al-Isfahani) said that they were the scales of 

the skin of mtsh-mahi 1 . 

Ibn Masawaih, and al - Hushaki ^il\ 2 : The mishmahl 

is adherent to its flesh and skin, and the scales are detached 

from the skin. It is found in the Sea of Yemen and some¬ 

times in the estuary of the river3 in the region of Basra; it 

is brought fresh to Abbadan 4. Most of which that is exported 

comes from al-Bahrain5, and it is the best for fumigations; 

that which has a stinking smell gives, when grilled, a breath 

of the perfume of ambergris. 

Al-Kindi said: The animal of the (odoriferous) nails is 

like a piece of gut on the two ends of which are two balls, 

in each of which is a nail and they are said to be its eyes. 

The shells are of different kinds, and the best are 

1. A Persian name of a (shell-?) fish; not in the dictionaries. 

2. An unknown author frequently quoted by Biruni. 

3. f.e. Shatt al-Arab in the Persian Gulf. 

4. A town, formerly island, south of Basra, now an import¬ 

ant petrol area. 

5. A land at the east coast of Arabia, on the Persian Gulf. 
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al-qurashiyya M1. The Indians like it and call it tah kurshi 

j* f c or the qurasht-nail. They are brought also from the 

region between Gudda and ‘Adan2, and they are small 

and yellowish like asafoetida or like the hollow of the shell 

of the pistachio-nut. One druggist pretends that the hashimt 

^il\3 kind is next to it in goodness, that they are bigger 

than the qurasht and of red colour; but others contest this. 

Then comes the kind called nails (hoofs) of asses on account 

of their size and thickness ; they are as big as a dirham 4 

and blackish (in colour). 

Al-Hushaki: The makkt-nails are brought from Gudda 

and the coast of Mecca; they are inferior to those of Bah¬ 

rain and not suitable for fumigations. They are like shells and 

their colour is reddish. When they (the shells) are taken off 

the animals they are prepared with perfuming substances 

and then sold. 

Ibn Mdsawaih: The lily-wine (maisusan per¬ 

fumes them when they are dipped in it and then washed. 

(illegible words). 

Al-Hushaki said about this: They are macerated in 

water and salt for three days, then washed with hot water 

1. Probably from the tribe of Quraish in Arabia. 

2. Dj edda and Aden, west coast of Arabia, 

3. Perhaps named after the family of the prophet, Hashim. 

4. A silver or copper coin. 
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until their flavour and foul smell disappear, and are then dried. 

They are then thoroughly cooked with spices, put into Mec¬ 

can sand and dried, then grilled, care being taken not to 

burn them. 

A vegetable substance happened to come from India 

like the barks of pistachio - nuts, resembling human nails, 

white on one side and yellowish on the other, having a cer¬ 

tain odour; it is called ndkhuna 1, and the Indians use it 
.. >&*+**+■ s* 

in D/iob 2, which is one of their fumigations”. 
*• 

Thus, according to ?\-Biriini and his sources, the Ungues 

odorati came, in former times, mostly from the coasts of Ara¬ 

bia. The Yemenite sultan Yusuf b. ‘Umar does not mention 

them, however, in his MUtamad. 

Synonyms: Gr. : bw/ys (onyches); Lat.: ungues odo¬ 

rati Ar.: azfdr at-tib \&>\; Pers.: same name and ndkhun- 

i-pariydn A A (fairy's nail); ndkhun-i-khosh J, 

ndkhun i-buyd U: ( '‘odoriferous nail”) Biruni, nakhun-i-div 

(“devil’s nail”), Vullers II, 1271; Turk.: ezfar-i-tib 

w-kjUki; Eng. : sweet hoof; Fr.: blattes de Byzance; Germ.: 

Raucherklaue. 

112. INF AH A Rennet. 

1. From Persian ndkhun — nail. 

2. It may be spelt dhab or dhob; dhupana is a Sanscrit word 

for “fumigation”. 
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( Led. no 1 72). 

They are the rennets of suckling animals. 

Galen X (XII, 274): All rennnets are hot, refining, re¬ 

solvent and dry. A rabbit’s rennet triturated with vinegar is 

useful against epilepsy. Some people say that rabbits ’ ren¬ 

nets are useful for retained phlegm in the chest. I, however, 

did not try it nor dit 1 know of its action, and I doubted it very 

much, because that disease needs astringents whereas this 

drink is strongly irritant and resolving. 

Diosc. II (75): Rabbits’ rennets : three oboli of it when 

drunk with wine, are good for insects’ bites and chronic diar¬ 

rhoea; it promotes pregnancy in the form of a pessary. It is 

useful when drunk with vinegar against epilepsy. (foL l5 v) 

Galen (XII, 274): The rennets of a mare confine loose 

bowels. 

At-Tabari: If a pregnant woman drinks of a male rabbit’s 

rennet together with his testicles mixed with wine, she gives 

birth to a male. And when she drinks of a female rennet she 

gives birth to a female. 

A1 - Isra* * ill: The rennets of donkeys and of he-goats, 

when drunk with wine, are useful for dropsy.1 

1. This woid is mutilated in the editions of IB 
• • 

of . Led. ( [, 158) gives the correct translation. 

instead 
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Diosc. II (75): The rennets of the he-goat, sheep, 

young and old gazelle, the onager1 , the antelope and the 

calf are similar in their faculty and are good when drunk, 

for the poison called dxomov (cikoniton, Aconitum Napellus 

L.). The rennets of the sea-animal called cp^] (phoke, 

seal) have the same faculty as castoreum: useful when 

drunk against epilepsy and atresia of the uterus (hysteria). 

In conclusion all rennets coagulate fluids and dissolve solids. 

COMMENTARY. 

Some of the kinds of animals enumerated by Diosc. 

were replaced by Hunain in his translation by others which 

were better known to the Arabs. Rennet was later on pre¬ 

pared as a dry powder (pulvis seriparus). 

Synonyms: Or.: mzva {pitya)\ Lat: coagulum ; Ar.: 

inf aha ^1, anafih ( Dawuci, who gives names in many 

Oriental languages; so does Biruni); Turk.: same word and 

penir-mayasi (Avni), yaghurt-mayasi ^ (Sa¬ 

rny) \ Pers.: maya-i-panir O (Schlininier); pantra J/* (Vul- 

lers I, 378), pantr-maya *>> ^ (Steingass); Eng.: rennet; Fr.: 

presure, caillette ; Germ. : Lab. 

A 

115. AF'A^d, Viper. 

(Led. no. 120 ). 

1. In Diosc.’s text nlaxvxeQcog (platykerds), i. e. dappled buck. 
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Galen XI (XII, 311): The flesh of vipers dries, heats 

and resolves when corrected with oil, salt, dill and leek. 

Experience has shown that when a serpent falls alive in a 

liquid and dies in it, and a leper drinks of that liquid, his skin 

becomes thickened and drops off; the rest of his flesh becomes 

as soft as that of a snail. (We omit here many stories that hap¬ 

pened in our times)1. It (the viper’s flesh ) resolves a certain 

matter from the whole body which becomes exuded by the 

skin. That explains why a great number of lice are generated in 

the body because of it. 

Diosc. II ( 16) : 5/Extdva (echidna) i.e. the viper. Its flesh, 

when cooked and eaten strengthens the sight and stops scrof¬ 

ulous glands from growing. It is said that its eating produces 

lice, which is a wrong statement. It is believed that people 

who feed on it have their lives prolonged. 

Unknown Autkor: Abuse of feeding on vipers’ flesh 

ulcerates the body and corrupts the temperament. If a viper is 

pounded and smeared over the place of its bite, it cures it. 

COMMENTARY. 

It is particularly in Qalen that we find the relation of a great 

number of miraculous cures by vipers’ flesh. Andromachus, 

physicianin ordinary of the Roman Em peror Nero, was the first 

1. This is probably a note by BH who abridged the long 

record of Galen. 
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to add this remedy to his famous theriacum, which was com¬ 

pounded of more than sixty drugs. The “great theriacum5’with 

vipers’ flesh was said to be an efficient remedy against lepro¬ 

sy; it was always the subject of various superstitions. 

Idrisi (p. 36) gives various tales on vipers’ flesh. Birti¬ 

nt % paragraph on vipers is short, and Ibn Gazla only repeats 

Galen’s words. But Dawud gives a circumstantial record 

of this drug, and mentions which kinds of vipers are the 

bestfor use as remedies, together with legends about the action 

of vipers’ poison, mostly extracted from Greek sources. He 

mentions the Egyptian horned sand-viper, (cerastes). 

Dcimtri (translated by Jayakar I, pp. 56-64) abounds 

in legends about vipers and repeats some of the sayings of 

medical men (Bakhtishu‘ and others). 

Syncmyrns : Gr. * %%idva ( echidna ) ; Lat. * vipera; Ar.: 

a fa ^.d\ (plur. afa i Turk. : engerek(yllan)\ 0% ±L£T; 

Pers.: aft or mcir-i-af't >; Eng.: viper; Fr.: vipere; 

Germ. Viper; Anc. Egypt; ^ 2QSl_ Coptic, . 

n4. IBN MRS yjro;i, Weasel. 

( Led. no. 12). 

Diosc. II (25) : It is uvyaXrj (mygale)1. When its skin 

is removed and the contents of its abdomen are emptied 

f. Thus spelt in our MSS. T and G and in Biruni and Idrisi 

although this word means a field mouse. The quoted paragraph 

of Diosc. refers to yalfj {gale), he. the weasel, 
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and the rest salted and dried in the shade and taken in the 

dose of one mithqal it makes the strongest antidote for 

(stings of poisonous) insects. Its ashes, when mixed with 

vinegar, are good as an ointment against gout. . 

Galen X (XII, 362) : I have never tried it 1. 

COMMENTARY. 

It is the small weasel Putorius vulgaris Briss. (Muste- 

lidae) which is very common in the Oriental houses2. Many 

legends are known about this little carnivorous animal, e. g. 

that it brings forth its young in places where gold is hidden 3, 

or that it brings gold as a ransom for its captive young4. 

Idrisi (p. 35) gives synonyms in many languages, Daxvud 

a detailed reference to its medicinal faculties. 

Synonyms: Gr.: ralrj {gale, Diosc. Galen), 

{iktis, Aristotle); Lat. : mustela {Pliny XXIX); Ar.: ibn ‘irs 

‘ irs a { Dawud), abu’l-hukm y\, abu l-waththdb 

wl-yi /\ ,(Damirt), abu‘arus /} (Syria, Berggr. 103); 

Pers.: khazz j- ( Schlimmer p. 388 ), rasu ( Naficy); 

1. This is an extract from Galen’s longer paragraph. 

2. [n Egypt and Palestine a variety Putorius africanus (Mus¬ 

tela palmata) abounds. 

3. Dr. Meyerhof’s Egy'ptian servant once dug up a part of 

the floor in order to discover such a treasure! 

4. ‘Abd al-Latif, according to Datniri ( Jayacar II p. 421 
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Turk.: gelinjik ; Eng.: weasel; Fr.: belette, fouine; 

Germ.: Wiesel, Hausmarder. 

n5. ARNAB Rabbit (Hare). 

(Lecl. no. 54)1. 

Some physicians say that when it is pounded and 

placed in a jug it is useful against ulcerations of the intest¬ 

ines (dysentery). Rabbits are sometimes burned whole and 

used against stones of the kidneys; if the abdomen with 

the viscera is roasted in a sauce-pan and mixed with attar 

of roses it causes hair to grow on the head. 

COMMENTARY. 

All kinds of medicinal properties are still ascribed to 

the organs of hares and rabbits. DawucTs paragraph on this 

fact is very long. 

Synonyms: Gr. : Xaycooq yegoalos ( lagdos chersaios ), 

Xayidev${lagideus) ; Lat. : lepus, cuniculus : Ar. : arnab vG'» 

arnab bcirri <£j\ vO, khazaz, khizaz (male hare, Dawud); 

Pers. : khcirgush uGOG khargush franji jf-J uGO*- 5 Turk. : 

tavshan f ada tavshan ; Eng.: hare, rabbit; Fr.: 

lievre, lapin; Germ.: Hase, Kaninchen, Egypt.: ^ wen; 

Coptic (Scala magna), £^p* ooovtc > c*pA*cucp p*.t<£<*.t. 

1. IB’s corresponding article refers to al-arnab al-barri, i.e. 
the , hare (not rabbit) according to Diosc. (II, 19). BH 
abridged Gh’s sayings, the full text of which is preserved by IB 
( I, p. 21, 1. 20 foil.). 
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n6. ARNAB AL-BAHR Marine Hare. 

( Led. no. 55). 

Ibn Sina: A small marine animal with a solid 1 reddish 

shell. Between its parts there is something like the leaves of 

the salt-wort (ushnan bhjid). 

Another Author: A small marine animal with a stone 

in its head. 

Diosc. II (18) : Aaycoog fiaXtiootiog (lagoos thalassios^) ; it 

resembles the young of the animal called revdig (teuthis, cuttle- 

fish). If smeared on a part of the body, alone or with nettle 

(qaris u*ij) it removes hair. 

Galen XI (XII, 344): The oil in which it is cooked is 

used to remove hair. 

Another Author: The ashes of its head are useful 

against alopecia. It sharpens the sight. This animal is poi¬ 

sonous, and when any quantity of it is taken it kills the person 

by ulcerating his lung. 

COMMENTARY. 

The "marine hare” is, according to Sprengel (Berendes 

1. The texts of Gh read Jl^which gives no sense. This word 

is missing in the Btilaq text of Ibn Sina and in all the texts 

of IB. The old Rome edition of the Qanun (1593), however, reads 

(p. 135) which was possibly transcribed or so by 

Plempius (II, p. 63) 
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p. 159) a harmless Mediterranean marine snail, Aplysia de- 

pilans L. which was the subject of various superstitions. Italian 

fishermen of to-day still believe that its mucus causes the 

hair to fall out. 

The Oriental drug-books repeat the Greek legends of 

the poisonous qualities of this sea-shell, but none of their 

authors seems to have ever seen or tried this drug. 

Biruni says that the marine hare is a “stony piece”. 

Ibn Gazla says, that when it is taken it causes dys¬ 

pnoea, injection of the eyes, dry cough, haemoptysis, violet 

urine, and other symptoms; also taste of rotten fish in 

eructations. 

Synonyms: Gr.: Xaycodg $a Idooiog (lagoos thalcissios}; 

Lat.: lepus marinus; Ar.: arnab al-bahr -c J\ (Gh.), arnab 

bahri <sj*; vG' (Ibn Sind, Biruni, IB etc.); Pers. : arnab'i-bahri 

; Turk.: same name; Eng.: marine hare; Fr.: lievre 

de mer (Cuvier, Led. I, p. 53); Germ.: gemeiner Seehase. 
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. \y ax li aLV^yS' \ ^)l o j2iI (j'y 

o _j-l ^i») 

A 

A—'j 

^Xj t* wXj 

£y*~l 

^\)l l c- ( JJ X 

^J-sV I ^ <^ajli * A ^ £- 1 

I c 4 o \ 

a;->J-x;: ^1 : c r 



JkL.)\ £>.j rl 

jM.c 

M 

—V—^L«Aj 1 1 a 

• JCja 4L^ ^ ^ i wl5C-II ^ ^i. 

^ j i 1 e^wC'*'j I j* U gjjSa 4^e^y (j J J& oj£> j lij 

. <.—dJ\^>\ e.\J d^JI £-^~J Cs* [f'SJ 

( ^ : ■- ( £ ) l? ( iSj\J\ ) * <J^-lwP ^\ — <\o 

^ ^jb ( tau* ^1) . ^ilaJt ( o) . .k'^i)! ^ 

. 4^aj\3 4^j\j o^jL 43j^jus 4oUl 

^ ^ ♦ jA <-<C^& j* : r( J) • \b«~& J^aI — 

(3** <yy ^ ^L)L 4j^J . (j/u l—x)l ^ y^y 4^-1 1 ^L>- 

. 4; _oUI 
♦♦ —✓ • ♦ 

Jkj. JU-1 l^Lj^yV' S_^ : ( —^y 

a_r^ £-W~4lj ^U^J! *(3^ l^li® ^. ljb>- 4JJ3 

^^ j ^J! l^l>1 Jwb . J^l \^S\J < ^1 ^LJl l^ 

j 4;^ J5" Ir |ij 41c" ulj 4^" I ol l^zJb ^3 ^LJS _,L> j 

. 4_>al^- ^ c? ol <•_J}^si^wj>-lj 
^ a 

4!*-^^^ \j 3^)^)l ♦ ( ^ 

. U-jP ^sW j 

fr t A 

(Je (J*1-? LS"-’^ ■ ( L^jU' ) • ^r0^1 -kl — 

Jlij oJ>~\ jk* c_5 ole"j . ^laJt -LiJ I-L>- 4Loj I3 4<,_3^-a)l 

L3^k:^vV^! ^ lwL>- £jlo ( urJJJ**i^)* l3^_r! j>» (j 

. 4,3 4-^L: 



— tA — 

\ (. ^ ^ \ ~^-'-£’ 4.W* ^ l-J l ^ ^^..Ls^V l Jll i 

•oAjJI <_i * ^3">V^ ^ ^<_aiL« ' \p4^Jl 

jl ^-iJI ^t-dJo . O ^.«-aJV1 ^xlsS^ 4^-xW J J J c5^~ u 

O j\++Z 4.^^ ailt> ^ ^ ^ 1 i ^ jJL^ll J JlO! ^U- ^a) U 

. ^L^pVI Jw<ijj 4tJbJI ^2^ j 

•cr^ l3 jjk l^j*^ _y> : ( i i ) • ^j—y) — ^ * 

•cl+A> 43^U (jj j*Za T 4^j>- aSj . 43j 45j^, ^jJ\ ^^Jl 

.. ^ ^ \ \jl~Iju ^A I (*jlj y 4JlA1 \ ^ I ^11 (3 -X3 i <y^ V ^ 4^.xJt 

*■ 

(j jb\ ^—J Mj ^ • j ^ _/Jai 1 : ( ^ s ) : Ja«JI |—«>' — M 

U^li \ A^Jz j . J^l5 4j llwil djLJI jAj . L \ ^ y 

•c^LjJI IwUfc y) ^^LJI ^jusjo ^c>yy . <^£ 0_j^*3 * 4jl->.<g,3y ^ J3 

. J_yi 4j (_^u*all <^r j 4c- j~~& <o iy~j— (-5 j~‘a’ ^ 
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(77). ^IjCJli 4jA^)l h*' 0—i -Wj : ( 7 “ ) : — <\r 

j-5A v«? o-^s>j . ^^Jo!Ll^ 1 

^ <«—I ^*3 • ^ wX.'-V*ij| \ yA 1^ ^-L» . 

. OjAj <3j^ l$3 lI^^J-^I 

Oj£j ^ ^^ : ( ^ ) • — <\x 

j**-\ jjJ^A^^- 1^3 LjilH Oj_;i OjJ aIj . 4j* \ V} 

. LjJI (j 

£ 

O j^ 'c- y ' 

J>«JI w-ij I 

O^W.. 

«-r VI, : c <- O ^ : c c Cj t 

J-^VI I o i <J • *—’ < uAi ^ ^ 

. O ^ c N 
<Zj^\j \ . c 6 c-> t 



^3 

Jl: 

3 iC—^ 4j ' rc 3 

4_£3^j*.a j&>3 4j\j ^Liill ^^>-1j*y ^>-3) 3 c J^ 

:LJIj JuSCjl ^W j Ij 4]b.aJ! <> ^3^**1 ca^ Cja 3y—-^* 
#■ f. 

(*l 1 ~43> Jliu *. a-^' \* Juo o^f'-"1 ^ ‘ " A. 131 ^_\_£> yy* t j j—- \^l 

. ;ji j* 

lT^ J^J ^ c^-^i *-^J : ( *> s ) * ^ J*>3' —AV 
•* f- c. e- 

Lla) I 4^5^« 41/0 ^ 4j 1 '^j\ \<3 Jy 4$_)3 ^.ls>.*JI Vu? j>z.3}\j 

tf tf- , ^ 

^—oJiy lil ^l^il j^*js> j\~&\j ^Is.C' _^Ul>-^ oy*3 3 33y \ 

£-3y3-^ ApI.«*X> 1 ^*J-C 4 <J >—•*3 <^y> 3 ‘ >,J_/r^ 4^1 4^Aj 4^-/0 c^=>-\9 

( U3 A£-\^C-i-A^r W 4.L-&\ A£-\j ^ ^ • 4lxji~l 

4_^A^Isj 0^9 3y 4~9 ll ^L.~JI 4j ^j3y djlj 

U c- «• e- 

3*3 ' 4^jIa)I 4_!U-l 4jl ( wlslj ^1 ) * lA*—AA 

fr e- 

^ ^ ^ ^ 4^?yjt} \j d-> wJI jin l_£ \ cJta 3 j A3*~u2 j2}\ 

c\ 0j& 3 1^.9 J& ^0 33?~ a\^> a! c^A-j 3^3 3y' y^y^ y-3 J3 j 

y»333 4J3 4) Jby^\ A) y < ) j3*2j \a 4JLo3 . j) UI 4^Ji. 

4iI9 J[Ji\ i^Ajl 333^^ \a\a . 1 1) 4^^<^ y, 4-x— 3333 Aj2jl3La 

^vl 3&3 33*->yy ijy~3 ij^LJI \jjn ^ ^ ^ . c_^P_) 4J1C- y> Lo <J 4c.;' ^J.1 

e* f* C p ^ f 

\j \ «~A\ 3 4^.lc l^2J ^ IjiAju 4^^; a 4) J 4_\ ^ \ ^A ^13a 

«■ 
y33 c jli-l cA*^ ^33^3 c3^x]* \ <,_A^lS! ^a ^_jLo ^ ^ ^ ^xJL 

. oAa-^11 ^^.^3 33 3j3y3-^ 0ynjuj^3 • 49jJ-1 

4^Jij ojL* 4i^ T oy^^ y*-~i3 : ( 71 ) * ^—33-?33*3^1 — A^ 

'i ! c t_j t ^.^*51) 4. ?l«-1 I O N 



— n — 

\j 4j y 4+^ l «...\Jl y y& ^jA ^JL*> 43^ 

. J^Jl li^JJ 

• » * • *» 
49 0>LJ y*y • Ojj\a£jl c5«—i ( * i) : j» — M 

^pa-jl 41-^1 . oj\jd~»\ uJtlj 4JL* Lpj _^S"" ^ 4* 1 y~AJ^-^ yj^ 

^J^Lj 4j* ^ 4!-^ 1 ^c^Jg> . c_^i-1 I O y£^ ^ 0 ^*C 4^ 0 y^~ j 431-^/ y 

*s» 
Ij jZ* \_J! ^^C- ^jLo (_] ^j.JI _j_\j ‘ ^ ^-*2 •'* ^a* O y<!\ 

yJ 

. \y*~J 4illa!i\ <>l^ (_J 4j^i ( ^ ^ ^ . L^z> j>Ul ^£_a1> J 

4 4 ' 4 #• 

. Oyf y+* yjp y y~* y~* yjp y*-*~t ( ^ s ) <-J 
* f- ^ 

. <y&j 4_J^ J 2>\j+J\ cii ^ J*\ J <r\~£>\ J 4.1a jS \j JjA* JJ 

. jJLa!! 4^-(Jk4 ^4lL> 4j.^j/^-j> <._j. y&.~>\ y^ 4],~&\ j y\^ 4J ^jJj 

. ii-^JI {j^i y*>}* S^~ ( j ^) 

A & 

_y*J <j*~l ^ : ( * j> ) * ~ M 

( 4>-^)L^l ^5 Ua~3 ^ . jlOI ^-j j aIIiaJI 4j j^^A) <_> j-L) jl*_~<s» 43 j j 

4S j J^>- v—A) j-IJ 4—3 <._\ yj43 jj % y^^ yr^ y^ 

c^y y4^ I (yA ^-5d)l ^y Lvc t—■kC'yS^^y2^ 1 < .-.£• y l^.Ss* 4j2-s33 

^LJ) V—A~&) iJjA 43 jSL*.A £-yU? \ lA A.L? ^Ii3 ^y £-> _) c ^ \~£> 1 4j^j 

^ & 4 

b (Uj 3 a-wvl ul^ ^—C jj 0^ Lx j Jr'-1 o^Ac-1 Jl 

1 Aa j&jy ^ L° J (J,J J^>ca)I j Jo •»_aIp 4l^A (_$ ^jsip- (_J y*2-* ^ 

.|>JI ^u?\^a d^.*x> ^ l)^'o^ (30y^> d^VjJI 

y\i j ^Haa)] ^ yzS'^a c-4.) J3^ 4^ ^3 t-lll 

(J^lj/ ^_5 _/^a£' 4L^>^J ^4^ 1 41^ \ J j 4LzjJ-lj _/jcjJI 

O tt-ia.) ^ 

J >r I O ^ *i>a 5 J 1 

<• c : j*ji*Jl n 



— to- 

u~ jj I 

j&-\j lr ^kl C* jksil . jU 
8* ^ 

'—a-M d-~l')I (_^ jJl j—3Cdi —]| (_^a.j'if 1 *-*—<al 1 < Jj\j')/1 j 4J..* Jui-1 j-tall 

.IjjII 1 JIA f i jij . lk>- jAj . di!i 4i^aJ| ok j Jj ^J! 4j1 J 

■'J'i ^°jy. J Slxlj^O f ) 

. [ J jp J>i ^-A ^k jA 10a (jl ^^kd k'j 
C 

' 3a L^jJ (j ^jjJji-vjji 

13 R. 

* j J-4^ o^ c—^k-v ° -?y o* *k>c-j ji 0 5jIa!\j x! 
*■ 

0J>i Vk O* 4sL* J^k oA-j ( ^ i ^ : 0jk j\ — AT 

o ^A j 4U <) I V} c_0 ^>-^-1 J J jk ^ Jj ^ 

j^\5 aL_^vj (j j j\lZs)}\j ^^ 

£-=~kl 4j^1 (3^*J • <^kl?-l ^ A* Cja * lA3^^ k Ok kj^ 

O 4j k/ 0-kl (3_^ d^k-kOi O c^wJu k jS*’ '->. j 

• •i-^' ^y* (_, - ) • O^' 

O j U~°^ 3jf 3jJ j d' ( “ ” ) cr»»jAl — Ar 

^k*J 4^X-^< -kA.C’ ^ ^,4 ^kv 4]^ <—.<?• ^ 1 ^u5" 

O'* 0oi)j . (jj^23j\ jl L‘llaJU 

c5 0O' * kjk" J ^v! <^0.-^- kj_j . Jl^k 

kx^^v k 0 '^>k lj&r 0 J>k J3j . Ok,?- c-kj O 4j.^^^l]l ^k^ 

AUJ! : c c r J«_j«flj ,Je» . C ( C-> ^ o ̂  - J 

. ojz*J* l : 0 ^ 
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r.-) 4ka <,_3 t \3 ^xd) l) v ,)\ol \X ^31kp- J 
** *■ t 

w\3^ oy 1,-^xL 1 ^i>-\ *■ 3 3 v3’-m',*j vHj v—..«^w _j>3 

451 *31 L^-li-1 oj>.4j <^xJ^ at ^ ^ ). Uj L^sLi ^ I jcS'c^.xi> 

( ^rT 131 4;>-_;*a]1 3 »>—fljiis^j 3 ^-~A iSjfi^ 

aJj* ( L>° »-r*Wj <^\j d^Jl^lj 45 j) ^1 U O^jpA 

^J^XJ ^ ^^3^ 3 ^ 1 *» *3 ^^^3 3 *1^^^<*>3! o^i. 1 ^x^3 ^ 0*Aj-A-**-' 

> a 

CJ 3all (3 (°-J^^ ) • <>»' 3* <j'j' ^x-^J ^X-/0 Id4l^v 4JL« 

0j*3sV\ \a\j ( jJ ) . 47jS jla.o ^cJs)l O^ L^1 ^ J 315’- 

. 47,o 1 4)1 *31 O^jA l.o ^J^-J J ^/x-^al! T^P U J^> 

£. AC 

O *3 1 1.0 1^ l*)\.oJ)l el-1^1 4J.O-X.W.J (^£*1\]1 O^'O--^ ^ 1 ^c£> 1^£> ^ ^ 

^ A 

ti-AlA 1^2) 1 d-*AJo J _/_/JI ^.o c_3^r d-A-31 lj£)j 4> j2>^,x) ^>U ^o-.<2;i~l 

3p_^x^a)l Ip \a \j Oj^iC)! ^j/0 j,&3 

j*.~J\ ^UIJl jU^> ^jjj ^j (Jjj Vj LA ^ 3^ 

^** *IJ £ziJ\ ^ ji^i v—^^-3 ^{jr XJJ 0A 

. 3Ui dix^l 451 ^1 o 5 elf 47.5j ^Jp ^Ijjtl, oUl 

M"'J' VJ -Jj <j J—"^’ l>a ( Z1 ) O*— A ^ 

4j2j jZ>- 3 (J/v) j 4ji^$3 

^ y^  ^.».»») ( ^ 4^7 L>-^J^>-l^e^.J| ^ x) ( ^ 1 cH^X^.) ^ t,_? 1 4^^».J ^y1 __$ 

( J) . LA^J2^>- l^cPx^v ftlx.^^ 1 ^cP"c^.J ^ 3 ^cll 1^ ^J.^-1 ^X/Q 

• jH u-^W ^^^>3 3 3>>JI 1 [ JV5 

^*-\j~«)}j jl^ojll 3 [ fol 14 r j- A> j^2-^ j^~ 1 fo 1. 13 v 

j Q^a*. )1 P ( J a^a*)l Cj ( c. r 

ijr~->~ • — j4 1 C^1’ i—5 .la^sl li^ "\ 

ur*X ^ ^ c N 

: o o ^*t c ^ o i 

jlk.J' j\ ^ Jc IU.^ j.ij 
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£. 

. ^_j3aC- j ^a;.!! *3*-*1j Jf-J* 

£• P ^ 

^ ^ i—5 y^ ^11 v—y& IjwX^p o yy^j 3 1J :>- o^5^ 43 L".*^? I ^ ^ 
£- ^ ^ 

II ^ i ^ 

4^ jj (33^3 0^~4 J ^jj 3° ^yi)t J^rj 

^ 3=^ ^Ju~<? y JiliJI Jaj I’jLW j c-jjlfljJ! 

^]j V J 3 4^33*^ J>^ J3 iirl^L* ^aj 3*^I3I ^1 ^1L_*JI ^j>- 43jJT 

3^* u^y ^yZ^j Crf'^j'z 3*^ j\*iJ -1>-L 4rLj <j-*3 j3 
* ** • 

3* 3^ Jj^UJl c_3^jU]| 333V'j J^ j 

l3^ ^ ^4*0 4Zf3 3^ J3 ^ ^(33^ 3JJ ^ J ,/V^ ^3 <3 4j3ac^ I ^3 

3 33j Ja^xIj o^yS* a>\~g.&\j VLJS 0^sM j,' Ijj>- 

4^^>c3l) (y-J j 3iUl 4>j a./O (j !_psj)l\ 

12 V. 
a e- c. 

4*3^ ^jA j j>-\ ^J*\l^>\ 4JUj J^Jl jjj ^JLa *_>^3j 4SW°^3 

. ^1 iU. l^j 

33-j ^^3>\jl3U-j ^3^3 ^—4 3j ( ^ ^ : — VA 

#• fr. 

31; ji 3* ^4.»j-^^3 3j-j3^a!Ij 

3j45JJJ Tj*~*i ^3^3* 4*3;^* \i\i:> j>-z')l\ u3.jo 4^x3 

Jj3 J^LY 4!J 0-3*“,“^ ^ j 4_;* J _^13 4* 1 V} <  

a!^-3j Zy^ ^ J-ZA 4]j 4x>»3 333 ^^3C-)I (J,l Jj3 4JU ojl-Xl^vl 

JfH. J^ij U^Ljo^ ^ 
* £. 

^3 jH 3^ j Si~^ 4j*_a^j ^UJl 

. ^AA^J Jj (3^ ^33 li 3i fr3 4Jl^ <^^2J j 4j*U3 

4^xjJI ^sLaJI c^»UI ^_}>\i^>\ <\a .<a>j y& ( .. \: 3 — a* 
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ojfij t_2a)l ,_5 (_rx! ( } _ ) • ^ y>—H j*> j -ilj 

. \^dT 1/32 L;iCJ 

.111 j jlr‘V''-r^~H. ( i i ) 0~Jr?~\ — VO 

4-twSa‘* ol-l-C' 4] ^C^lj 4JU ^*-*^1 4>1 Jl £-J jiU ^ 43 jj 0^~*J1 

^-**1 I_j£ J ^J^3*3 1 1 _/W (J^ J ^ _*P (Jr* ^4.^v ^1 

^1 ^11 ?CS. <Ck2j\$ 4j j£. j ^ ^ . 4j j 0. 4j1-X_-0,5 

. oi'Sfb «>JI J1 ii*M *♦ ♦ * 
> d > 

3 o4^vUsJj <_;ljJI 4j ^^>JI ^ ^ uU^1 — vi 

Jjj ^ oL>( ).Jill £y=r Cr' ).^^>J' ^ 

4! U_^5vT ^la*j frill 0jCS*Uj2jJ1 4~*X (jL<a^l <Jj 4) 

. 4^~^ 4j Wo 4^1^^ 1-A^~ o_jl>- 1-1j 4^xL? .A3^ <*_a.+Z^- 
£* P 

* _5 ^JVj) i ^ : U-i^' ( * j> ) — VV 

CL-XL jAJjUl^ji^)~x£ J«j)J j^cJl J:>~1J-^ c3 C^*XJLj c__jljJ 1 
e- e- __ 

^j^jL iJ uy \c-s j ^ cj J J j J uJl (j j jp jj j j 4! 
*• 

4j U ^rj—5 ^ ****** 11 c^jLJI 4*xA< 0j^l) ® OIjjr* Jl 

0^;^~ 1 CjA cjl-9 ^*.^5?1 4.' 1 ^1 Jc- 4^2AJ ^1_A« w\^ll^ 

LJL" 4jt>a3 ^1^^ 4^^a^ frJjT (J/l) 1 - W>1^ J-Ui? J U1 
c 

■«1 J ^l^Xii^ l^-° ^Xs>-1 ^1^ 4^.^v^^s»_) 1 ^^3$ 3I l>£> w\^*- j? Cj ^y£-j? 

. d-U«l_5^ J^A) \^2.) 1 4j j\*^2£' J 4j Jl J J\jA (JjUI 

'T c- ^ & 
L^aj 1 ^ybj c_^l^_y \ c^-^x> c^Uj ^$3 ^ ^la^xs^j l loj — V/\ 

° j j 4] 1 O l-i t__->U 14) *1^ j^tJl v  

^ I* 

4_Ia d->lw* J 1 0-1) J ^ J Ji2Jl3 j[jt.^P J J 

4 ^5 JT'^ V ^ ♦—»UI J>. 1 ^1 L*> T- ^7 ua. ^j 1 

^T 

61:^1 

^ili ^,1 

O «ia. —x? 

: Ca > 
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O 

j* j iffrJ y2^X-\ y« Jpl ftL~L ^2 4dL, J9 

^\c-^ ^ OLx- ill j^jl<2^jy)i\ jX~\ £_a j 0^^3 j*, 
c* ~ 

_z j)L aL^I ((T r ) • uld^J! <j>* ^jj L y*'JX\ jl^^l ^laiL j- 

aL «-*-* 0'.X*JI Jiii^ iUI 4, jy lil 4_,;UI ^ ^Jj^i (j c,_ j^ 

. <bJ^rJIj 0jl_,J~) l]s^KA <JliJl (3 iOiif 47 £ J) ilsJ! (j **01 ^X c^JLj V 
• "■^ ■«✓ • *4 

jj> aLJ-1 ^jj <o* ^:i ^^-7> (~ T) y3^ — vr 

l£*-\!^ o yA^47_;l*-^> 4)l*^pl^ «. ;1-\*01 ^T"43^) «j 4j~J 

• ^ ^ ^yXsfx.^.X- I £~^*J 5 4l) lij \ (_$> 3^ ^ ^-C*^ *£^ 

4] ( cjlO~P- (J/l ) . ^3{^LL jA\ j&J ^yZ^y}] J& 0yv\   V £ 

^ 4*V .£ Old 47C- y*X> 0 ^ f.1 O _) O' ) y 

ajy y^' yj^\ jy^ySj ^ <jWy yj oy^j aI\j <&y\ 0-01 
A £- 

jyill U>w\?-i oiO^l 47^17oy^j\ ( J ) . <_Ja)l c? ^ybj 

cjj~\a yjjj c5 <^1 _/ _^2^>-l A&Ox j 0jji ^_5 

L^i ^/Ail _/u^IJl j& lX^^J yX$~ J*JUt.a \X 47^t^- 

4d Lj oJ^\jJf I^UJI J\ aWi J1 J—;' l3' ^ ' i'-^"1 JJ^ **JJJ yy 

')}\ J3y-\ J-V3 ^J-^J A)y*Z.7>~ Ia-AX'1 j Idjj AtUI ^5" 1 j&J 2>\y*J\ J,l 

• b> J sj? ^ ^£l*y?\ ^A>y_j\*.~*2.)\y£> o,]Oji j, .yji X^y2-~> ^ '^Xz>y-A 4j V 

y*y\j Jutlj _;^-yJ\ y yys^] iXkyp j& jr^jJldl ( N ^ ) 

(_,,)• **jjj jy}\ jy o« «jyj ^jj 

wL^ac ^_>o 4o? 0- ^l^rl 0 4>c-.^a aII^- 0 y> ^ 0 Jp 

J \ J.7x l) (jrlaJ 1 

d> Ik 

°j*j * : o > 
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. oXxil 3^3 j&J ' 4)LAIj oXsd.1 <3 X«l>J! 4) J$3 
# 4 _ _ C* 

(Jja 3^- jUJI 3^5 j 3 J-*.xXx 3 ^ — "l^ 

3 4,*$ ^j>.*.IS^ I 4*AjC-^ Ia) ^^Qwi^.L 1 (X-) l»-* ~) I l—V^*- 4^XD 3 *A^.iT 3/3^** 
ft ft 

J (J^wj^^cJI 30 \ j&j <J^Ll ^£0 LI XjIxIxj 4~xX 

p 

3}L jj lJ j-\) ^cXAj ^ 31 X>-l^ (J \>- ^c- ^Ij j^\p LL&J) aAc* o 3^3 ft lx) 

. A3^° 4) ^ ^ ^ ^ . !x«^o ^ \ \~~z?- 

4)1^X2$ J j3> X>Lo O3* 3^kx jl$ ^a.31 3 ^ ^ ^ 3^3} — V* 

J(Jjj 1-fJxj l Ijj cki 31 o\jy> ^Lii I jl ^Iji 3* 

oj^>li~l <J,| 4^Uj 43^X0 4sl^klj 4X ^^31ij 33I 4)1 ^1 kjUI 3jf 

l ^X jAI j^Xs) <jU*c 1^23 4$jjj 4l^?lj JjJo J_^kl <J,I J-k 4lj L» 

xAx)l li* ol Jlx j 4X3II i-JjJI ^IjjL)Dj (j\i_r^)j j c—>1 ^xJL 

^3^>L>-I 3^-'">~3 ^j,d\ <3< *k c^l^xli (3 3^33 «• lx ^2.) kl 

I I V. 

4^Xal I 4xx)l oL«.*^>jj ^1p l^l ^k*JI (3 ^ 4) I lx& 3^ 

. iXA&JI jl 
H 

A _ _ oft 

s/j XXM > 3> S j ^U^l^ls^vl — \j\ 

J-'JC^A J^l J ^jlb^ j) jLw? J&jj (^2^"! (jl^aplj j®* if ^kaplj 

<jj ji)l 4)^>LiP (3 4) ^^2) 1 oi) X 3 ^ 4X 4^lx)l 

4^clx 4i^.lk A^^-j l^aI (3 <xX x'Lvll 4^2)\i 

(J ^up\ 4)^ j^^.Liliji 3^)1^ ^3^ ^ja jLU IA (Jlx ^)l ^.xl t3 yf^ 
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<2.1 \ 4A) J\p> 

3*1 jk\\ [fj* ^ J1 y>-^i\ <jj ‘ ^cl O^ dli 

4**. U £, &lil\ Jl l * 1/^ \ j\S"^ l ^C- 4p^4^X.j 4,' _^L._ 

4/0 l ^ y*> w\j ^Aaaj ^ 

(JV^l iw-'j-V> J ijtx/a^l jai 4; jrvKs) V 1 Jj la*t“ _/ cao ^ a2> j 

(J;-* 4) Ic- 4j^aVl V—o\.~£- l^*"^ j~-*> Id i I 4)y\ldVl 4*. 11 aC 1 ^ai2j 

aail^j^d ojA, iJ^JI d>^yJI caliljU v^o^U lil 4jM ai^J L*V dv*Vl 

• Us?*- (_*l ^ j^1 <_J> 1 

d lad?-l laV jj*y)j\ tjjc ^-jijJlW o-\X lolapl (j^"a5j 

. cal^lJI 4«ai2^ l^lc^l l;jTi o~\> ap oU j,l 

_*1 4 .cadI 4j -^U *lc^Vl 4;_Cll J1 p-V1 d ia-dai dl l ad^-l aSj 

^a^DIj ^Jl ^*V1 l^-il^r li^T"jjj 4jj^^i) <j" -dh^d! ^ ij aid 

• <j£jl~i^.ajtj ^IdL* ^^jldlj 

'j*^' Oa^ J,5^ Jr^ ^ ^-dsdl oa> Id I J^JI lad d *lXdi v. 

jTi VI U i^j Vj i-^n iiBl, Udi d^l J 

/>^t*/d^^Aj(, $jjS^\^1 ^jJ! 4.i2^^J^l aacL.ll 
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